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NOW...FIRST ALL -CHANNEL ANTENNA WITH INDIVIDUAL

UHF and VHF ORIENTATION, 75- OR 300 -OHM OUTPUT

New JERROLD Patti iriali;Coloraxial
TM

the antenna to answer every VHF, UHF, and
FM reception need from metropolitan to deep -fringe
areas ... Jerrold's new Coloraxial PATHFINDER.

The new PATHFINDER (Series PAB and PXB) is
a unique combination-a cascaded-periodic VHF an-
tenna plus an. advanced -design UHF section, all in
one pre -assembled unit. Both 75 -ohm Coloraxial and
300 -ohm models for every taste and budget. And
look at the prices-as low as $21.95!

VHF and UHF sections may be
individually oriented for maxi-
mum directivity. While you get
all the flexibility of separate VHFJE1111010

and UHF antennas, PATHFINDER eliminates the
splitters (with their inherent losses) needed to couple
separate antennas with a common downlead.

Take advantage of the growing UHF and FM stereo
markets by selling this all-purpose high -gain antenna.
Rugged square -boom construction and Golden Armor
corrosion -resistant finish assure long life. Flat re-
sponse across entire band (channels 2-83), low
VSWR, excellent front -to -back ratio make PATH-
FINDER a "natural" for easy sales and satisfied
customers. Talk to your Jerrold distributor today,
or write fcr complete information. Jerrold Electronics
Corporation, Distributor Sales Division, 401 Walnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

... for more details circle 132 on postcard t
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 7 NEW SETS
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CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC 1030
TV Chassis M618

EMERSON 1033
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MOTOROLA 1031
TV Chassis TS594

RCA VICTOR 1032
Color TV Chassis CTC20
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SECTION 1
SOUND IF AND AUDIO
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SECTION 3
SYNC. ANp VERTICAL
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WestinghousepaoNoSymbol
Description75ocer215V611A00Cll10°28- lOpf 500v

N-20µf 50v elect (incl C221B,C

C310B, C414B) 218V054H29
L100 -

csowil,400adj

4.5MHz limiter grid 230V083H01
L101 - coil, 14uh RF choke 230V130H02
R108 - control, vol 500K Intl R231

270V166H04
TI00 - xformer, 4.5MHz FM det grid 235V046H01
T101 - xformer, audio output 3.20 430V154H01
C201 - lOpf 500v NPO 5% cer 215V131A00
C202 - 47pf 500v NPO 5% cer 215V134A70
C203 - lOpf 500v NPO cer 215V300H76
C204 - 43pf 500v NPO 5% cer 215V134A30
C218 - 4.7pf 500v N750 cer 215V300H56
C220 - 2.7pf SCI0v NPO cer
C221B - 4µf 350v elect (Intl C110B,

C310B, C414B)

2I5V122A79

218V054H29
L200 - coil, .31uh RF choke 230V065H04
L202 - coil, adj 47.25MHz trap 230V076H02
L203 - coil, adj 47.25MHz trap tapped 230V076H01
L204 - coil, reactor 22uh 230V142H01
1205 -toil, reactor 22uh 230V142H01
L207 - coil, peaking 225uh 230V141H05
L208 - coil, adj 4.5MHz 230V030H09
L209 - coil, peaking 400uh 230V141H07
L210 - coil, peaking 140uh 230V141H06
R201 - 3.3K lOw 251V014H48
R203 - 5.1K 5% 259V003H28
R217 - 5.6K 4w 251V014H45
R218 - 1.5K 5% 250V211A52
R224 - control, contrast 15K 270V159H12
R230 - 2K 4w 251V014H37
R231 - control, brightness 300K Intl

R108, SW400 270V166H04
R232 - 3.3K 7w 251V014H38
T200 - xformer, adj 44.25MHz IF input 235V049H01
1201 - xformer, adj 43.0MHz 1st IF 235V048H01
1202 - xformer, adj 45.25MHz 2nd IF 235V048H04
T203 - xformer, adj 44.250 3rd IF 235V116H01
1204 - xformer, balun 300/750 235V125H01
X200 - diode, video det 1N295A 296 V006H02
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SECTION 2
VIDEO IF AND VIDEO OUTPUT

99

1/2 6G48
vIDEO OU

C3108 -100µf 50v elect' (incl C110B,
C2218, C414B) 218V054H29

LA300- lamp neon horiz blanking,
R11 -2-27.1A 756V517H01

R304 - control, AGC level 100K part of
quadruple control assy (Intl R317,

6317 - Pco4n10t;ol,R4l8)
270V162H01

height 5M part of
quadruple control assy (Intl

R324 - 680R304,,

R418) 270V162H01
0319 - control, vert hold 2M 270V159H10

0325 - control, vert lin 1K 3w
251V014H51
270V138H02

1300 - xformer, vert output 430V039H09
C401 - 1600 200v 1.5A elect 218V025H65
C402 - .0015µf 1.4kv GMV cer 215V160A03
C403 - .0015µf I.4kv GMV cer 215V160A00
C404A-160µf 350v elect
C40513 -120µf 350v elect 218V053H20
C406A -30µf 350v elect
C407 - 56pf 500v NPO cer 215V125A60
C408 - 47pf 500v NPO cer 215V I 24A70
C419 - 33pf 2kv cer 10% 215V3181110
C423 - 150pf 1 kv cer 10% 215V391 A51
C424 33pf 4kv cer 10% 10
F400 - fuse 2A, 125v slo-blo 758V001H09
1400 - coil, .24uh 230V065H06
1401 - coil, .25uh 230V065H06
1402 - choke, filter 1.0hy 430V121H02
L403 - coil, adj horiz hold Intl:

extension shaft 230V144H01
R400 - 612 15w candohm
R402 - 1.5K 3w WW 225591Vv000928HH0121

R409 - 820 5% 250V218A21
R410 - control horiz range 100K part

of quadruple control assy (Intl
03 R317, R418) 270V162H01

R417 - VD0124, 259V015H01
R418 - control, width 5M part of

quadruple control assy (Intl
R304, R317, R410) 270V162H01

R422 - 150 lOw 251V014H50
R426 - thermistor, 80 cold 10 hot 690V011H08
1400 - xformer, power 410V069C01
T401 - xformer, horiz out 493V018H01
X400 - diode, silicon rectifier 500ma 295V006H03
X401 - diode, silcion rectifier 500ma 295V006H03
X402 - diode, selenium AFC 296V0041H01
Z401 - yoke assy (Intl centering

magnets resistors & wires) 490VO17CO3
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SECTION 4
HORIZ AND POWER
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WESTING-
HOUSE

TV Chassis V-2498
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September  1966
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CANADIAN
GENERAL
ELECTRIC

TV Chassis M618

September  1966
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 7 NEW SETS
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Symbol Description
C307, 310 - 5000pf GMV 500v
C181, 266 - 470pf 20% 500v R1973
C205 - 1000pf 20% 1000v R6729
C211 - 1800pf 20% 2000v R6746
C258 - mica 820pf 5% 500v R4112
C401A, B - elect 2500 175v/200p.f 160v 17003
L150 - coil, 47.25MHz link R6735
L302 - coil, quad R7001
1151 - xformer, 1st IF R6999
1152 - xformer, 2nd IF R6739
1154 - xformer, audio take -off and trap R7000
T201 - xformer, vert output R7004
1251 - xformer, horiz output 16" & 19"

sets only R7092
1251 - xformer, horiz output 23" sets only 87085
T301 - xformer, audio output 16" & 19"

sets only R7005
T301 - xformer, audio output 23" sets only 07084

yoke, deflection, models 95751
95152, 95153 only R7294
yoke, deflection 23" sets only R7118
yoke, deflection all other models 17050

R176 - control, brightness 300K R7191
R173 - control, contrast 25K R7189
R205 - control, vert hold 1.5M 17190
R307 - control, vol 2M
S401 - switch, ac power R7192
1401 - xformer, power R7317
1401 - xformer, power R7173
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VARIES WITH CONTROL SET-
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FREE SIGNAL PRODUCING -2.5 to
-3.5 volts AGC AT THE VHF TUNER.
FINE TUNING CONTROL ADJUSTED
FOR MAXIMUM AGC.
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1031
r GENERAL INFORMATION

The receivers in this manual em-
ploy a.horizontally mounted chassis
containing an 11 -transistor etched
board sub -chassis on which are
mounted the small -signal circuits.
These include the video and audio
IF amplifiers, video amplifiers,
sync, AGC and noise gate circuits.

The chassis also has 8 tubes em-
ployed in the sweep and audio out-
put circuits and the VHF tuner. The
UHF tuner is transistorized.
The diode complement consists of
10 diodes and 2 silicon power recti-
fiers on the chassis plus 1 diode in
the UHF tuner.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power Rating: 145 watts

Source: 120 volts, 60 cycle AC
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES

IF: Video 45.75Mc
Sound 41.25Mc

Sound IF: 4.5Mc

ELECTRONIC 17 1-7-$Emfidea yk.TECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 7 NEW SETS

MOTOROLA
TV Chassis TS594

September  1966

NOTES

VOLTAGE 111111111.111131117TS

I. TAMER MOS POINT INDICATED ID CHASSIS .1111
A VT -II 206

2. LINE VOLTAGE MAINTAINED AT 122V AC.
3.  NAPIER RITE CONTROL strrINGs.

SPECIAL COMPONENTS SEE PARTS LIST.
5 TAKEN 1111 CONTRAST CONTROL AT MINIUM

AND ALL OTANI CONTROLS IN NORMAL
OPERATING POSITION

6 WHERE TWO VOLTAGES ARE SNOWS
VOLTAGE ABOVE DOI - 81111 NO SIGNAL
INPUT TUNER IN BETWEEN CHANNELS AND
ANTENNA MARAIS SHORTED
VOLTAGE IN NOV - WITS TUNA ON STRONG
STATION AND OUTSIDE ANTENNA.

EAVA01111 IIKABUREITINTS
1 TAKEN ILION POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS

ITTI A VIDE -BAND OSCILLOSCOPE
2 OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCED NEAR STEEP RATE INDICATED
3 TAM, P1111 STRONG SIGNAL. CONTRAST CONTROL AT 1

HAIM'S ALL OTTER CONTROLS IN 0,34.AL
OPERATING POSITION- - INDICTTLIT PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

2

UNLESS 01111121131 SPECIFIED. CAPACITORS ARE DISC CERAMIC
500V Of TOLERANCE A CHARACTERISTIC AS NOTED: It TOLER-
ANCE IS NOT GIVEN CAPACITORS ARE GEV (GUARANTEED NIP.
VALUE) TYPE. TUBULAR CAPACITORS ARE 20%. 400V DC
DECIMAL VALUES IN IT. ALL OTHERS IN Pr RENTA,R5 ARE
ALL 10% I AN

I0 NUMBS AND LErrns II SAES INDICATE TEST POINTS AND
ARE CROSS-RETERENCED TO THE PARTS LOCATION 11.1.1TSTRATIONS- - -
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1032
RCA VICTOR
Color TV Chassis
CTC20

September  1966
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ELECTRONIC 7 f -T-#4=5 AirTECHNICIAN

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 7 NEW SETS
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K1000
ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS.
ALL RESISTORS ARE I/O WATT EXCEPT AS NOTED
S INDICATES 5%TOLERANCE ON RESISTORS

ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES 1,0 AND ABOVE ARE INFI,
THOSE BELOW 1.0 ARE IN UP, UNLESS OTHERWISE
INDICATED.

DIRECTION OF ARROWS AT CONTROLS INDICATES
CLOCKWISE ROTATION.

VOLTAGES ARE MEASURED TO CHASSIS GROUND
WITH A "VOLTOHMYST"I WO SIGNAL I AND SHOULD
HOLD WITHIN 120% AT RATED SUPPLY VOLTAGE.

®a opi INDICATES SPECIAL TYPE RESISTOR- CAPACITORS
ORDER FROM PARTS LIST ONLY
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R139. 1.514(4 BOOSTED
GREEN SCRN BOOST

V108

21FJ P22A
OR

21 FBP22A
PICTURE

TUBE

25 KY
(BLIP 01

7

2

C121
1000
160

P125 1.5114EG
RED SCREEN

03
2 RI41 *C122

1.5 MEG 1000
BLUE SCREEN I KV

- TO PW700 KK

sloe
INTERLOCK

PRICH

R129
2.2 MEG

120V 60,
POWER SUPPLY

$RRlog _

0123
100 J C125 .=

.047

CI30
680 3101

K v - 041/04T.
SwiTC4- - - _ _ J

ON PW200l

01MW1410
C11841-

I
R

80991 CR204

To
0128

CUBA

800 I

r9C 12411
I 60141

U
601

+ 1200 -

CR206OT-1

816

RED

12346
2.2 MEG

C126
100

12 V

ROY AC

T105
POWER
TRANS

(SLR

6.35 V
2.0A

6.35V
10.75A

RCA VICTOR
Color TV Chassis CTC20

CTC20C CHASSIS VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS

III ?VI 'tit

0 TP202
Ind Detector NM Point
Horizontal Rote 49 P -P

wir

0 PW700 CC
lit Video luminance Signol

Horizontal Rote 2 5V P P

O V206.8.1
5,01 Separator Plow

IA,,nnInl Rote 709 P P

O V20RAS
Vertical ovtput grid

Vortical Rote 750V P I

a T102 U ,AEC Reference
and con., eeeee p.te1

Nortrontal Rote 235V I P

0 11136.3 11119. dri. control
Video s.cinnIJ

Vertical Rote 150V PP

1703A
O3 58 mil oscillator 001101
Horizontal Rate ISV P.9

PW700 K
BY

Horizontol Rote 120V P P

0 TP102
Ind DeNctor Test Pool,

Vertical Ron. P P

motaii MIA
0 V206 A-2

AGC Grid
Horizontol Rote 30V P P

MOP minmeno

0 V206.8 1
Sync Separator Now
Vec..., 00.e 704 P P

1,1J,
0 TP201

Vertical ourpur cothod
Vertical Rote ISV PI

I

-11-0410oilito

0 ±203.6
AGC CrIrerno Ampl.

Moricontal Rate 170+ VP

L.4'4000+

° V703B.2
Ilcirst Amplifier grid

Mori...5101 Rote 659 v v

ru"-ntr 7444'--trrt r"hme

PW700
RY

Horizontal Role 100v P P

!Prior.
Argirfur

Aw700 CC° ICI Video Luminance Signal
Vertical Rate 2 5V PP

0 V206 -A-6
AGC Keying Pule.

Horizontal Role 650V P P

0 V2081.9
Vertical esc,lo.nr grid
Vertical Rote 90V P I

0 V105.2. 6
Horizontal output grid

Horizontal Role 100V P P

0 1136 3 B,9 d.
Vsess ' s.enI

Nor.confol Role 150V P P

170I.0
Sondem. amplifier ovIpv,

Horicontal Rote 159 P r

rrtfttfreli. mrp

0 PW700 AA

lionconrol Role 40V ..
NOTE:
Voltage Waveforms taken with a wideband oscilloscope
using a low capacitance probe. Color Bars from the

WR64A Color Bar / Dot / Crosshatch Generator used for
the chroma circuit voltage waveforms.

L
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1033
EMERSON
TV Chassis 120837,
839, 840, 841, 842,
843, 846, 847, 848

September  1966

vn1
100HOPOLI

15411 1000
L a

( 13014C CHOKE

ELECTRONIC
J-TWEnTiea XTECHNICIAN

n
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 7 NEW SETS I

61.98 90v

PARTIAL SCHEMATIC OF

UHF TUNER
I

0-1TamesisTos unrosc

I
X-3 114112Ax'TAL MIX

L___

UHF LOOP

swisSmns
HA1101.1 BB IT

r
PARTIAL SCHEMATIC 011

O.5000mr emir
VHF TUNER

I

V-13 36K6,3H05. I te. LIIIIN11 TYPES I
11 F. AMP.

V-%4 scent 41187* 1661666"667.61") I
T9 IV -MB

R - 81
126t w

I NOT mob.
011 90.111

WOK 'WON
SOMA 14781

5 4 5

14 V13 7
BY ARC I

ANTENNA 0 1
TERMINALS

VHF DIPOLE
iNoT USED BONE SETS)

IRO 8+

4

oar

I

1---11. TO C-201Turan OCI

TOR EstIoNER8+,

TON STRING

747 CERAMIC OR MICA CAPACITORS,CAPACITY IN Pic07RADS( FF 1
* TUBULAR CAPACITORS.CPACITY IN MICROFARADS IMF)
RESISTORS IN OHMS (K  10001 AND WATT UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL CERAMICS AND MICAS 500V.ALL TUBULARS.400V UNLESS NOTED
T INDICATES TOP CORE B INDICATES BOTTOM CORE IN DOUBLE TUNED TRANSFORMERS
ARROWS AT CONTROLS INDICATE CLOCKWISE ROTATION

VHF (NOT ullIDONS0611 UHF

PL -1 HIEN """) PL -2 NE2H

276
OU1C- 2:-KON MODELS ONLY

110000 ON SOME 31%
/

/R-79

ALL OTHER MODELS

* R78 F-1

C 59 470 291

L-151000

55 7  COMNPU94
I.E AMP 51.1

RECTIFIER

+140V SOURCE

9-0+125V SOURCE
C-60.9 SC -608 C -60C
250MF
1110v 215°501°0 I 5°"1110:

HEAT E R STRI He
V-11

R-77

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

V-8 V-3 v-2 - I

IB 13 5 S 5

514 v.5
L-16 L-17

V-6 V-12

9 5 5 5

I
:Ege 1000

C 6
11000 116,1-17. FILAMENT CH0.1564

Hula -OR
1511 - OR N

15-1t.4.1-

RICTIPIER sw 2 WHITE
51-2 . P O.T.

EEE WWIWIT

OtE
TUSK! ON WILIME 05141

V-7
1

CRT

V-14 V-13

VHF TUNER

ION 504451 CONTROL 1

SW -1
ON.N. 0 

MOT UNOOB TIMER MOOT L51 P - 1

r
'my

1:1i.1 65j
uL r
POLARino INTIRLOCR

S

11101551751

C -7I 470
LH.

C -66_5_ R-82
2010 MF 2200

ICIUKA-ON-.. 2W

OFF.4
SWITCH

IZ
C -11
000

I -
I

13V T

C - 1

10,000

1 25 MC
7171

IrC5.6

L- 4

R-14

13 90V

2 20

V

ti2SMC

I5Kr 47

71 /770 me
2

1
I

2

II I I

1 L -3I 11- T....J L

9 -IRO:

TUNER

L.5

P

12

sCi22

R - 2
10N

1ST F AMP

V4
41117

R15
120

'CAE %NI

R-35

TUNER ADC

TP

220

I.E

C-29

11000

+140V

1 2MEG

c

I RoCH t R-3615 MEG

-4i4Ov

R-40
4700

1W

R-3
50

PICTURE OPTIMIZER

IMO Or BONE SETS
R-85 4701

0.-15

nNDL I
BRACKET C - 67

4 7 0
UL

CLOCK TIMER
I USED ON (IOC TIMER MODELS ONLY I

NOTE IN CE POSITION SWITCH
-15 DISENGANED FROM TIMER MOTOR

AND STAYS PERMANENTLY CLOSED

120 VOLTS AC SOUPS

POLARISED PLUS

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

II

3

 N.
T1

R - 3
8200

*140 V

16V =C,t,R -16
22

R-41
100K

C  15

I1000

+W
R -I3
10017

KEYED AGC
V - IDA
SIAS

8 6v

20V

T - S

470
1,5

R.I7

+140V

AUDIO DETECTOR

V-2 4DT6os 40T6A

2ND I F AMP

41J7

136V

1.6V C -19
10OU

R - 8 C -18
100

1
1500

+140V

VIDEO
DETECTOR

X - I

4 7 ZNC
L -7

-- 41=11.
R.20 L - TP

N -19 6800 90uH

R-21
470

-9
530u.

N-22
476

T - 4

AUDIO

I1TC517CU5

R 10
I MEG
VOLUME

I

VIDEO

1Pgir
ITP

i 1
is

471 i .L...6, 1 II

.

8

/10:1A,T 11 66

=TEN DOT

T

MTN

00;
I

.....

I
C.4:::: t :::::!6

7 7

C -,20

c,:2.
I I .._-, i L -11 777

:...--1 BOO

1

130V
R - 26

elt9INCH 000TLINTLTI

CONTRAST

5 530

6800

T -5
WaL-10

R-411806

T - 2

8V

58V

0.4V
R - 23

IS

110,000

I :4?''?

2 2 ...EEO
rec N -1

C -32

470
IRV

37 SU

R-42
82K

+140V

C - 49
.0039

INV

,11.1111111.011/!..

R
33639 t

R-67
33K TN

TSVT,

VERT OSC

V-68
11111884

60 TO 70V

25,

V-1
6LN89 1-33

SYNC SEP

.1
- ay'

T.P

150K

R - 25
2200

C-25

Am GAM°

SP- I

L NN ---
J-1

tISTIEmNG ATTACHMENT
ACA

,wasu roDEL11

V - 7
PICTURE TUBE

F

0--(
16CIIP4

ser.) _1

470. .100
N-32 .,..C-68 16 INCH MODELS

,sow 141FJ P4(A)t7r.H MIN,MODELS

-ANI- V 140v
- 30

ION

MI - 1 E
CENTERING
ASSEMBLY

Ov
2

27V

C - 31
1000

R-31
500K
BRIGHTNESS

+ 140 V

Rig R-28
47001W -------WV- +140 V

HON.
NOR. OSC

PHASE DETECTOR V-89 6LX

27K I0,0001Kv
ZW

8651 R-49
C

341

,006
220

R 46
33K

+ 14 0 V

1

C - 33
330 R-

100

X-2
VARIES WITH L-12

MI=

IR- 413100K

C -50
.022 5 TO 35V

alLyr. antSja
sooR-378

R-68
2 2 MEG

0

C-52
.047

 R - 69
4 7 MEG

- 53
3.35E

Rs -

225
94V

R -51
276

C-36.1.7 C-37

"CC.T .22
sow

L-11
HORIZONTAL HOLD

R-72
39.

2112
00
-70 IW

JR22

C-53
11

.035

R-73

ANtK

CC -38
470

VERT OUTPUT

V-12
10CW5

- 9V

sv

+140V
R -GO

- +140V

126v

-54
47001

IR-37C
+ BOOST

%OKI 2.5M661 VERT. SIZE
R -71
22

+1400

Tpl

BLUE

II

+140V + BOOST w

LC.
HORIZONTAL

OUTPUT

V -BA
35H E7

+140 V

+ BOOST +1
SOURCE

YELLOW

T7 2 a
o

+140V

41,1 TIN

C
/0.000

KV

C-5495
.1

000,

T -

1 o

R-33
470

R-34
4706

24051

NV=VEL;
Np 1K3
IIg V-10

liagN

R

3.1 R- 4

lig. 2 IL

c-cs

001

nee

R-76

vriT

C-441
.033

10

VW

TV05

DAMPER
V-96
UNIT

L-19

H

II140V
L-13

C-57 82um

.1

iC-61400v .047

+140 If

105 4 4704 I
HORIZONTAL COILS

1 7 3 1 "123.1

- 74t R-75

IC- 55

T
.022

L -14 !
1

VERTICAL I
COILS ,

DEFLECTION YOKE

- 66
5m70

VERTICAL HOLD
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1034
r EARPHONE JACK ASSEMBLY (MODEL

I TO

I TB
SEC

X ins ONLY)

1

J

LIA

IF
OUTPUT

C43

C3

V3
4BZ6
I ST IF

7

C2
!.PF
55%

47.25MC

RI
225

68 P

p1 u

8+
i3OV .,5

AGC 2.214E0 220K

5

/24V

R2

7133K
6

2 1.5V

68

I

4

LF

C6
470 T
PF _L

4701 130V

72

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF
Al A2r

OUT'IN

I-rt-.8:7.--.17,.A.A.--1---090
6.0

PF

TPF

V4
4BZ 6
2ND. IF

2

22

47

680K

/24V

T

REG/ &o

6 4

1.51,

C7
2 KO01

C8 -
PF
270 T 220P

MIR IS 82KI
A2 (N IS 6811

V5

4BZ6
3RD. IF

I\
I t R3

33K

C9

470iPF

4.7
MEG

TO 50 PF ON +130V
SOUND TAKE
OFF COIL
T5

2

-2.27

- C26- 18
PF

5%

HIPS

-lb. /6°V 76
31

C27.- I

II

2201
I

.[2cco 8PF
-

4I
ORN

V6B BU/7 CAVTK
Of PCNOS WWI V7A

1/2 IOJT8
SE 77i"

1/2 I7ABIO
SOUND LIMITERcw \\SOUND DISCR.

PLY 2.20PF
tOK

4 CPV 68 T7
5 F. -LT- -I

t I

Ov

001I

V3

3 4

I

VI

v5

3 4

V6

C 44 1
.001

5 4

vil

_47\37_v7

12

2

V9

v8

4

Vlo

5 4

C45
.001 12

II
C46
01

U

INTERLOCK
120 VA.0 -

VII

L10

Fi

AC SWITCH
ON 8116.2

R8
680K,
IW

450V

C47

1.001

C48

I.001

R23
6
lOw SE ,

C49
.1 I

C50
2551
PF

5.42

C32
0

L__LJ
RII o 812
!MEG

VOL.

R9
750

Bun 49-a.
RIO 7; 600KP

_2X.001IW

+ 130V.
450V

V7B
1/2 I7ABIO
SOUND OUTPUT

BLU POv

C35 T8

992:11
180 RED

2.3.211

813
IN

2*

1 0178

ir 50
200V

SP I

T4

L2

K
A

81K

220P

C12
55
PF

±.5PF

91euh
6.0K

3911

ELECTRONIC/21-V=oca 31KTECHNICIAN

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 7 NEW SETS

V6 A

1/2 IOJT8
VIDEO

AMP: == CI9 C20 ,
L 3 L4

I ar,...n 3.3 50.4I _48.1

TO SOUND LIMITER

L 6 1039r

I TRIO V60

330P

-5v/7

IC15

i022

15

9
sly

I
icfn PF PF

17
/90911

1. Ci7A
4
200V

Ct6
.01

I
C18

9 -I -I
I 47PF

84V
6

15

R5
6.B1(

1W

150K 3.311E6P

C23

.01

22K 12K

_C22
-220PF

9V

et4

V8
4HS8 AGC
8 SYNC. CLIP

6

470K

+130V

915 395
6.05

w

82K

3 8 52v //v
7Kv

2

C 36
.01

R14
500K
A.G C

VIOA + 130V VIOB

1/2 6LN8 1/2 6LN8
HORIZ.CONTR006" HORIZ. OSC.

8 DISCH.

IMEG

330K

R24
150K

3 sor

25001

X2

C54

(1508 ..17F0

55v

3

C56
-.00!

PF

C57
470
PF

330K

+MY
6

EL,-- 3

/5ov
2

C55rl
HORIZT

HOLD3300
IIPF

RED
DOT

7

4.7
MEG

C58

.047

112=-_ +130V

IOMEG
.9444 

450V VIIA VI2
1/2 38HE7 IAD2

R25
82K HORIZ. OUTPUT H.V. RECT.
2W

Al
rH

C59
2
.0047

3311

C60-
.001

looP

- 56./

PLY

- 11- 110V

R26
m- 1K

2W

ORN

/95.12

R27
4.7
WW

VARIES WIN
81716IiTIEST
SETT/N6

C24
R6 .1

4K

CONTRAST

130V

ZENITH
TV Chassis 1 3X1 5

September  1966

VI3 PIX

I2BEP4 OR I2CBP4
(NOT INTERCHANGEABLE)

TO H.V.I3.5 KY 1
6

YEL121 7

9tv 47V
088 1400K, I

121!.6_J
*100K C25

R7
250K

WW1.-
BRIGHTNESS

ioKP

82K

V9A
1/2 I7JZ8

.0C37 VERT. OSC.33

RI7
1.8

47K MEG
.

C38
.1

RI6

3.311E6

R

7 MEG

VERT.
SIZE

Rt9
211E6

HOLD

100K

HORIZONTAL
WIDTH
SLEEVE

13.S 10/Hy I/2110

2.112_4,1L.iT EL

/9R 4

C62 -
270--
PF
3KV

f6
- C63

.15

a
IrC524 C529

300 C52
200V 200V

VIIB
I

CX 74/2

1/2 38HE7
DAMPER HORIZ. DEFL.

COILS ,
L _

114
C64

3--1
.03

BLK
I 1

V9B
1/2 I7JZ8
VERT. OUTtUT.,

9

-+.+130V

BOOST

450V 0

R20

k5.00K

LIN.

MOTES

+I30V

51812

T+
1

110011T
450V

I/2 TIO-
81U

VERT. DEFL.
COILS

ALL VOLTAGES NESUR!D FROM CHASSIS TO POINTS INDICATED.
ALL VOLTAGES ARE D C UNLESS ISE SPECIFIED.
ALL D C VOLTAGES TO BE MEASURED ITH A VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER HATING 11 NEOCIII INPUT RESISTANCE.
ALL 'VOLTAGE IMMURE BBBBB TO SE MADE NITH NO SIGNAL
PRESENT. NORMAL SETTING OF CONTROL!. AND CHANNEL SELEC
TOR SET TO CHANNEL 2 UNLESS ISE SPECIFIED.
ALL CAPACITOR VALUES IN MICROFARADS UNLESS OtHERRISE
SPECIFIED

FOR CAPACITOR CAPACITY TOLERANCE! SEE LEGEND

ALL RESISTORS ARE 10% TOLERANLE. CARSON, 1.7 WA I
UNLESS OTHERwISIT SPECIFIED.

RESISTANCE EASU EEEEEE S SHOWN WITH COIL DISCONNECTED
FROM CIRCUIT.

COIL RESISTANCES NOT GIVEN ARE UNDER ONE OHM

APRONS ON POTENTiosE TOPS INOICTE CLOCKISE ROTATION.

CHASSIS -1- 0-- INDICATES VOLTAGE SOURCL.

PICTURE TUBE AND onDE VOLTAGE 70 OE MEASURED WITH
ELECTROSTATIC KILOvULTETER WITH BRIGHTNESS AND
CONTRAST CONTROLS PULL COUNTENCLOCKISE

CX.CPACI1 91/ vALUE SELZ:TED FOR MINIUs yOKE
vARIES WITH A RANGE OF 17 PF TO 72 PF IT K r ,t .11111.
HEN NECESSARY, REPLACE 11TH EXA-.T VALUE FOUND IN
YOKE

CIRCLED LETTERS INDICATE ALIGBENT
AND TEST POINTS IIERE APPLICABLE.

C DETECTOR OUTPUT G IRD IF GRID
VIDEO OUTP,IT II  SOUND LANIER PLATE

E I F AGC I . SOUND OUTPUT
F GROUNDED FOR I F LIGNAINT I SOU ID Jac GRID

INDICATES 20% NAY BE USED.

L
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1035
SYLVANIA
TV Chassis A06,
A07 Series

September  1966

SW5008
SPOT
KILLER

SW500A
06/OFF

P1502

11'100

58502

TO TIE
PT

TO PE PT

F500

O
1200
60,0

0500
1MEG

P/L

AGC

TO TIE PT

50500

PL 200

5)(200

ELECTRONIC 17 f--TVEMpiaTECHNICIAN

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 7 NEW SETS

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPEC-
IFIED.

1. Voltages measured to chassis using VTVM.
2. AC power source 120 volt 60 cycle line.
3. Contrast and Brightness control set to minimum.
4. Voltage values shown are averge readings. Variations may be ob-

served due to normal production tolerances.

SPECIAL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS

0100

SI363
1ST SOUND IF

PICTURE TUBE HIGH VOLTAGE ANODE MAY HAVE A POTENTIAL
OF 17,000 VOLTS.
OBSERVE ALL HIGH VOLTAGE PRECAUTIONS WHEN SERVICING
THE CHASSIS.

0102

SI363
265 SOUND IF

0102
330

13100
°Picture tube node voltage me cured with VTVM high voltage probe 2 20 5
at line voltage of 120 volts under condition of normal signal, no
brightness and correct scan size.

GENERAL SCHEMATIC NOTES

I. Encircled numbers indicate tie points.
2. All capacitors are in MFD unless otherwise specified.
3. Plugs and sockets are shown as viewed from the bottom.
4. Arrows on controls indicate direction of clockwise rotation.

R200
2712 11204

F INPUT]

4--

R117

10.
TONE

017
.1

Roe
10K
VOLLAIE

47  12v

vol./ _48500

SC504

0200

T22PF
4202 MC

0204
000

0200
2N3689 C2C'e

2 21,
1ST VIDEO

C202
10PF

TO PIN 6
OF 50300
TO PIN 7
OF 50300

L500

R300
2200

C206101

C208
10PF

V07

0204
C217 2N3688
2 2PF. 2ND VIDEO IF

B

it

0216
10PF

[72021

L2.1
2.2V 8222

R214
1800

5 6.
3.

0218

1'716
C"'" .02(111

T2,1

f/.71/

CIOS-
OO5

#N6

0/04
005

)3,05
R107
155

0107
005

L100

_IC106

T330
PF

L

E 0108
3 3K

IMO

C108 -
05 -7

_L

SC100
91541 0112

72 kg . 6.85

IC110
5.7' _LCI12

"-
330PF

510 co. T__
TPF

330PF

, 4 T
- - - SC102

16541

13110

39012

0114
6 85

RI IA

4A78

C116

T
330PF

0224
3 3PF r  -----

0206 (
I REID SC204

, 102952N3563 I

11_208] 212
3RD 010E0 IF 1 0228

r T 56PF

8224
18

*2.5V

02227

0246
33012

0'
8228
22011

C230
22PF

1
0226

T 0022
0230

-

220

0211
0022

R201
eon

R205
5.

5%

SC203- 91295

7127
$ 7;1(1111

R2t1
220(1

R209 8212
330-5%) / 20

0212 1

I5V

0210
330

R208
4.7K

0214
T.0

1 0220
T 05

0202
51835
AGC AMP TO TO

T404(2) 7404(31

V 16

:I2V 0

 //V

0232

ACC

8234
II(

(f).
0208

SI363
AGC KEYER

SC202
16295

Fc2 34

15V

1

0232
I

^10PF

1

1214
180U+

i
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2
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'42 72
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SR 502 T.

02,0j T6240820 .068
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O
-115V
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S13690300
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0502
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10504ATC5048 TC504C_500 _1000 750
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25V
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3
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82011
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co, ,CO3, 02

a
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3 3K
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S1875

VERT OSC
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,703.2°"sv
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5

25V
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03081
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0011
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V HEIGHT
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p R3321 2012
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Sound Section 100-199
Video Section 200-299
Vert. and S yn Section 300-399
Honz. and H. V. Sect on 400-499
L.V. Supply. Misc 500-599

TOPINISK500 TOPIN7OFS0500
:TO PIN 8 OF SK 500

03 0106

( 2N3694

C126

- 2ND AUDIO AMP

D.C. COUPLING
SC206
06462

Oi

CI28

500

8277
220
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12000
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22 l 4251

Ng,
8 2PF

2211/

0(1
2

GREEN

3 4

0136
.00.

BLUE

0108
S E 3030

AUDIO OUTPUT
#501/

0134
3 911

+32V '31912

0200
19GMP4

17KV

742

BLACK

C252

032

TO TE PT.®
+32V

0130
IOU

3V

SPARK ARRESTOR
45 (PART OF CRT SOCKET)
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GREEN

SK 300
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.01 470
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2N3694

0404
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104092 R..°
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33.
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0414
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C
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7g°
0421
47on
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2N3694
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0421 2N3568
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R424 5
15.

C4I7
180PF

.1. 147(7PF
10%25P
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001 s
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470 T-.0%
250-

0429
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SC405 4700
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2W
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4701)
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T 00,

L C424-
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2W

O
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470PF
10%
25P
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1402
WIDTH

T404

C428 --
047 I

TO
+380
AT

POWER
SUPPLY

0442
15K

SC408
06462

F3-----.11) TIE PT ®
F 2 .,TO 'DE PT®

SC406

V400
1E13/163

C432
33PF

7°23;1

0439
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-TRANSISTOR CROSS REFERENCE LIST -

SCHEMATIC
CODING

SYLVANIA
PART NO

SYLVANIA
TYPE NO

MANUFACTURERS
TYPE NO

EIA
TYPE NO

0100 13+5800-1 51363 5E1001 IF) 203693
0102 13-15808-I 51363 5E1001 IF) 263693
0104 13-15840-1 51364 5E1002 (F) 203694
0106
0108

13-15840-I
13.17918+

51364
51631

5E1002 (F)
5E3030 (f)

293694

0200 13-15841-1 51360 5E5002 (F) 203689
0202
0204

13.158462
13-15835+

51835
51361 5E5001 (F) 263668

0206
0208

13-15810-1
13+5808-I

51362
51363

5E3001 IF)
SEIOOI IF)

263563
2N3693

0210 13-15840-1 51364 5E1002 IF) 263694
0212 13-15809-1 51366 5E7010 IF)
0300 13-15808-2 51369
0302 13-16570-251873 263638
0304 13-17608-1 TA 2083 (13) 263730
0400 13-158461 51364 5E1002 (F) 293694
0402
0404

13-15840-i
13- 15842-2

51364
51642

0E1002 (F) 263694
263568

0406 13-17607+ TA1928A113) 263731

(FlFAIRCHILD
(R)RCA

SC404 0425
1001

R428
I5K
218

# 0440

0
R426
3.35
2W

C42613
20

T

3CE__OV

R427

+135V
* 38

C42138
40
200V
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CanaTio Eft

TUNER REPAIR
chio vim

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., largest manufacturer of
TV and FM tuners, offers unexcelled tuner
overhaul and factory -supervised repair service.
Completely -equipped and conveniently -
located Service Centers offer fast, dependable
and factory -supervised repair service on all
makes and models. Centers are staffed by well -
trained technicians, assisted by engineering
personnel.

Tarzian-made tuners received one day will
be repaired and shipped out the next. More
time may be required on other makes. Every
channel-not just the channels existing in any
given area-is checked and re -aligned per orig-

inal specifications. Exclusive cleaning method
makes the tuner look-as well as operate-
like new.

Cost, including ALL labor and parts (except
tubes) is only $9.50 and $15 for UV combina-
tions. No additional charge. No hidden costs.
Too, you get a full, 12 -month warranty against
defective workmanship and parts failure due
to normal usage.

Always send TV make, chassis and Model
number with faulty tuner. Check with your
local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replace-
ment tuners, parts or repair service. Or, use the
address nearest you for fast, factory -supervised
repair service.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
(Factory -supervised tuner service authorized
by Sarkes Tarzian)

MIDWEST- 817 N. Pennsylvania St.
Indianapolis, Ind., Box 161-2
Tel : 317-632-3493

EAST 547-49 Tonnele Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
Tel : 201 -792-3730

SOUTH -EAST -938 Gordon St., S. W.
Atlanta, Georgia
Tel : 404-758-2232

WEST-
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.
Tuner Service Division

10654 Magnolia Blvd.,
N. Hollywood, Calif.
Tel : 213-769-2720
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Getting a hernia and not getting paid for it?

Switch to Elmenco dipped Mylar' - paper capacitors
and you won't have to worry about call-backs,
lost profits, broken reputations or broken
anything else.
The only ordinary thing about them is their price.
You get capacitors that meet the requirements of
high -reliability computer and missile systems. You
get capacitors that hold their rating at 125`C
continuous operation. Yet you get them at TV
set prices.
Elmenco dipped Mylar-paper capacitors come in
just about any value you need from .001 mfd to
1.0 mfd. And just about any TV rated voltage you
need, too, from 100V through 1600V.
Ask your Authorized Arco Distributor to put them
on your next order. Without fail.
Tell him you're counting on his support.
(While you're at it, ask about other Elmenco types:
padders and trimmers; high voltage dipped micas.)

Arco Electronics
A Division of Loral Corporation I
Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y.
Dallas, Texas, Pasadena, California,
Menlo Park, California.

PON I TRADEMARK.
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Confronted by an affluent but more discriminat ng customer, the Hi Fi stereo specialist must
display his wares to the utmost advantage today.

FEATURES

Stereo and Monophonic Tape Recor6ers 45
This article tells you how to troubleshoot and repair modern tape recorders

Understanding Solid -State Stereo An-,lifiers 50
Tells you what you'll need to know to successfully service so/id-state amplifiers

Striking It Rich in Audio and Visual Communications Systems 54
How long-range planninrs points to a successful audio and eisjal communications

operation

Aligning and Troubleshooting FM/Stereo Equipment 57
Major service problems and alignment procedures described

Servicing Solid -State Portable Phonographs _ 60
Stylus and cartridge replacement, adjustments and important service considerations
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to troubleshoot them faster
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TEKFAX - 16 PAGES OF THE LATEST SCHEMATICS

Group 169 September  1966

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC: TV Chassis
M618

EMERSON: TV Chassis 120837, 839, 840,
841, 842, 843, 346, 847, 848

MOTOROLA: TV Chassis TS594

RCA VICTOR: Color TV Chassis CTC20

SYLVANIA: TV Chassis A06, A07 Series

WESTINGHOUSE "V Chassis V-2498 Series

ZENITH: TV Chais s 13X15
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Superior 1280 Set Tester
I need a schematic and parts list

with values for this set tester. Can
any reader help me?

TOM MCCAUSLAND
Portland, Ore.

He'll Stick With ET
Your articles on television servicing

have been a great help to me . . . ET

is truly an educational necessity . . .

Just keep up the good work on your
magazine . . . I have read all other
electronics magazines and they just
do not compare with yours . . . I be-
lieve I will just stick with your maga-
zine as it is the best I've found yet . . .

CLARENCE W. CATTELL
Findlay, Ohio

TEKFAX Helpful
We're renewing our subscription

for three more years . . . We enjoy
your publication and have found the
circuit diagrams most helpful over
the years. The articles have been very

NOW, Mercury gives you

a full ONE YEAR

GUARANTEE*
on all their test instruments

*Most test equipment manufacturers
give only a 90 day guarantee

...we make this offer because
we know the engineering and

quality that goes into our units
Mercury goes further than other test

equipment manufacturers and offers you
a one year unconditional guarantee

covering parts and workmanship on all their
equipment. We back up our products this
strongly because we make every unit with

exceptional care. Specially trained
inspectors check the wiring in various

stages of production to assure strict
adherence to specifications. Before Mercury

equipment is shipped it is given a thorough
final factory test to assure long lasting,

trouble -free service for you. You can count
on Mercury test equipment to meet your

servicing needs, save valuable time
and make money for you.

See the complete Mercury line at your
parts distributor... or write for catalog

Mercury produces a wide
range of test equipment

 Color Generator  VTVM
 Tube Testers  VOM
 Component Substitutor
 CRT Tester Reactivator
 In -Circuit Capacitor Tester
 Signal Generator
 Self -Service Tube Testers
 Wire -it -yourself Kits

4,772/W-1141/1 ELECTRON/CS CORPORATION
315 Roslyn Road, Mineola, N.Y. 11501

Export: Morhan Exporting Corporation
458 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.In Canada: William Cohen Corp.

good and we have been able to use
some of the ideas most effectively.
Keep up the good work . . .

ROBERT FINCH
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Needs Japanese Radio VOT
Can any reader help me locate a

vertical output xformer replacement
for a "Rocket," 8 -in. TV set, model
8HL, manufactured by Egawadenki-
Kenkyusho of Tokyo, Japan? I wrote
the manufacturer and never heard
from them. The tube used in the ver-
tical output is a 12BH7.

A. SARLOWSKI
Brookfield, Wisc.

Needs Import Motor
I have a "Saja Export MS/51"

tape recorder made in West Germany.
I need a motor for it and have no
address of the company. Can anyone
tell me what their address is or if
parts are available in the United
States?

H. HANSON
Mobile, Ala.

Needs Tube Tester Chart
Can any reader tell me where I

can find an up-to-date roll chart or
where to obtain information to up-
date a Simpson model 555 tube tester?

TOM BUTTS
Marshall, Mich.

Has Solar Manual
have the complete manual on the

Solar Capacitor Analyzer, model
"CF," which I can photostat for a
reasonable charge if any reader
wishes it. The schematic alone is
available too.

B. N. PHELPS
Omaha, Neb.

Auto Ignition Systems
There's one subject ET has not cov-

ered - ignition systems for auto-
mobiles . . . ET furnishes very valu-
able information in other areas.

HERMAN BOLST
Peekskill, N.Y.

*As you know, ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN is devoted entirely to service -
dealers and technicians who make
their living in TV -Radio, Hi Fi, two-
way radio and audio communciations.
It also covers some industrial elec-
tronics subjects which a portion of
our readers are involved in. Most
transistorized ignition systems today
are serviced by auto mechanics.-Ed.

or more etai s circ e 136 on postcard
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Did you ever...

WIRE

... lift a wire -lead component

from a printed wiring board

for testing

... test or replace a

capacitor or resistor on

a crowded tube socket

CUT YOUR TIME IN HALF with
KW/HETTE Soldering Aids ...the revolutionary

connectors that practically let you

do "in -circuit" component testing!

(six times actual size)

The KWIKETTE SOLDERING AID is
not just another wire spring connector! It
has a Copperweld wire inner core, an inter-
mediate layer of flux, and an outer jacket

FLUX SOLDER of solder . . . all you need is heat!
KWIKETTES are now being packed with Sprague
Atom° Capacitors at no extra cost to you! Whenever
you need tubular electrolytics, insist on pre-packaged
Sprague Atoms from your parts distributor and you'll
automatically get your KWIKETTE component con-
nectors . . . the biggest boon to the service technician
since the soldering gun !

FREE TRIAL PACKAGE!
10 free KWIKETTE Soldering Aids cre yours for the askiig I Simply
send your postcard request to KWIKETTE Center, Sprague Products Co.,
65 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 01247. Don't forget to in-

clude the name of your Sprague Cistributor.

* trademark

OS.6107
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

SEPTEMBER 1966
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Needs Antique Tubes
I have subscribed to ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN for almost 10 years and
have found it one of the best. I par-
ticularly like the schematics in TEKFAX
and the down-to-earth troubleshooting
articles. I have an old Westinghouse
H-148 radio which the owner wishes
repaired - primarily for sentimental

reasons. I need two tubes, a 3E6 and
1LA6, which seem hard to come by.
Can anyone tell me where I can find
these tubes?

GEORGE ROBERTS
Maywood, N.J.

There should be a few of these still
collecting dust on jobber or service -
dealer shelves. Can anyone help this
reader?-Ed.

Needs Schematic
Can any ET reader help us locate a

schematic for a Model S-1, Serial

HALLMARK SS
12 CHANNELS, CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED.
ALL SOLID STATE. PRE -ALIGNED,
PLUG-IN CIRCUITS!
Here's everything you've ever wanted in CB 
Handsome styling  New low price  Solid-state
reliability with top quality all American -made com-
ponents  Unique modular concept features plug-
in receiver, audio and transmitter modules to vir-
tually eliminate field maintenance problems 
High level modulation (85% minimum) for maxi-
mum talk power  Noise -immune, ultra -sensitive
squelch  Optional fully regulated power supply
 Optional operation from any widely used AC or
DC source for land mobile, air or marine installa-
tions  Use with tone code or as basic PA ampli-
fier.

Write today for complete information

HALLMARK INSTRUMENTS
1601 Broadway, Lubbock, Texas 79401 (AC 806) PO 2-0643

T/C/I EAGLE -30 WATT
TRANSCEIVER FOR BUSINESS
RADIO SERVICE

Designed for long-range opera-
tion in the 25 to 50 MC band.
AC or DC operation. Transistor-
ized mobile power supply. Small
compact size fits any vehicle.
FCC type accepted.

A DIVISION OF The Nova Corporation

. for more details circle 128 on postcard

#5093 Scribe Tape Dictaphone, man-
ufactured by Scribe International
Corp., previously at 10-005 Franklin
Ave., Franklin Park, Ill. According to
the information I have, they are ap-
parently out of business.

R. COOPER BAILEY
Richmond, Va.

Using Readers Service Card
Just a little note to let you know

how well I appreciate your fine maga-
zine . . . But there isn't enough room
on the Reader Service card to get all
the information I need, especially if
it's a long firm name. Keep up the
good work!

S. RASMUSSEN
Silverton, Ore.

Advertised products, New Products,
Catalogs and Bulletins are all num-
bered. Corresponding numbers appear
on the Readers Service card. All you
have to do to obtain information is to
circle the number on the card which
appears next to the product informa-
tion you are interested in and then
drop the Reader Service card in the
mail box.-Ed.

Transistor Book
Regarding the Book Review Section

of the April 1966 issue of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN. I am interested in pur-
chasing a good text with recent ad-
vances in transistor techniques and
applications . . . This book ("Tran-
sistors: Principles and Applications")
may be what I am looking for . . .

Please furnish me with the address of
the publisher . . .

JACK FORRY
San Francisco, Calif.

The address of Hart Publishing Co.
is 510 6th Ave., N.Y.

New Product Info
Please forward my name and ad-

dress to the makers of "Terado Solid -
State Inverter" as shown in New
Products section in the June 1966
issue Of ELECTRONIC TECHNICAN.

E. J. OLSON

Eureka, Kan.

This information was readily obtain-
able by circling the proper number on
the Readers Service card and dropping
the card in the mail box. The address
of Terado appears on page 88 of the
May issue listed in the 1966 ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN'S Directory. The
address is 1068 Raymond Ave., St.
Paul, Minn. Most readers of ET use
the Reader Service card regularly.
-Ed.
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Chuck Gravina
just learned how to

plan his profits
the easy way.

It wasn't hard at all. Chuck took advantage of the all -new expanded Philco
Tech -Data & Business Management Service. He received all the facts in the mail,
liked what he read, subscribed and received Philco's Profit Planning kit free.

The kit contains a 24 -page guide on profit planning, plus an accurate,
easy -to -use profit calculator. Philco designed it especially for service -businessmen
like you. You get practical, usable information that can help you make
your business more profitable.

And Chuck's subscription means a wealth of factory -accurate new product
manuals - mailed directly to him. So you'll know about the new products
before they reach the retailers. You'll get monthly information on business
management and customer relations. And, of course, you'll receive a full year's
subscription to your Philco Service Businessman's magazine.

Chuck Gravina knew a good program when he saw it. And he subscribed.
How about you? Shouldn't you subscribe right now and start planning your own
profits for 1967? Philco is mailing all the details to thousands of
service -businessmen right now. Watch your mail for all the information. And if
you'd like any additional facts, talk to your Philco Distributor or contact
Parts Sc Service Department, Philco Corporation, Tioga 8c "C" Streets,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134.

PH I LCO
A Su8SiDiAlrf Of l.4;SAfier(eOnfela,W,

New...just off the press. Philco's parts catalogue and
reference guide. It includes valuable technical information
plus Philco's '66/'67 "Parade of Values." Free gift
offers. Get your copy now from your Philco Distributor.

SEPTEMBER 1966
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Then,

it takes a lot
of know-how to
be a UNIVAC
field engineer?

One reason we're leaders in
the commercial computer
industry is the kind of peo-
ple we have working for
us and the kind of training we give them as they go
along.

In the case of our field engineers we give them
plenty. So much, in fact, that they don't need a college
degree to get started with us. If you have a good grasp
of electronic and electro-mechanical fundamentals
and a more than ordinary amount of ambition, we'll
see to it that you get all the training you can handle
on our various computers.... And we'll pay you while
in training.

After that you'll be on your way up as one of our
career field engineers-installing and maintaining our
equipment. We have field offices all across the nation
and overseas as well. You'll be assigned to one of them.

Sound good? Wait until you hear about UNIVAC's
expense allowances, fringe benefits, and advancement
policies.

Interested candidates are invited to write
Manager of Field Administration, UNIVAC,

P.O. Box 8100, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dept. 61 J

Want to know
how you can
learn while we're
paying you?

UNIVAC
DIVISION OF SPERRY RANO CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mr, LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

TEKFAX Pages
You say that you publish 16 pages

of TEXFAX schematics every month. I
have gone through every issue since
January and can find only eight pages.

PAUL GILBERT
Ashland, Ky.

The TEXFAX section consists of 8
double pages. Each folded sheet is the
size of two printed pages in ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN. The schematics
take up the equivalent of 16 printed
pages in ET.-Ed.

Technician's Directory
It seems to me that I have seen a

list of electronic equipment and com-
ponent manufacturers with their ad-
dresses in some copy of ET but can't
seem to find it again.

TED BOOTH
Thief River Falls, Minn.

The directory appears in the May
1966 issue of ET, beginning on page
74-Ed.

Likes Business Profiles
I have enjoyed and gained much

valuable information from your series
of reports on other TV businesses.
Thank you and I hope you keep up
the good work.

LLOYD OUGH
Wauneta, Neb.

Low and Hi Fi
Is it worthwhile to put a "Matel

Barbie" record player into a Hi Fi
cabinet with 2 oval speakers?

GEORGE WONG
La Palma, Calif.

What's a "Matel Barbie" record
player?-Ed.
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La= MODEL 970
TRANSISTOR EQJIPMENT

ANALYSE

BeeK MODEL 970 TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT ANALYST

SERVICE AM & FM
AUTO & TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT

AT A PROFIT!
Jobs that used to be unprofitable now go so quickly that you can make
good money handling them! There are millions of auto radios and tran-
sistor radios in the field-portables, auto and table models, plus hi-fi
and communications equipment. Instead of turning them away, you can
turn them into money-makers with the B&K Model 970 Radio Analyst

The 970 is effective because it's accurate and complete. Using the
famous B&K signal injection technique, this all -in -one instrument pro-
vides the required de power, lets you test power and signal transistors
in and out of circuit; generates RF and audio signals, and includes a
rugged, accurate VOM. Four functions in one compact package-with
solid state reliability, B&K professional quality.

LOW INVESTMENT- QUICK RETURN
See your B&K Distributor or write for Catalog AP22-R Net $19995

B & K DIVISION OF DYNASCAN
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE.  CHICAGO. ILL. 606'3

Canada Atlas Radio Corp.. 50 Wingold, Toronto 19. Ont.
Expo', Empire Exporters. 123 Grand St . New York 13. U.S A.

SEPTEMBER 1266

FEATURES:
BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY
Auto Radios-High current, low -ripple, for
transistor, hybrid, and vibrator types.
Transistor Portables -1S to 12 volts for
battery substitution-plus separately vari-
able voltage tap for bias.

QUICK ANC ACCURATE TESTING OF
POWER AND SIGNAL TRANSISTORS
In-Circuit-stage by stage DC signal injec
tion and sensitive metering cf power supply
current.
Out-of-Circuit-Direct Beta and Leakage
meter scale readings. Easy balancing or
matching.

VERSATILE SIGNAL GENERATORS
RF Generators-provide brcadcast and IF
frequencies for both AM and FM bards.
Audio Generator-for AM or FM modula-
tion of the RF signals, and for trouble-
shooting audio circu ts.

RUGGED VOM
Volt -OH M Millie rimeter -with rugged,
taut band meter-provides correct ranges
for easy, East servicing of all home and
auto radios, as well as transistor portables.
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SERIES AP -30
PATENTS PENDING

Now an
Atlas Sound

speaker that
can do more

than any one speaker
could do before

and all you need is a
screwdriver to mount,
connect and adjust it

New Series AP -30 install easier,
faster and better with built-in trans-
formers, screw -to -line terminals and
watts/impedance switch. Very high
efficiency i, thrifty with amplifier
power for 'ow level reinforcement.
The speakers are 30 watts rugged for
penetration over distance and noise.

From solderless installation to
quality performance on the job, four
weather -sealed AP -30 models cover
your requirements for most single and
multiple installations.

From $23.70 net.
For the complete Professional Series

AP -30 story, ask for catalog ET -H12

ATLAS SOUND, Division of
Aim soUIP American Trading and Production Corporation

1419-51 39th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11218
'IMP Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, Toronto

THIRTY YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN COMMERCIAL SOUND

. . . for more details circle 107 on postcard
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MARKs
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IN BETTER,
FASTER
ELECTRICAL WORK

Goes on in seconds-
dries in minutes!

KRYLON
AMERICA'S NO. 1 SPRAY PAINT

DBORDEN
CHEMICAL

KRYION

TUNER
CLEANER

and LUBRICANT
SPRAY

TFILEGX IBt i

LASTING

TRFMEI
HEA I
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Specialize or Diversify?

Some time ago, a speaker at a na-
tional convention of TV -radio service -
dealers and technicians urged all
concerned to diversify their opera-
tions. Little or no attempt was made
to explore the pros and cons of the
matter.

Now, at a recent management
seminar of the National Appliance
& Radio -Tv Dealers Assn. (NARDA),
two speakers argued the subject -
one taking the side of diversification
and the other urging us to be special-
ists.

The argument reminds us of the
once popular "heridity vs. environ-
ment" game played by the so-called
"intelligentsia" of an earlier period.
Actually, the game was played for
generations until scientists discovered
that both heridity and environment
were equally important.

We will wager that the argument
of diversification vs. specialization in
this business will also go the same
way - like the dodo - into extinc-
tion.

Additionally, a lot of confusion is
being piled up about the subject. One
speaker, for example, urged service -
dealers to tie themselves to one man-
ufacturer (implying specialization)
but continued on to mention a long
list of diversified products to be sold
and serviced. It's not easy to tell
what these narrow -approach individ-
uals are really talking about.

The truth is, whether you diversify
or specialize is, first, a matter of what
you want to do. Your particular lo-
cality may also be a point to consider.
Likewise the kind of customers you
have. And if you're small - a two
or three-man organization - you ob-
viously cannot diversify. If you want
to diversify you'll need more working
capital and you'll have to set up the
proper organization. But you can be
successful either way. It all depends
on how you plan, organize and run
your business, the kind of customers
you have and the kind of service you
give them.

To diversify or specialize is not
the question confronting TV -radio
service -dealers today. The problem
is to "keep up," adjust to change,
grow - compete. This has nothing to
do with diversifying or specializing.

In this business, the argument of
"specialize or diversify" is just so
much hogwash!



Poll shows appliance dealers

prefer Channel Master color
antennas by tremendous margin.
We're not surprised. Read why.
When it comes to color antennas, we
know our place. That it happens to be
first place-and that Channel Master
has been up there a long time-is a
sweet thing to know. (Just try and
budge us.)

But-once in a while-isn't it nice to
have somebody else confirm what
you've always known?

What happened was this: One of the
nation's top three publications in the
radio -TV -appliance merchandising
field-(name on request)-made an
independent survey of color set appli-
ance dealers. Result? The lopsided
box -score, in case you haven't noticed,

High Man

On The
Totem Poll!

CHANNEL MASTER

is down below. Please observe that
the opposition isn't even close.

Vow as long as Channel Master
Crossfires are up there we wanted to
know why they're up there. So we
requested the same publication to
take a second poll. And just as we
thought: Any specific brand of an-
tenna may be preferred on many
counts. But one reason leads all the
rest. Performance! That's why the
Crossfires are No. 1. They work bette-!
(With color sets or black-ana-white,
naturally). This includes our VHF/ Ftv1
series for suburbs -to -fringes, our
Coloray ghost -killer series, and our

Ultradyne Crossfire 82 -channel FM or
Ultradyne UHF orly series.

To what do we owe our success? Our
principles. (Unique engineering ones,
of course. All of them patented or with
patents pending.) They make the
Crossfires the mightiest antennas ever
developed. With remarkably high gain
and up to 30 -to -1 front -to -back ratios.
(Maybe the competition's principles
just aren't as powerful as ours.)

So call your nearest Channel Master
distributor, join the rest of the gang,
and come on up. The installation's fine
and the profit's high.

OF THE 5 TOP -SELLING
ANTENNA BRANDS DEALERS
PREFER CHANNEL MASTER:

2 to 1

3 to 1
31/2 to 1

51/2 to 1

over Brand

over Brand

over Brand D

over Brand E

olor Crossitre
I VI F M .ANTINNA

r -1
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TV Chassis KCS153X Integrated Audio Circuit - Servicing
If audio trouble develops in this model, the integrated

circuit should be considered the component least likely
to be at fault. The following procedure has been found

4.5MC I

INPUT I

INPUT
TRANS.
T201

3

24

DISCRIMINATOR
TRANS.
T203

OR -1 VOLT
VIA 5240

6 cO, AUDIO
1,2 131.1 PDT

IC 2010

O

effective when checking the integrated circuit. A signal
injector is used to determine whether or not the circuits
following and preceding the integrated circuit are func-
tioning. If trouble appears to be in the circuit that incor-
porates the integrated circuit, pass a signal through that
circuit as well. Check the voltages on the pin connections
of the integrated circuit device. These voltages are very
significant. All external components associated with the
integrated circuit should be checked before the "chip" is
replaced. Should it be necessary to remove and install a
new integrated circuit, great care should be exercised to
prevent additional damage.

MAGNAVOX

TV Chassis T915 -A Description of Production Changes
Most of the production changes in this series do not

contain a code. They consist of the following: Better sync
separation has resulted when R239 was changed from
820n to 3300. Vertical sync has been improved by chang-
ing R403 from 82K to 47K. By removing capacitor C606,
the horizontal hold range is increased. A decoupling net-
work has been added to prevent horizontal pulses from

1711

lzllces
MDR 17 OUTPUT

,- -.-/ .ISO, PP

Al al,

A 1 2

174'3
DAPPER I 11

9

'SC?

5

.41

RSIU

rArK Ir-M-47g

21!

getting into the video. The network consists of resistor,
R251, (3311 20%) inserted between R220 and the vertical
hold and bias controls, plus electrolytic capacitor C244
(10/1f + 100% -10%) between R220 and R251 connected
to ground. By changing R308 from 33K to 27K and adding
another decoupling network the hum in the sound was
reduced. This decoupling network consists of resistor R314
(5.6K 10%) inserted between R308 and the collector of
the audio driver transistor, Q203 (70N1), plus electrolytic
capacitor C138 (4µf 15v +100% -10%) between R308
and R314 connected to ground. By changing C303 from
2.2pf to 1.5pf and R304 from 1K to 1.2K, "popping" and
intermittent sound is eliminated. Variations in characteris-
tics of the VHF tuner and IF are compensated by substitut-
ing a 15000 pot for the 6800 resistor (R236) and by chang-
ing R212 to 4.3K. The vertical linearity is improved by
changing C405 from 0.334 to 0.22µf and C406 from
1.5µf to 1.0,1f.

A BA production code suffix was used to identify the
following production changes: A diode is connected be-
tween the high -voltage horizontal transformer (T603) and
the collector of the AGC keyer transistor Q206 (79PI).
This transistor is given additional protection against failure
by inserting resistor, R252 (100010%), between the diode
and the transformer. The capacitor C235 was removed
from the junction of D204 and R235 to ground. Noise
immunity was improved by changing C238 from 1µf to
0.33µf and C604 from 14 to 0.474, plus inserting resistor
R624 (1K 10%) between the emitter of the phase splitter
transistor Q209 (76N1) and capacitor C602. Resistor R212
was changed from 10n to 4700 for the new VHF tuner.
The driver stage was decoupled from the output stage by
adding capacitor C412 (0.0 1 pf 20%) between the base of
the vertical output transistor Q403 (64N1) and ground. The
"blocking" of sound was eliminated by adding capacitor
C322 (2.2pf±.25) between the collector of the sound IF
transistor, Q301 (69N1) and ground.

OLYMPIC

TV Chassis NCP and NDP - To Eliminate Horizontal Drift
If horizontal drift is experienced in these chassis, pro-

ceed as follows: 1. Change S141 (820pf) to a 1000 pf tem-
perature compensating capacitor. 2. Change R149 to 470K.
3. Short terminal 4 of the AFC couplate (Z102) to ground.
4. Shunt out the horizontal frequency coil (L115). 5. Check
to see that the proper frequency range has been attained by
varying the hold control. In some instances it may be
necessary to increase R149 to 680K. 6. Remove the short
from terminal 4 and the jumper from the frequency coil.
7. Adjust the frequency coil until the picture is synchronized
horizontally.
Snivets

Some reports have been received indicating trouble with
snivets in fringe area reception on UHF and VHF. Most
cases are cured by replacing the 21JZ6. In some instances
it may be necessary to use a different tube type, a 21GY5
for example, in place of the 21JZ6. To make this change,
place a jumper from pin 10 of the 21JZ6 to ground.

These changes have been made in production on the
NDP chassis commencing with run 10. On the NCP chas-
sis the changes started with run 16.
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We set out to give
you the industry's
outstanding VOM value.
We succeeded.

Leave it to B & K engineering
know-how to create a Volt-
Ohm-Milliammeter that puts
you a jump ahead of your com-
petition-helps make your job
more rewarding and profitable.
Only B & K Model 120 VOM
offers a 2 ohm center scale,
burnout -proof meter movement
a polished mirrored scale plus
total of 61 ranges! Model 120
VOM ranges start lower ... ant
go higher than other instruments
of similar size and type, making
transistor servicing far easier. It's

true. B&K brings you the indus-
try's outstanding VOM value-
Model 120 VOM, and prices it
right! Only $51.95, net.

Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine

Chicago, Illinois 60613
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. 50 W,ngold. Toronto 19. Ont.

Export: Empire Exporters. 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.

And we succeeded with our VTVM, too.

Only the B &K Model 175 VTVM
has a built-in battery eliminator
-no ohmmeter battery re-
quired! B & K Model 175 fea-
tures Transit -Carry - reducing
possibility of a bent meter in-
dicator. In addition, B&K built
into this VTVM a totally reliable
protection system. The meter
movement cannot be damaged
from application of a wrong in-

put voltage. Looking for the in-
dustry's outstanding value in
VTVM application? Look to B&K
Model 175, only $59.95, net.

Where Electronic Innovation
Is A Way Of Life
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tiritile it rich
with the RCA

TOY

BONANZA..
...available with your purchase

of RCA entertainment receiving tubes

See your local participating RCA Tube Distributor.
He has all the details on RCA's fabulous
Toy Bonanza. You'll strike a rich vein of
famous -name gifts!

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

"HALF PINT" DOLL WITH
TOP KNOT (TB -6211)
This 101/2" all -vinyl toddler
is fully !ointed with tillable
head, moving eyes and rooted
hair. "Half Pint" is a real
charmer in printed cotton
dress, shoes, and socks.

THE AMERICAN FAMILY
ENCYCLOPEDIA (TB -1018)
Latest edition. Written and

edited by a specially organized
staff of educators, scholars, and

specialists. The entire family
will consult this one -volume

encyclopedia regularly.

0
trie

Ace,'

.....

COMBABLE SHEEP ......
DOG WITH COMB .....

(TB -455-6)
Girls of all ages will have

tun combing and recombing
its tresses. 12" high and 12"

long. Pale yellow body with
white ears and tail.

TAKRAW GAME -
2 PLAYER SET iL
(TB -11056) -
Originated in Malaya.
Comes with two cane
cages for throwing and
catching, plus large plastic
ball. Great for kids and
adults, the motions are
similar to those in the
game of Jal Alai.

"MARCIE AND HER
TROUSSEAU" FASHION DOLL
(TB -800)
Marcie is a doll of real elegance

complete with a wardrcbe of
fashionable clothes. Fashion -
conscious little ladies will have
fun dressing Marcie for
different occasions.

.......

........ ...........
.....

WEBSTER NEW AMERICAN
DICTIONARY (TB -1016)

Newly revised and up-to-date,
this is an authoritative

dictionary planned and
written by modern

educators to meet high
standards for school,
home, and office use.

.....

...*.
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AMF 20" ROADMASTER
AMFLITE GIRL'S DEBUTANTE
BICYCLE (TB -U5287)
Girls will go for its styling...
twin strut high-rise handle
bars, chrome headlight and
fenders, contour -styled
buddy saddle, white
sidewall tires ... in
flamboyant magenta
with white trim.

A gold mine of gifts
can be yours when you

buy RCA entertainment
receiving tubes! RCA's

TOY BONANZA brings you
a comprehensive selection

of toys for boys and girls
 ... and an authoritative,

up-to-date dictionary and
an encyclopedia for the entire

family. Great for birthdays,
Christmas ...any time you want

to make the kids happy!

REMCO FLYING STUNT
COPTER (TB -751)
Fly it round aid round,
up and down, tilt'ng,
tipping, hovering ... all
by remote coit'ol. It
churns up the a.r like a
real "Chopper''. Sturdy

rotor blade anc fuselage.
Battery -operated.

TWO-SIDED 18" DART BOARD
(TB -03016)
Mad -3 in England. This board is
3/4" flick for long steady service
Comes with six English -made
darts; has 20 point target
with Bull's eye on
reverse side.

AMF 20" ROADMASTER
BOY'S RENEGADE DELUXE

BICYCLE (TB -U1278)
Every boy can be king of the

road! 20" cantilever frame,
chrome -plated truss rods,

high-rise chrome handle bars
and chrome fenders, white

sic;ewa'Is ... in a handsome
blue with white trim.

REMCO "BATMAN"
ELECTROMAGNETIC
WRIST RADIO (TB -795)
"Batman" is never without
his wrist radio. Loud, clear,
2 -way voice transmission
with secret code buzzer.
Comes with 2 wrist radios
and wires. Sends and
receives voice and code.

LOUIS MARX "ZAZOOM"
DUMP TRUCK (TB -52C4)

This automatic dump truck
features real motor noise. Three

separate switches activate 21
different functions. Boys will

spend hours with this
thrilling true-to-life toy.

AMF JUNIOR
MUSTANG
(TB -A535)
A child-pleaser if ever there
was one, this pedal -drive junior
car has real Mustang Sports Car
styling! 36" long by 16" wide, in
bright red finish with black,
white and silver trim.



Experience
for Sale

Sure seems we started something!
Yes; over ten years ago, when we started
overhauling tuners (all makes and models),
we set a price of $9.95 for this service.

Apparently there are those who would like
to imitate our achievement-and for 450
less.

Maybe the special skills, special equipment
and downright old fashioned experience
we built up during these past years are
worth that little extra.-You be the judge.

Remember; 45 buys you more than a
quarter of a million man/ hours of expe-
rience, plus true devotion to our business
. . . our only business . . . overhauling
your television tuners the best way we
know how. And in over ten years we
sure know how!

Castle - The Pioneer of TV tuner overhauling
Not the cheapest - just the best.

For complete tun-
er overhaul we still
charge only $9.95.
This includes all
labor and parts;
except tubes and
transistors, which
are charged extra
at low net prices.

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for over-
haul. As low as 512.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or
rebuilt.)

CASTLE
TV TUN
MAIN PLANT:

EAST:

CANADA:

34

ER SERVICE, INC.
5713 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
41-92 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.
Castle TV Services, Ltd.... Nation-wide service.
For service in Canada write to Chicago or use
reader service card in this magazine.
Major parts are charged extra in Canada.
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TV Chassis TS594 Video IF Circuits -1 Circuit Description
The transistor video IF system consists of three stages

- each stage being basically a common emitter circuit with
the input signal applied to the base and the output signal
obtained from the collector. Since the transistors used are
silicon NPN types, both the base and collector are more
positive than the emitter.

The coupling circuit between the tuner and IF system
is very similar to those used in conventional tube receivers.
It contains the usual 41.25 and 47.25MHz traps plus an
additional 37.5MHz trap used for rejecting the adjacent
upper video channel. This additional trap is secured to the
top of the 41.25MHz trap for easy accessibility when
touching up the coil for signal conditions in the field.

The input signal applied to the base of the first IF tran-
sistor is tuned by L101, C104 and C105 which form a
series resonate circuit. Capacitor C104 isolates the tran-
sistor's base from dc present in the tuner. With this capaci-
tor, in conjunction with CI05, the input impedance matches
the impedance of the transistor.

An emitter resistor (R102, R107, or R112) is used in
each stage for the dc stabilization of the transistor. The ac
portion of the signal passing through the emitter is shorted
to ground by a capacitor (C107, C111 or C118) to eliminate
the signal loss which would otherwise occur in the emitter
resistor.

In each stage a collector resistor (R104, R109 or R113)
is connected to a +33v buss and decouples the signal out-
put from the voltage source. When stronger signals cause
the transistor to conduct more current, the voltage drop
across the resistor increases, reducing the collector voltage.

ff

<-TrC,
1101 1101
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This reduction in the collector -to -emitter voltage, as a result
of the stronger signal, reduces the gain of the amplifier. By
increasing the forward biasing of the transistors in the first
two stages, the AGC system causes them to conduct more
current - further reducing the collector -to -emitter voltage
and the gain of the amplifier.

A capacitor (C108, C113 or C120) bypasses the collec-
tor resistor in all three stages. The voltage drop across this
resistor is the result of only the dc portion of the collector
current. This degenerates or reduces the gain of these two
stages and neutralizes or eliminates their tendency to oscil-
late. An additional capacitor (C116) couples a small portion
of the output of the third stage back to the base of that
stage. The resulting negative feedback provides that stage
with additional stabilization.

The signal output in the collector circuitry of the first
two stages is tuned to approximately 44MHz - the center
of the over-all passband. The coil used (L105 or L106) is

. .. for more details circle 102 on postcard +
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1961

CATALOG

AL.L.1ED
RADIO

500 N. WESTERN
AVE. 
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Satisfaction
Guaranteed or

Your Money
Back

NEW 514 -PAGE

ALLIED CATALOG
TOP SAVINGS ON THE BEST

IN ELECTRONICS FOR EVERYONE ...
 Famous Knight -Kits  Stereo Hi -Fl  Tape Recorders & Tape
 CB 2 -Way Gear Walkie-talkies  FM -AM & AM Radios
 Short Wave Radios  Portable TV  Phonographs, Accessc ries
 Amateur Gear  Intercoms & P.A.  Automotive Electronics
 Test Instruments  TV Antennas & Tubes  Power Tools  Parts
 Hardware  Tubes  Transistors  Batteres  Books

NO MONEY DOWN -24 MONTHS TO PAY!
Low Monthly Payments to fit your budget.

DO A FRIEND A FAVOR-give him this card to send for his FREE ALLIED CATALOG

NAME-PLEASE PRINT

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
28J

ZIP

CHOOSE FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST
SELECTION IN ELECTRONICS...AND SAVE!

Buy from the world's larges- electronics supplier.
Use the Allied Credit Fund Pl3n to enjoy what you
want NOW-no money dowi, 24 months to pay.

RUSH THIS CARD NOW !
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Knight -Kit' Deluxe Stereo FM -AM Tuner.
Easy -to -build solid-state design.

NEW 1967

CATALOG
514 pages! See everything

new in electronics ...featured
first at Allied, the world's
largest electronics headquarters!

ezdfor the ham operator .1

Knight -Kit' 6-MeterAmateurTransceiver
with universal solid-state power supply.

OA/for the (B user...

KNIGHT' 2 -Way Radio. Compact sol.d-
state design at amazingly low cost!

Mad for the serviceman ...

Knight -Kit  Portable Solid -State Color/Bar
Pattern Generator. A top value!

&eV for everyone ...

Ampex 6200 HVR Home Videotape Re-
corder. Make videotapes at home!

Nead for TV and FM owners..

Antenna and
Rotor Systems
for color and
black -and -
white TV
FM, too!

hundreds more new and exc usive items,
and sccres of special Allied values!

NO MONEY DOWN!
Enjoy the things you want now, while you take 24 months to pay
for them on the Allied easy-cn-the-budget Credit Fund Plan.

ALLIED RADIO P.O. BOX 4398
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680

DO A FRIEND A FAVOR-give him this cord to send for his FREE ALLIED CATALOG



TECHNICAL DIGEST

very broad and contributes little to the overall selectivity of
the system. In series with the coil are two capacitors (C109
and C110 or C115 and C114) which like the capacitors
(C104 and C105) in the first stage, isolate the base of the
transistor from the dc of the previous stage and make the
input impedance of the circuit match the impedance of the
transistor.

The output circuit in the first stage also contains a
47.25MHz trap designed to further attenuate the lower
adjacent channel sound to the desired level.

Selectivity of the IF system is accomplished by taps
incorporated in the input circuitry and by the band width
of the 3rd IF transformer (T100).

As previously indicated, the forward bias of the first
two stages is controlled by the AGC system. Under "no
signal" conditions about +2.5v is developed by the AGC
system at point "A" in the circuit. This 2.5v bias source
develops a 0.7v emitter -to -base voltage in the first two
IF stages - causing these stages to function with maximum
gain. When a signal is received, the voltage at point "A"
in the circuit increases in proportion to the strength of
the signal. For a moderately strong signal, 4.4v is developed
by the AGC system at point "A" - resulting in a 0.8v
emitter -to -base voltage. As a result of the larger forward
bias, the transistors conduct more current - reducing the
gain of the circuits. This reduction in gain is shown on the
transistor's forward biasing characteristics graph.

0

SIGNAL OUT

1

1

SATURATION
REGION

II

-SIGNAL
IN

o.7v o.ev
BASE VOLTAGE

Transistors forward bias characteristics graph

Zenith Quality
Wavemagnet

Indoor TV Antenna
Designed for finest all -channel (2 to 83) reception in

color or B&W. Special network provides stepped -up
basic dipole impedance, resulting in lower voltage

standing wave ratio than ordinary VHF indoor
antennas .. . cuts down snow, reflections and ghosts.

Two full-size UHF loops, one behind the other,
develop an unusually high front -to -back ratio (equal

to that in many outdoor antennas), remarkably
reducing ghosts and man-made interference.

Order as Part Number 973-56 from your Zenith distributor:

Built to the quality standards
of Zenith original parts

17:0117-f7
The quality goes in before the name goes on

SEPTEMBER 1966
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at last...
instant color patterns
at your finger tips. .

zero warm-up time

Central office equipment in the Motorola remote alarm system includes
the digital decoder (on left) and printer right). Signals transmitted from
remote location are received by base station, decoded by the decoder
and printed out five times on tape by the printer.

Remote Alarm, Control Network

THE ALL NEW SENCORE CG135 DELUXE

TRANSISTORIZED COLOR GENERATOR

The big push is on in Color TV. Equip yourself now with
the new, solid state Sencore CG135 and cash in on the
zooming volume of new service business as Color -TV
booms! Instant, service -ready RCA standard color bars,
cross -hatch, white dots and individual vertical and hori-
zontal bars enable you to set up or trouble -shoot more
Color TV sets per day; earn top money in this fast growing
service field. It's an analyzer too: Color gun interruptors,
unmodulated video for chroma circuit trouble isolation and
unmodulated sync pulses to keep Zenith receivers in sync
for this test, make color trouble shooting a snap. Sturdy
all -steel contruction for rugged, heavy
duty in the field or shop. Another Best
Buy in profit -building service instruments $14 9 95
from Sencore at

COMPARE THESE FEATURES: SEE WHY THE CG135 IS IN A CLASS
BY ITSELF

Solid state construction employs high priced GE "Unijunctions" to
develop six "jump out proof counters" that guarantee stable patterns
at all times with no warm-up  Standard RCA licensed patterns as
shown on schematics throughout the industry  Handy universal color
gun interruptors on front panel Lead piercing clips insure non -
obsolescence CRT adaptors optional Crystal -Controlled 4.5mc
Sound Carrier Analyzing Signal to insure correct setting of fine
tuning control  RF output on Channel 4 adjustable to Channel 3
or 5 from front of generator when Channel 4 is being used  No
batteries to run down; uses 115 V AC  Less than one foot square,
weighs only 8 lbs.

professional quality - that's the difference!

11 CD 1=t
426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE ADDISON, ILLINOIS
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A multi -function remote alarm and control system
which provides instantaneous and individual indications
of remote equipment failures has been developed.

The system operates on VHF frequencies and may
be licensed to work in conjunction with a regular
two-way radio communications network. The system
may also be operated on developmental frequencies
assigned by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC).

The alarm system can be tied into as many as 12
functions at each site. The control system can actuate
as many as 10 SPDT control relays at each site.

Equipment in the alarm system includes remote
alarm senders and antennas at remote sites and a base
station receiver, decoder and printer at the central
office. When a malfunction occurs, the remote sender
transmits tone codes which are repeated five times,
at one minute intervals. If no other radio transmissions
interfere with the signals from the remote sender, all
five transmissions are received by the central base
station. The signals are then decoded and the informa-
tion printed out in digits on a paper tape.

The alarm system can be connected to overload
relays at utility sub -stations. When a relay is tripped,
the tone codes for that relay are transmitted to the
central office and printed. Similarly, generators and
generator drives can be tied into the alarm system.
Then, should the equipment overheat or slow down,
an immediate alarm indication is transmitted and
printed at the central office.

Once the tone transmissions have been received,
the office dispatcher may then contact drivers of
radio -equipped vehicles and assign repair duties to the
closest available vehicle.

The combined alarm and control system provides
the basic indication of outages with the capability of
emergency control. Additionally, optional status re-
porting facilities can be incorporated into the combined
system to report the status of particular alarm functions
on command. When the status reporting option is
employed, the system may be operated on one of the
developmental frequencies assigned by the FCC. 



One RCA SK -3004 can replace this

transistor and more than 700 other transistors as well!
And it will work! Because RCA SK -3004 is one of HCA's -Top-of-the-Line- series of replacement
semiconductors -16 transistors and 2 rectifiers. Each of these top quality replacement
semiconductors has been carefully designed for a specific application in entertainment -type
equipment. Result: You can quickly choose the one type that will provide top performance in the
equipment you are servicing.

All 18 RCA Top -of -the -Line types and the devices they replace-more than 4,000 transistors,
foreign and domestic, and more than 1,300 selenium and silicon rectifiers-are listed in RCA's
Replacement Guide, SPG-202A. You should have a copy handy if you service solid-state
entertainment -type equipment. Ask your RCA Distributor about it or write:
RCA Commercial Engineering, Section I46SD, Harrison, N. J.

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
fo- more details circle 146 or. postcard



PINPOINT COLOR TV
TROUBLE IN SECONDS...

WITH THE NEW IMPROVED

SENCORE CA122(A)

COLOR CIRCUIT ANALYZER

It's a standard ten color bar generator; produces vertical
lines, horizontal lines, crosshatch, and adjustable dots,
PLUS a complete TV analyzer for color and B&W- at

less money than color generators only. Here is what the

CA122(A) will do for you by tried and proven signal

injection into these stages.

UNIVERSAL TUNER SUBSTI-
TUTE for Color (or B&W).

A must to check tuner re-
striction of RF color signal.

t

EACH IF STAGE to quickly
isolate a stage with low
gain.

t

VIDEO AMPS from detector
to the CRT tube, up to

30 VPP.

t

4.5 MC IF for signal in-
jection up to the audio
discriminator.

AUDIO AMPS; 900 cycles
for injection right up to the
speaker.

BANDPASS AND CHROMA
AMPS signal injection for
color trouble isolation.

CHECKOUT COLOR DEMOD-
ULATORS for troubles or

phase adjustments.

I SYNC CIRCUITS; vertical
and horizontal pulses to
quickly isolate sync faults.

PLUS:
The CA122(A) is not only a color
generator and analyzer, but provides
color gun interruptors for purity ad-
justments and a shading bar pattern
for color tem-
perature control
settings. You
get all this for $18150only.

39G12 Rectan-
gular color tube

$495adaptor.

See your distributor today. He has the CA122(A) in stock now.

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE ADDISON, ILLINOIS
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Electronic Computer Helps

High School Students

Solve Homework
 Through the cooperative efforts of International
Business Machines (IBM) and the Catholic Schools
Diocese of Brooklyn, N.Y., six students are presently
being assisted by a computer 50 miles away. A 12 -
button "pad" for commanding the computer is attached
to the student's home telephone.

When a student wishes assistance with a problem,
the computer's telephone number is dialed in a normal
fashion. The pad is then used to inform the computer
of the mathematical problem. The computer gives a
spoken, audible answer.

To enter an operation or instruction, the user presses
the appropriate key and then presses the asterisk, or
star key. For example, to say "Multiply," the user
presses the multiply key and then the star key. To store
a number for later use, the user presses the "Keep,"
key, the star key, and then the single digit designating
the location where the number is to be stored.

The keep instruction is very useful where numbers
will be used repeatdly or where the answer to one cal-
culation is to be used in a following calculation. Num-
bers can be placed either in temporary storage (loca-
tion 0) for use in the very next calculation only or in
permanent storage (1 through 9) for use any time.

At the end of each message, the user presses the
star key twice to start the calculation.

If a student wants to multiply 342 times 13.
Student enters: 342 (Multiply)* 13 **
Computer answers: "Your answer: plus four four four
six."

The square root of 17 may be wanted.
Student enters: (Square root)* 17 **
Computer answers: "Your answer: Plus four point one
two three one zero five six two five six one seven
seven." Note that answers are given to an accuracy of
14 decimal figures.

Suppose a physics student needs to convert a
temperature of 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit to Centigrade.
The following must be solved for the conversion:
C 5/9(98.6 - 32).
Student enters: 98 (Point)* 6 (Subtract)* 32
( Keep ) *0 * *

The student has requested the computer to tem-
porarily hold the reply.
Computer replies: "Your answer holds: plus six six
point six."
Student enters: (Multiply)* 5 (Keep)*0 **
The reply held is multiplied by 5, the product being
held as requested.
Computer replies: "Your answer holds: Plus three
three three."
Student enters: (Divide)* 9 **
The product held is divided by nine.
Computer replies: "Your answer: plus three seven."

Another version of the audio response unit is being
used to provide quotation service to the New York
Stock Exchange. Member brokers can obtain current



How full is
a"full line"of

seinicondu9tors?

It's a rare distributor that stocks a "complete" line of
semiconductors. Your Sylvania man comes closest. He
can make quick delivery from our extensive lines of in-
tegrated circuits, rectifiers, diodes, microwave diodes, and
transistors.

Take a full look.
Microwave semiconductors: Schottky barrier diodes

 Point -contact mixer diodes  Point -contact video detec-
tor diodes  Germanium tunnel diodes  Germanium back-
ward diodes  Microwave oscillator diodes (mop)  PIN
switching diodes  Gallium arsenide varactor diodes  Step
recovery diodes  Silicon varactor diodes  Parametric
amplifier varactors  Tuning varactors.

Integrated Circuits (riL)  SUHL I family  SUHL II
family  Digital Functional Array  Linear Circuits.

Diodes & rectifiers  Germanium point -contact diodes

 Germanium gold bond diodes  Silicon epitaxial planar
diodes  Silicon alloy diodes  UHF silicon point -contact
diodes  Monolithic diode assemblies  Discrete diode as-
semblies  Silicon epoxy rectifiers  Silicon glass rectifiers.

Transistors  Germanium mesa transistors  Germa-
nium PNP power transistors  Germanium NPN power
transistors  Silicon small signal transistors  Silicon large
signal transistors  High frequency silicon transistors.

Sylvania Semiconductor Division, Electronic Compo-
nents Group, Woburn, Massachusetts 01801.

'YI VAN IA
SUBSIDIARY
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just in time for the
fm and uhf boom!

an all transistorized
field strength meter.

THE ALL NEW SENCORE FS134

FIELD STRENGTH METER

Once again, you can turn to the roof tops for a fast dollar
in antenna installations. But this time, you can do it the
easy way. No more running up and down ladders, locating
cumbersome AC extension cords, lugging heavy tube
operated field strength meters on the roof, or worse yet,
getting the shock of your life from the AC line as you
hold onto a soil pipe. Here is a new portable field strength
meter to fill your every need in VHF, UHF or FM antenna
installations. Many customers want all antennas on one
mast thus creating interaction. Here is where the FS134
goes to work. You can optimize antenna location and
orientation in seconds. Just connect the antenna, tune in
the station and adjust. Self-contained speaker blasts forth
the sound from the TV or FM station to insure that you
have the exact signal that you are looking for. The FS134
is so light weight (only 9 lbs.) that you can take it with
you up the chimney if necessary. Get rid of the assistant
at the other end of the transmission
line and the needless "yelling" back and
forth. Get the FS134 today . . . $1 9 9 50

only

COMPARE TO ANY OTHER FIELD STRENGTH METER
AT TWICE THE MONEY

 Sensitivity . . . 30 microvolts ±3 DB on VHF -FM and 30 microvolts
±6 DB on UHF  Sound system sensitive to 5 microvolts for locating
and identifying weak stations  Input impedance . . . 300 ohms or 75
ohms  500 KC band width  Powered by easy to get "C" cells
 4" meter with 2% accuracy calibrated in DB and microvolts.

professional quality - that's the difference!NCO=
426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE ADDISON, ILLINOIS
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market data from the computer's files. Audio response
units also advise bank personnel of the current status of
customer's checking, savings and loan accounts. They
are providing department store sales clerks with fast
credit authorization. They are also advising telephone
subscribers about the status of non -working telephone
numbers.

The day will soon arrive when people throughout
a community will have access to a central computer
system through their home telephones. 

Practical Gallium Arsenide

Technology Developed
 Gallium arsenide and its alloys are man-made sub-
stances that emit or control microwaves, light and laser
beams. A number of experimental components have
been produced in gallium arsenide by new production
methods. These include:

Semiconductor lasers to generate visible light at
room temperature;

Microwave sources using the "Gunn Effect" to
produce radio waves at frequencies as high as 40GHz
for possible use in high -definition, "picture -taking"
radar systems;

Electroluminescent diodes for alpha -numeric dis-
plays and illuminating instrument panels;

Electro-optical components capable of putting 100
million bits of information per second on a visible laser
beam for use in high -information -capacity communica-
tions systems;

Microwave varactor diodes with a high cut-off fre-
quency and voltage breakdown.

Most solid-state, transistor -like components at
present are made in single crystals of germanium or
silicon by alloying or diffusing selected impurities into
them. It is the presence of these impurities - atoms of
other materials - in controlled amounts that accounts
for their valuable electronic properties. Past attempts
to apply these techniques to gallium arsenide and its
alloys have proven marginal. The new technology was
perfected by Dr. James J Tietjen, of the RCA Labora-
tories technical staff, in a program sponsored in part by
the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Depart-
ment of Defense. The "vapor phase growth" technique
makes possible the synthesis of complete components
in crystals of gallium arsenide and its alloys by the in-
troduction of impurities in a single continuous operation
that is part of the crystal -making process itself. This
technique resembles the natural process that produces
frost on a windowpane. All of the materials to be used
in building a component are prepared separately in
gaseous form. The gases are mixed in varying propor-
tions that are easily regulated, and allowed to flow over
a solid crystal of gallium arsenide or one of its alloys.
Since the crystal is kept slightly cooler that the gas
mixture, the bases begin to condense on its surface in
such a way that their atoms form an extension of the
crystal itself, like bricks newly added to an unfinished
wall. In this way, an electronic component is "grown"
on the foundation crystal and is identical to it in every
respect except for the impurity atoms it incorporates. 



First UHF/VHF/FM 2-83 antenna
that really works in fringe areas

.11111/4p417^

New
Winegard
Chroma-Tel

NEW Model CT 100 $52.50
CT -100

Wingard's sensational new CT -100 Chroma-Tel has 29
elements in all. And they're all working to provide the
finest all -band reception (UHF -VHF -FM) even in difficult
fringe areas.

In addition to those 29 elements, the CT -100 incor-
porates a unique matching network that guarantees
maximum signal transfer to the downlead-and on all
channels 2-83 plus FM. Gives sharpest color and black
& white reception.

And like all Chroma-Tels, it has Winegard's exclusive
Chroma-Lens Director System (intermixes both VHF and
UHF directors on the same linear plane without sacrificing

performance) ... and our Impedance Correlators (special
phasing wires that automatically increase the impedance
of Chroma-Tel's elements to 300 ohms).

That's Winegard's new CT -100 Chroma-Tel. Bigger
and better. But not too big. The full -line of Winegard
Chroma-Tels still offers half the bulk; half the wind
loading; half the truck space; and half the weight of all
other all -band antennas-and at much lower prices. No
wonder Winegard Chroma-Tels (now 4 models) are the
hottest performing, hottest selling all -band antennas on
the market! Better call your Winegard distributor or
write for Chroma-Tel Fact Finder 242.

Model CT -40 $17.50 Model CT -80 $27.50

." 4'41-41

Model CT -90 $37.50

FREE!

Every Winegard Chroma-Tel, including the new CT -100,
comes complete with free CS -283 UHF -VHF Signal Splitter.
Hangs behind set and separates UHF and VHF signals com-
ing from antenna :o the two pairs of set terminals.

Mnegarriev ANTENNA SYSTEMS Winegard Co.  3000 Kirkwood  Burlincton, Iowa 52602

. . . for more details circle 161 on postcard



successful service shop
beats rising costs with B&K

television analyst

"As every serviceman knows, major TV repairs represent
an increasingly large part of the service business and the
average time per repair has increased"...

says Willard Horne of Horne Radio and Television in Evanston, Illinois.

After more than 25 successful years in the service
business, twenty of them in the same location,
Mr. Horne can be considered an authority on
how to keep a business profitable. Mr. Home
says, "In order to be successful, our 3 -man shop
has to be competitive on the large jobs as well
as the small ones. With the increase in bench time
that we were experiencing and the limitations on
what we could charge, there was a reduction of
profit that had to be stopped. Then we bought
a B&K Model 1076 Television Analyst."

"Now our customers get the same extra -value
service on the big repairs and the small ones,"
said Mr. Home. "We use the Television Analyst
for troubleshooting a wide variety of complaints,°
particularly for those that require touch-up align-

ment, location of IF overloads and color con-
vergence. We are more competitive now that we
use the B&K Television Analyst because we
spend far less time on the jobs that used to be
dogs, with benefits both to the shop and our
customers."
* B&K Model 1076 Television Analyst checks

every stage in a black and white or color TV
receiver. Nine VHF RF channels, 20 to 45 MC
IF, audio, video, sync, bias voltage and AGC
keying pulse are available. The model 1076 pro-
vides its own standard test pattern, white dot,
white line crosshatch, and color bar pattern slide
transparencies. It includes a blank slide which
can be used for closed -circuit -TV display floor
promotion. Its net price is $329.95.

Find out how you will increase your TV service profits with a B&K
Model 1076. See your distributor or write for Catalog AP 22.

;WI A DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plalne, Chicago, ;Ihnois 60613

WHERE ELECTRONIC INNOVATION IS A WAY OF LIFE

Canada Atlas Radio Coro.. Ltd 50 Winoold Avenue. Toronto 19. Ontario
Export Empire (sooners. Inc 123 Grand Street. New York. N Y 10013

... for more details circle 110 on postcard
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Stereo and
Monophonic

Tape Recorders

You can't troubleshoot and repair
them unless you know how they work

have become
commonplace in many homes today.
They are not yet as widely used as
TVs, radios and record players, but
they can no longer be ignored by
TV -radio technicians and service -
dealers. Servicing this equipment
can become a profitable business for
alert technicians who know enough
about them to make reliable adjust-
ments and repairs.

Modern Tape Recorders
Home tape recorders selling from

$250 to $300 are capable of repro-
ducing audio better than most studio
equipment just a few years ago.
Most units are easy to operate and
maintain.

As we know, tape is passed
through the recorder at a constant
speed during the recording or play-
back process. This is done with a
capstan shaft, pressure roller and
mechanical metering device. During
recording or playback the tape
passes between capstan shaft and
spring -loaded pressure roller. While
the tape is being metered at a con-
stant speed through the capstan as-
sembly, the takeup reel must receive
sufficient drive torque to wind the
tape. Fast forward and rewind op-

erations are accomplished by apply-
ing a large amount of power to the
takeup and rewind hubs.

The simplest units have a com-
bination record/playback head plus
an erase head. This equipment uses
the same head for record and play-
back. If it has only one record/play-
back amplifier, a single section
record/playback head and a single
section erase head, it is called a mon-
ophonic recorder. If the head covers
the entire tape width, it is a full -
track monophonic recorder; if the
single channel track width is ap-
proximately 0.080 in. (about 1/3 the
tape width) it is called a half-track
monophonic recorder. A complete
tape recorder includes speaker or
speakers and a power amplifier all
in the same housing. Most units
being built today for home enter-
tainment are four -track stereo units.

Another type of unit which has
gained popularity in recent times is
the component deck. This equip-
ment is usually designed without
recording or playback amplifiers.
Separate external amplifiers are re-
quired to complete the system.

Recorder Electronics
During the recording process, in -

SEPTEMBER 1966

put signals are amplified, pre -equal-
ized and presented as a recording
current signal to the head. A super-
sonic oscillator, operating between
30Hz and 100kHz adds a bias cur-
rent to the audio current supplied
to the head. During playback, the
bias oscillator is disabled and the
head is used as a playback device.
The head output, a very low level
signal, is amplified and post -equal-
ized before it is fed to the power
amplifier.

One factor that makes magnetic
recorder amplifier requirements
somewhat complex is the need to
pre -equalize during recording and
post -equalize during playback.

If a magnetic head is properly
biased during the recording process
it is possible to magnitize the tape
as it passes the gap. Alternating
audio current produces a corre-
sponding magnetized condition pro-
portional to the current amplitude.
As the signal frequency increases,
the magnetization amplitude remains
the same but the peaks are closer
together on the tape.

If a length of tape is passed across
a playback -head gap, a voltage will
be generated in the head that in-
creases proportionally with fre-

SEPTEMBER 1966 45
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quency. If the playback -head output
is 0.1mv at 50Hz, for example, it
would be 0.2 at 100Hz, 0.4 at
200Hz, etc. The voltage across the
current increases directly as the fre-
quency increases. There is a point,
however, where electrical, core and
gap losses take over and the play-
back -head response will taper off
and decrease. At 7.5ips, this action
begins slightly above 1 kHz; this so-
called head -response peak is ap-
proximately 3 to 5kHz.

Typical Tape Recorder
Much of the tape recorder equip-

ment made today is transistorized
or hybrid. The schematic of a
4 -track, stereophonic hybrid unit is
shown in Fig. 1. This is the Zenith
model 81Z. Actually, this unit is
manufactured by 3M Revere/Min-
com Division, and is similar to the
Revere model 1281. It operates at
3.75 and 7.5ips and will record both
stero and mono tapes.

The mechanical parts of a tape
recorder are, in many respects, sim-
ilar to a record player. The tape
must be pulled at the proper speed
(which must be constant and not
vary) and the motor must be suf-
ficiently powerful to pull much more
than its expected load. The capstan
is equivalent to the main drive shaft
of a record player and must be fly-
wheel loaded. A typical tape trans-
port is shown in Fig. 2.

The over-all tape transport must
provide extremely smooth tape
movement and pull the tape past
the heads at a constant speed with
no slack at either reel. The spring -
belt drive is one of the most com-
mon drive methods and connects

Fig. 2-Typical tape transport mechanism.
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the drive to both reels-supply and
take-up - and the pulleys are made
so the take-up reel will move slightly
faster than necessary at the inner-
most edge of its diameter. The
spring tension allows slippage so the
reel can rotate only at the speed
of the tape past the capstan. Drive
to the supply reel is generally re-
leased from the main drive and the
spring slippage acts as a drag since
the drive pulley is anchored.

Friction -clutch drives are also
used and, except that slippage is
supplied by a clutch mechanism
which uses leather or some other

similar material for slippage, it
serves the same purpose as the
spring belt.

A third drive system is the motor -
drag drive. Here separate torque -
type induction motors are used on
each reel shaft. The motors are con-
nected in a manner so the one driv-
ing the take-up reel runs as fast as
allowed by the speed of the tape
across the capstan. The supply reel
motor is torqued in reverse. The
amount of torque is inversely pro-
portional to the take-up reel speed.
When the take-up slows, the supply -
reel motor increases torque in the
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reverse direction - increasing drag
on the supply reel.

Maintenance and Repair
The problems you will confront

in troubleshooting and rep airing
tape recorders will center around
cleaning, lubrication, replacing worn
heads, defective switches and head
demagnetization.

During normal operation, oxide
from the tape builds up on the head,
tape guides, pressure rollers, capstan
and pressure and drag pads. This
oxide build-up can cause poor play-
back, weak recording, distortion,
poor erase and up-and-down travel
of the tape as it passes between the
pressure roller and capstan. These
parts should be cleaned periodically.
Frequency of cleaning will vary with
the type and age of the tape being
used and the amount of time the
equipment is in use. The more the
equipment is used, the more often
it should be cleaned. Cleaning
should always be done with "0"
tips dipped lightly in alcohol.

You should have manufacturers
service specifications, disassembly
instructions, schematics and all other
data on the equipment you are serv-
icing. And make certain that you
do not use metal objects around
heads-and don't use a pipe cleaner
because it may damage or scratch
the head surface.

All drive surfaces must be kept
free of grease and oil. Use only a
soft clean cloth to clean the motor
pulleys, drive belts, flywheel, take-
up pulley, rewind pulley and turn-
table drums. Detergent and water
may be used if necessary. But do
not use alcohol or any other solvent
to clean the drive surfaces as the
cleaner may damage the drive belts.

Take-up clutch felts, where used,
must be free of grease and oil. If
the felt should become contaminated
it should be replaced. Pressure and
drag pads should be cleaned with
alcohol and after they are dry they
should be roughened with an emery
board.

Equipment is lubricated before it
leaves the factory and it should not
require lubrication for quite a while.
If it becomes necessary to disassem-
ble the equipment or it needs lubri-
cation, the lubricant should be ap-
plied as follows:

The capstan and flywheel bearing,
the clutch pulley bearings, the turn-
table bearings, the rewinder idler
pulley bearings and clutch pressure
bearing should be lubricated with a
drop of sewing machine oil or equiv-
alent. "Cosmolube," or equivalent,
should be applied between brake
arms and the motorboard, between
the pause lever and motor board
and to all points of contact on push-
button latching bars and other sim-

ilar mechanisms. "Molykote G," or
equivalent, may also be required on
the top and bottom of pause levers
and similar devices. Make sure that
no oil or grease gets on pulleys, idler
wheels, belt clutch discs and felts,
outer periphery of flywheels and all
parts that might transfer oil and
grease to them. Wipe all excess oil
from parts that have been lubricated.

There are times when head ad-
justments are necessary. Instructions
for making head height and azimuth
on the Zenith 81Z, for example, are
as follows (see Fig. 3), 1. Thread
the recorder with tape. 2. Push tape
drive tab to START position. Place
finger on roll pin in record pressure
pad and pull back pressure pad.
Tape should move smoothly past the
head. 3. Use a #2 Bristol wrench
and adjust head height by turning
head adjustment screw (172). 4.
Adjust head height until top of pole
piece is even with tape.

To adjust azimuth: An alignment
tape, obtainable from Ampex or the
larger distributors, should be used
to align the head. This tape should
have a full track recording at a
frequency higher than 6kHz. 1.
Thread the recorder with tape. 2.
Place channel function in PLAY po-
sition. 3. Push tape drive tab to
START position. Adjust azimuth
screw (177) for maximum output.
4. In lieu of the alignment tape, play
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a commercial prerecorded 4 -track
tape and adjust the head for maxi-
mum treble tone. 5. After adjusting
the azimuth, check to see that the
head height has not been disturbed.
Use "Locktite" cement on the ad-
justment screws.

You may also need to measure
bias voltage on this particular equip-
ment. It is done as follows: 1. Con-
nect a VTVM (capable of accu-
rately measuring voltage at 75kHz)
between the left channel switch con-
tact #18 and chassis ground. 2. Op-
erate both channels of the recorder
in RECORD position. 3. Adjust left
channel bias adjust trimmer for a
30v reading on the VTVM. 4. Re-
move VTVM lead from left channel
switch contact #18 and connect it
to the right channel switch, contact
#18. 5. Adjust right channel bias
adjust trimmer for a reading of 30v
on the VTVM.

Some other mechanical troubles
may arise. When there's no tape
drive in either play or record posi-
tion: 1. Tape may not be properly
threaded through automatic cutoff
switch. Tape must pass between post
and pin. 2. Speed selector (oN/oFF)
tab not moved completely to 7.5 or
3.75ips position - in which case no
power is applied to the recorder. 3.
Fan blade obstructed, keeping motor
from turning.

If the take-up reel does not func-

Fig. 3 -Head assem3ly adjustment points.

tion: 1. Take-up belt loose, oily or
out of position. 2. Insufficient pres-
sure on clutch. Use additional
washers with item #18. 3. Take-
up clutch plate face dirty. Clean
felt with alcohol or replace. 4. Roll
pin on pressure roller arm assem-
bly. Remove top mechanism plate
riveted assembly and attached
parts and reassemble.

When the tape drive tab malfunc-
tions: 1. Rapid function knob not
centered. 2. Power cam latch spring
broker.. 3. Pressure roller arm
spring broken.

If the tape spills when functions
are changed: 1. Brake arm spring
weak or broken. 2. Brake arm bind-
ing on shaft. 3. Brake roller, leaf
spring broken.

If no fast forward: 1. High speed
idler spring broken. 2. High speed
idler tire oily. Clean with alcohol or
replace. 3. Right brake not releas-
ing. Check for binding parts.

No reverse or stalls in reverse:
1. Loose motor pulley. Tighten set
screw. 2. Broken rewind arm spring.
3. Right brake arm not releasing.

Speed irregularities (wow and
flutter): 1. Oil or dirt on drive sur-
faces -idler, motor pulley, flywheel
or pressure roller. Clean thoroughly
with alcohol. 2. Weak springs (65
and 138 shown in service literature)
causing poor idler contact. 3. Force
of pressure roller against capstan

too great or too small. Check for
defective spring. 4. Misalignment of
flywheel bearings. Check by hold-
ing idler wheels away from flywheel
and rotate by hand. A slight drag
caused by take-up belt is normal.
5. Binding motor bearings. Check
by rotating fan or motor pulley by
hand. 6. Pressure roller binding.
Clean and lubricate bearing. 7. Spin-
dle rubbing on top plate. 8. Brakes
not releasing. Check for missing
springs, bent or binding levers. 9.
Improper clutch operation. Clean
clutch faces with alcohol or replace
felts. 10. Counter binding. Clean
and lubricate shaft and bearings.

Tape squeak or squeal: Tape
squeak or squeal is heard as a high-
pitched warbling sound that accom-
panies recording or playback. It
can be heard in quiet surroundings
by listening to the head assembly
with the volume control set at its
minimum. Squeak or squeal can be
minimized as follows: 1. Clean head,
pressure pads and tape guides with
alcohol. 2. Use good name -brand
tape. Poor quality tape may be
helped by treating it with silicone
lubricant. 3. Replace pressure pads,
or place thin Teflon film tape over
pads. This provides a smooth, wear -
resistant surface to contact the back
of the tape. 4. Slightly decrease the
normal tension of pressure pad
springs. 
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Understanding

Solid -State

Stero

Amplifiers

Study the circuits and
you'll see they're not as

difficult to service as

you may imagine

Fig. 1-Magnavox A551-
04 stereo amplifier

schematic.

 A lot of "ballyhoo" has indicated
that solid-state stereo equipment is
difficult to service. This is simply
not true. Specialists who have
worked in this area for the past few
years have unanimously voiced tilt
opinion that the equipment is easier
to service than regular monophonic
gear. This seems logical. Because two
identical amplifiers are used in stereo
equipment and since both amplifiers
seldom go bad at the same time, the
good amplifier can be used as a
"standard" to check out the de-
fective amplifier (See "Rapid Fire
Location of Stereo Amplifier
Faults," May 1966 ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN.)

Typical Solid -State Stereo
Amplifier

A typical solid-state stereo am-
plifier, with silicon -diode power sup-
ply is shown in Fig. 1. This is the
A551-04 Magnavox amplifier. Note
that the solid-state power sup-
ply operates from a regular 117vac
source, using a step-down trans-
former and it is designed to provide
approximately -44vdc at 300ma
after rectification. This power supply

-31

0,

col
"1000

Wti

furnishes voltage to a separate AM/
FM tuner in addition to the am-
plifier. The amplifier is rated at
25w per channel-or 50w total mu-
sic power output-according to EIA
(Electronic Industries Association)
standards. It should be noted also
that the output of this amplifier is
transformerless-it is designed to
use the speaker voice coil as the
load. This is common design prac-
tice in many present day solid-state
audio circuits. Finally, it should be
noted while servicing this equipment
that the total speaker impedance
to each channel in this particular
circuit should be near 8n.

Although we will take a brief
over-all look at this amplifier, no ef-
fort will be made to analyze it fully.
But let's take a moment to look -in
on the very important input, or pre-
amplifier, stage.

The first stage is the well known
common -collector, or emitter fol-
lower. It is widely used as a pre-
amplifier stage in solid-state ampli-
fiers.

As shown in Fig. 1, the common -
collector circuit corresponds to the
cathode follower in tube circuits. No
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input/output signal polarity reversal
takes place in this stage. The input
impedance is high, to take care of
high impedance phono pickups, mi-
crophones and AM/FM tuner out-
puts. The input signal is applied be-
tween the base and collector. The
output impedance is low because
it is taken from across the emitter
resistor. Although the voltage gain
is less than unity (1), this sacrifice
is normally justified in favor of this
circuit's impedance matching char-
acteristics.

Another important point to ob-
serve in this circuit is the "boot-
strap" system used primarily to fur-
ther increase the input impedance
and obtain certain other advantages.
Note also, the output signal is taken
from the preamplifier emitter and
fed directly to the base of the driver
stage transistor.

Capacitor C2, a 50pf 3v electro-
lytic, is the bootstrap capacitor
which increases the input impedance
by coupling the signal developed
across the emitter resistor to the
junction of the base -biasing resistors.
But we may as well touch on a few
high points in the remaining cir-
cuitry.

The output from Q2 (the driver
stage), is transformer coupled to the
pushpull output transistors. The sec-
ondary windings of the driver trans-
former provide opposite -phase sig-
nals to the bases of these transistors.
The transistors alternate functions
during each half cycle in the conven-
tional pushpull manner. In this con-
nection it is important to note that
when the applied signal becomes the
negative half cycle, Q3 is reverse
biased - driving it to cutoff. Simul-
taneously, Q4 will conduct and am-
plify the half cycle. Audio is coupled
to the speaker by a 5004 capacitor.
These references are to one stereo
channel. The other channel, of
course, functions in the same man-
ner.

Bias and Bias Stability
To effectively service and repair

solid-state stereo Hi Fi amplifiers,
it is helpful to further understand
basic circuitry involved.

Every technician knows about
tube "bias." We already know that
bias on a tube grid determines its
operating point. We know that this

bias must be selected so that the
input amplitude variations do not
drive the tube either to cutoff or to
saturation. But bias on transistors
is somewhat diffirent than it is on
tubes. The base -emitter voltage and
the emitter current on a transistor
establishes bias conditions and must
be maintained within a narrow area
despite variations in gain, reverse
bias current and temperature
changes.

Because there are two types of
bias stability - current and voltage
- involved in transistor circuits,
these circuits must be designed to
maintain stability under varying
voltage and temperature.

Temperature changes that "hunt"
around average room -temperatures
have little adverse effect on tran-
sistor circuitry. But when the tran-
sistor temperature rises beyond 75
degrees, troubles develop. Chart I
shows what happens to the collector
current of a transistor when the tem-
perature rises beyond 75 degrees. As
the temperature increases the emit-
ter -base junction resistance decreases
and the collector current jumps up-
ward. If this process (run -away or

Fig. 2-Voltage divider bias circuit.

Fig. 3-Thermistor compensating circuit.

"avalanche" effect) is allowed to
continue, the transistor is destroyed.

In practical circuitry, two meth-
ods are generally employed to coun-
teract this effect. 1) A large -value
resistor is used in the emitter cir-
cuit so the emitter -base resistance
change with temperature is small
compared to the total emitter resist-
ance and 2) forward bias on the
transistor is reduced as the tem-
perature increases by using a re-
sistor, a thermistor, a diode, Zener
diode or a transistor regulator.

Design engineers attempt to keep
the base resistance as low as pos-
sible and the emitter resistance as
high as possible in transistorized
circuits.

One basic voltage divider tem-
perature compensating bias circuit
is shown in Fig. 2.

A temperature rise will cause
more current to flow through the
transistor (because of a decrease in
emitter -base junction resistance).
But the emitter resistance is larger
than the base -emitter junction re-
sistance and variations at the base -
emitter junction are overcome by
the presence of the emitter resistor.

5 -

4 -

3

2

7'" 1200 165°

TEMPERATURE ( Fahrenheit)

Chart 1. Collector current is temperature
change.
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This resistor is frequently called a
"swamping" resistor.

Very large input variations could
cause overloading and signal distor-
tion. But this swamping resistor lim-
its overloading somewhat. The neg-
ative alternation of the input signal
increases forward bias and, hence,
current flow. The volt age drop
across the swamping resistor in-
creases and opposes the changing
forward bias enough to prevent the
swing from going into the distortion
region of the transistor's operating
curve. Positive alternations of the
input signal also decrease the amount
of current flowing through the emit-
ter resistor and the voltage drop
across it. In other words, if the for-
ward bias tends to increase or de-
crease too much, an opposing volt-
age develops which keeps the
current from exceeding transistor
limits. At least two other resistive
methods of compensating for tem-
perature changes are used in solid-
state amplifier circuits.

Other Temperature
Compensating Circuits

Every technician knows that a
thermistor is a temperature -sensitive
element which is widely used to limit
the effects of temperature changes

on the base -emitter junction of tran-
sistors, especially in pushpull ampli-
fiers. It is a temperature -sensitive
resistor that decreases resistance as
the temperature rises. A simplified
thermistor circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
The thermistor can be placed in
either the base or the emitter circuit
and serves the same purpose in
either location - to reduce the for-
ward bias slightly as the temperature
increases - and hence maintain the
collector current within the transis-
tor's normal limits.

When the transisitor is function-
ing normally, a base current, lb,
and a base bias current, Ibb, flow
through R1 as shown in Fig. 3. The
bias current (Ibb) returns to ground
through the thermistor while the
base current goes through the base
lead to the emitter. The polarity of
the voltage drop across the thermis-
tor sets the forward bias. If the tem-
perature rises, the resistance of the
transistor's base -emitter junction de-
creases and more collector current
is allowed to flow - but the therm-
istor's resistance decreases and al-
lows more current to flow through
it. This increased current flowing
through R2 causes a larger voltage
drop acros it. The voltage available
for forward bias is reduced - and
collector current flow is also reduced
- maintaining it at a safe value.

Because some critical transistor-
ized amplifier circuits require better
regulation, diodes, Zener diodes and
transistors are used for temperature
compensation. A simplified diode

Fig. 4-Diode compensating c"rcuit.

compensating circuit is shown in
Fig. 4.

Diode X1 is forward biased. When
the transistor is operating normally,
current flows through R1 and X1
to ground and through R3 to the
transistor base. The voltage divider
which consists of R1 and X1 is sim-
ilar to the voltage divider network
previously shown in Fig. 2. As the
temperature increases, the resistance
of X1 decreases and more current
is allowed to flow through R1 and
X 1. Additional current through R1
causes more voltage to be dropped
across it, so that less voltage is avail-
able for forward bias. When a tem-
perature rise causes an increase in
current, the stabilizing component
(X1) allows more current to pass
through itself. This reduces the volt-
age available for forward bias and
reduces current flow to a safe value.

It is also desirable in some cir-
cuits to limit base reverse current
(IcBo). As shown in Fig. 4, diode
X2 is reverse biased. Under normal
operating temperatures, little reverse
current flows. But if the tempera-
ture should rise above 100 degrees,
an increasing
rent will flow. A small amount of
the diode's reverse current flows
through X2 in the direction shown.
The current (II) flowing through
the diode has two components -a
small part of lb and the reverse bias
current, ICBo, from the transistor. As
the temperature rises, the reverse
current of the transistor increases.
But at the same time, the reverse
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capability of X2 also increases so
that the diode is able to pass addi-
tional current. Since current through
X2 consists of a portion of Ib, more
current flows through R1 and R3
-increasing the voltage drop across
both. This reduces the amount of
voltage available for forward bias.
This reduction in forward bias, of
course, decreases transistor current
and keeps the transistor operating
within its normal limitations.

Voltage Stabilization
Most stereo amplifier power sup-

plies are ac operated and amplifier
input voltages may fluctuate. Zener
diodes are frequently used in power
supplies to maintain a constant sup-
ply voltage to the load.

Suppose the load demands more
current (during a loud music pass-
age, for example). This would nor-
mally cause the supply voltage to
drop because the filter capacitors
cannot supply the required voltage
instantaneously. During normal op-
eration a certain amount of current
(II) flows through the diode (Fig.
5). As the load current increases,
the diode current decreases. (As we
know, the Zener diode will conduct
varying amounts of current with no
change of voltage drop across itself
when the "avalanche," or break-
down point, is reached.) Conversely,
as the load current decreases, more
current will flow through the diode.
Regardless of the amount of current
drawn by the load, a relatively con-
stant current flows through dropping

resistor R1- permitting the supply
voltage to stay at the same potential.

Likewise, if the ac input to the
power supply rises, increased current
supplied by the Zener diode will
flow through R1 and cause a large
voltage drop across it. The load cur-
rent and supply voltage will remain
constant. If the input voltage de-
creases, the current through R1 and
the voltage drop across it would de-
crease because of a reduction in
diode current. This also would main-
tain a constant voltage and load cur-
rent.

Zener diodes are frequently used
in the base circuit of a transistor
to provide a well regulated power
supply voltage to critical circuits:
AM/FM tuners, for example. The
Zener diode sets the base voltage
of the transistor at the breakdown
voltage of the diode. Any variations
in the unregulated input voltage are
automatically compensated for by
the diode.

Troubleshooting
As previously mentioned, stereo

equipment is easier to troubleshoot
than monophonic equipment. This
is true because the good channel
amplifier can be used to compare
the defective unit. Suppose, for ex-
ample, noise is coming from the
speakers. Make sure the noise is
present on all program sources -
tape, radio, etc. If it is, it will usually
be present on only one channel al-
though it may appear to come from
both. To find out which channel is

IT

+
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B+

RECTIFIER I

LOAD

bad, adjust the balance control to its
extreme position. If the noise is
apparent at only one extreme, you
can easily tell which channel is
generating the noise. If one extreme
control setting does eliminate the
noise, it must be originating ahead
of the control.

If the balance control does not
affect the noise, then the noise is
originating at a point between the
control and the speaker. By listening
closely near each channel's speaker
system you should be able to de-
termine which channel is defective.

Suppose the noise is unaffected
by the balance control. Then go to
the loudness control. If the noise
stops when the loudness control is
turned down, we know the noise is
being generated somewhere between
the balance control and we have
isolated it to a relatively narrow
area.

This technique can be used to
locate sources of distortion, noise,
hum or other problems where the
channel is not "dead." If the trouble
is hum or low frequency noise, how-
ever, the treble control may not
affect the sound at the output. In
this event, turn the bass control to
help find the defective stage.

The key voltage in most amplifier
circuits is the collector voltage. If
the bias voltage is incorrect, the
error will be multiplied at the col-
lector and indicate if the bias voltage
is incorrect. And we can always
compare the readings to those in the
good channel. 

Fig. 5-Zener diode being used as a voltage regulator.
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Proper exposure and
long-range planning
point to rosy future

for this electronics
equipment specialist

Sales engineer, Stas Rodenburg, p-eFares an audiovisual nurse call
to be 'salled in 3 ocal nursing home.

Sales ingineet, Stan Rodenburz., adjusts beam control cn CCTV
sys-em which was installed fo ''each and Feview' course at the

Teachers Co lege, Un varsity of Nebraska.

Striking it Rich

A technician checks out a signaing and communications console
being prepared for a client.

A Noifier Engineering technician finishes an ins'allatioi while the
customer, a store manager, lool.s
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in Audio and Visual Communications Systems

 Notifier Engineering Corp., Lin-
coln, Nebraska, is a relatively young
company and is operated by young
people. It specializes in intercom-
munications and paging systems,
burglar and fire alarms, closed-
circuit TV and video tape equip-
ment. It's executive vice president,
Don Nielsen, is in his early thirties
and he is definitely not for the
"fast -sell."

"I'm more concerned in the future
than in the present," Mr. Nielsen
declares. "Each step we have taken
here has been carefully planned in
a long range program."

The company is capitalized at
$100,000 and its officers include a
president, Oliver T. Joy, a treas-
urer, Margaret Joy, and Mr. Niel-
son. Two salesmen, 3 technicians
and a bookkeeper -secretary com-
plete the normal staff.

Growth Picture
Starting in October 1963, the

company had gross sales of $160,-
000 after the first business year.
Sales rose to $215,000 the follow-
ing year and "this year it will be
from $250,000 to $305,000," Mr.
Nielsen predicts enthusiastically.

His prediction can be counted
on because he keeps a daily review
of all sales. He also maintains a
monthly record. "We know exactly
what we're doing in dollars and
cents," the energetic young man
says. "We are also able to make
a comparison with what we did in
that same thonth a year ago," Mr.
Nielson declares.

His records also permit a break-
down on where the new business
came from, whether in retail, con-
tract, inspection and maintenance,
rental and leased equipment or spe-
cial services.

"We run a gross profit on every
breakdown each month," Mr. Niel-
sen explains. "We also run a net
profit breakdown in each product
area."

"In 1963 we realized that we
had obtained a good market pene-
tration but we either had to expand
our operating area or expand our
line," Mr. Nielsen says. "After care-
ful thought the officers of the cor-
poration decided to broaden our
product line. We made a survey
of the equipment being offered in
this area. This included audio vis-
ual communications equipment. We
then went to look at the equipment
to decide what we wanted to -
handle."

After this, Mr. Nielsen wrote
to manufacturers asking if they were
already represented in the area and
how successful they were in the
Lincoln area.

"This period of product selec-
tion ran from the middle of 1963
to the middle of 1964," he says.

Having made product selections,
Mr. Nielsen then visited each manu-
facturing plant involved.

"We got better acquainted with
products, learned all we could about
the equipment and established a ba-
sic marketing policy with the manu-
facturer.

"After that, we arranged trade
shows and product exhibits in our
area to create an awareness of the
products."

It was about this time that Mr.
Nielsen realized that it would be
necessary for his firm to add a
salesman specialized in audio and
audio-visual equipment to call on
prospective customers.

Because the company already had
an established business in fire and
security alarms, Mr. Nielsen had
a ready list of potential customers
for his new salesman. "It was merely
a matter of convincing these old
customers to combine various forms
of communications systems with
their signaling gear which we had
already installed," he recalls.

Advertising and Promotion
When the second salesman was

added, Don Nielsen went into ac-
tion with a direct mail campaign
aimed at all their existing customers.

"We sent out four thousand let-
ters explaining our new activity.
Enclosed was manufacturers' liter-
ature telling about the audio and
audio-visual products we were sell-
ing and installing in business, indus-
trial and educational establishments.
This direct mail effort has been
continued and expanded. We now
send out letters to potential cus-
tomers in the new construction field.
These letters go out on a weekly
basis-and they are personalized
letters.

In addition to this direct mail
campaign, a number of equipment
showings have been set up in other
cities: Sioux City, Iowa; Hastings
and Grand Island, Nebraska and
also locally.

"We send invitations to archi-
tects, engineers and contractors in
various areas asking them to attend
our two day product shows," Mr.
Nielsen says.

Most of the company's advertising
budget has been spent on these
shows and demonstrations. The
total advertising and promotion
budget is a little less than 8 percent
of gross sales. Mr. Nielsen believes
that the money now being spent
on these promotions will not begin
to pay off for three or four years.

"For the coming year," he pre-
dicts, "we may direct most of our
budget to long range direct mail.
Four or five pieces of mail may
be directed to prime potential cus-
tomers, telling them about our prod-
ucts, our company and the extent
of our progress in the field of audio
and audio-visual communications."

Don Nielsen makes it clear that
he is not interested in merely "sur-
viving" in this business. "I want
to excell in this field. We have
not yet hesitated to serve any cus-
tomer who wants to see or use our
equipment," he emphasizes.
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Striking
It Rich

Nielsen and sales engineer Stan Rodenburg
look over sales figures which have increased

almost 50 percent in less than 3 years.

Work truck in front of Jack & Jill supermarket
where the company has installed an

intercommunications and music distributors
system. System includes paging anJ

telephone services for the supermarket's
customers.

Don Nielsen in front of the spacious pant
which he directs as executive vice president.

Work trucks of Notifier Engineering are
designed to open on center side to enable

technicians to carry out their gear
with greater ease.

Mr. Nielsen has also contributed
a lot of time and know-how on a
number of non-profit projects in
order to build goodwill and create
product exposure.

One project was a recent AAA
swim meet where his company in-
stalled a closed-curcuit TV system.
"This was entirely without profit
for us," he says. "But we knew
we would gain product exposure."

Another effort in this direc-
tion was the help Nielsen's firm
gave the State of Nebraska. "They
wanted to conduct a survey to show
which State Agencies could use
closed-circuit TV in times of emer-
gency. We installed our equipment
on helicopters to show how instant
information could be provided in
certain emergencies. Additionally,
we have worked with the Civil
Defense Agency in setting up cer-
tain equipment which met their
needs."

Sales Policies
"Shortly after our letters go out

to prospective customers," Mr.
Nielsen continues, "we follow up
with a personal call which is made
by one of our salesmen. Any build-
ing, business or plant which has a
need for audio or audio-visual com-
munications equipment, fire or

burglar protection, receives our at-
tention. We make every effort to
create business."

The salesman not only calls on
owners; at construction sites, he calls
on engineers and architects as well.

"In selling." Mr. Nielsen says,
"our sales staff and I rely very
heavily on new construction for
sales leads." Mr. Nielsen makes
many first contracts for his sales-
men. He then passes the accounts
along to them so they can earn
the commissions on the sales.

"We follow each lead," the young
vice president says. "And we try
to obtain plans and specifications
so we can offer bids."

Mr. Nielsen believes very strongly
in "creative salesmanship" and does
everything he can to encourage it
in his salesmen.

"We want our salesmen to stim-
ulate the thinking of prospective
customers," he says. "And we also
want them to show potential cus-
tomers what equipment is avail-
able and what the equipment can
do for them," he adds.

This approach has obtained some
important business in the immediate
area. An order for closed-circuit TV
for instructor improvement courses
has been obtained from the Uni-
versity of Nebraska, Teachers Col-

lege, in Lincoln. The system shows
the teacher -student how to improve
their classroom instruction. This is
a lease arrangement.

A specially designed security and
communications system has also
been installed in a nursing home in
Lincoln. "When certain doors open
or shut, lights show on a big board
that notifies the superintendents of
the movements of patients who
should be in bed," Mr. Nielsen
explains.

The youthful executive vice pres-
ident is very enthusiastic about the
future of his company. "There is
a tremendous market opening up
for audio and audio-visual com-
munications equipment," he says.
"And we must adapt ourselves to
answering all the questions our pros-
pective customers ask and show
them how their problems can be
solved."

He foresees the time when TV
will become as important to busi-
ness and industry as it already has
in the home.

"TV can definitely offer the an-
swer to many communications prob-
lems that business and industry
has," he says. "And if it can be
offered in its fullness by men who
know their business, the outlook is
unlimited." 
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Fig. 1-In stereo systems, sounds
from different d rections

reach each microphone with
different intensities and at

different times.

Aligning
and Troubleshooting
FM/Stereo Equipment
Use test instrument best suited
for rapid alignment and adjustments

 Every working technician today
is thoroughly familiar with the
theory covering FM/ stereo broad-
casting and reception. For this rea-
son, we will review the principles
only briefly and in a simplified way
before proceeding to practical serv-
icing problems.

The principles of stereo multiplex-
ing are very simple. As we know,
a monophonic FM telecast uses a
single microphone and mixes all
the tones which modulate the car-
rier.

A stereo broadcast, however, uses
two microphones and sounds from
different directions reach each mi-
crophone with different intensities
and at different instants in time. This
is shown in Fig. 1. Two different
tones, 400 and 800Hz, are shown
being fed into separate microphones.
The information is picked up with a
stereo receiver, as shown in Fig. 2,
and is eventually fed into two dif-
ferent speakers.

Let's assume (Fig. 1) that only the
two signals shown enter their re-

spective microphones and that nei-
ther signal enters the other signal's
microphone. Then each signal passes
through its own switch (a diode).
One diode is turned on while the
other is turned off by alternately
biasing them forward and back-
ward with a 39kHz signal.

The diode outputs become inter-
leaved segments of each audio signal
- the audio from one channel is
present while the other is absent.
Now the signals are mixed and fed
to an FM modulator where they are
averaged. When the resultant modu-
lated signal is fed to a monophonic
receiver the audio will be identical
to the signal existing in the one -
microphone FM transmitter. Al-
though the carrier actually contains
discrete bits of left and right chan-
nel information, it is switched at
such a rapid rate that it acts ex-
actly like a monophonic signal -
because the left and right signals
(L+R) are added.

When this signal is picked up by
a stereo receiver, however, the proc-

400

800 _ 1 '1 '1 -1 -1
I I
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ess becomes entirely different. Since
the audio signal does contain bits of
left and right channel information,
which are alternately and precisely
spaced by a 38kHz switching signal,
they can be put back in their proper
channels by switching another pair
of diodes off and on alternately at
the same rate as those at the trans-
mitter (Fig. 2).

The 38kHz switching signal at
the receiver must be switched at the
same rate and phase as the switching
signal at the transmitter. This is
done with a 19kHz pilot signal in
the transmitter which keys the
38kHz switching signal. The pilot
signal also keys the 38kHz oscilla-
tor in the receiver. The total relation-
ship of these signals is shown in
Fig. 3.

To explain this in a slightly
more technical way, the main chan-
nel transmitted by an FM/stereo
station contains the sum of the left
and right signals (L+R) with audio
information ranging from 50Hz to
15kHz. This makes the system com-
patible because any standard mono-
phonic FM receiver can pick up the
information.

The stereo sub -channel contains
the difference information (L-R).
This difference signal amplitude
modulates a 38kHz subcarrier by
using a balanced modulator which
produces sidebands between 23 and
53kHz with the carrier suppressed.
A 38kHz signal must be inserted
at the receiver to effect demodula-
lation. A 19kHz pilot carrier is
added to the transmitted signal. This

Fig. 2-The stereo receiver functions to re -direct left and right signals to their respective channels.

19kHz signal is removed by the re-
ceiver and is used to synchronize
the receiver with the transmitter.

The SCA (Subsidiary Communi-
cations Authorization), or "store -
casting" frequency, extends from 60
to 74kHz - frequency modulated
on a 67kHz carrier. The SCA car-
rier occupies 10 percent of the total
modulation.

A typical electron tube FM/
stereo multiplexing circuit is shown
in Fig. 4. The 19kHz pilot is re-
moved from the composite signal
by a tuned circuit (L3, C46, R93)
and amplified by V7A. Diodes
CR5, CR6 and V7B form a fre-
quency doubler. The 38kHz output
of this stage is used to gate the left
and right channel diodes, CR2 and
CR3. The 180deg phase change nec-
essary for left and right channel
demodulation is accomplished with
a center tapped secondary.

The composite signal is also fed
into the diode detectors through
C51, L5, C53, L6, R44 and C54.
The two outputs (L&R) signals are
obtained from the detector.

Major Service Problems
Two primary problems arise in

servicing FM/stereo equipment. The
first problem concerns inadequate
antennas. Because FM/ stereo tele-
casting imposes more strenuous de-
mands on antenna capabilities, this
fact must be carefully considered
by service technicians. Not only
must antenna gain be higher for
FM/ stereo reception, but a clean
signal, without multipath and lead-in

reflections must be delivered to the
receiver by the antenna. The second
most important consideration con-
cerns proper adjustment of the
receiving equipment to provide ade-
quate channel separation - to pre-
vent channel "spill -over" or cross-
talk between channels.

As we know, the FM spectrum
extends from 88 to 108MHz. The
FM antenna must be designed to
provide sufficient gain, as flat as
possible, across this bandwidth. And
because stations are frequently not
all located in the same direction
from the receiving location, a rota-
tor is almost always desirable for
orienting the antenna in the proper
direction for best reception. Addi-
tionally, to maintain proper gain
and eliminate lead-in mismatch
under all weather conditions, good
300 encapsulated type lead-in is
highly desirable. Coax type line
should not be used except when
nearby ambient impulse noise con-
ditions make its use necessary. This,
however, is seldom a problem be-
cause the particular frequency spec-
trum and the nature of FM recep-
tion - the noise limiting effect of
the receiver - seldom allows any
but the most intense impulse noises
to arrive at the speaker system.

Alignment

Because most manufacturers rec-
ommend alignment procedures that
vary somewhat from other manu-
facturers, you should provide your-
self with service data and instruc-
tions for each piece of equipment
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being serviced. Instruments required,
depending on the particular align-
ment, include sweep generator, sig-
nal generator, scope and VTVM.
Most expert FM/stereo benchmen,
however, employ a multiplex gen-
erator for certain alignments. We
will not here repeat the orthodox
AM/FM, RF, IF and detector align-
ments. Although most of the re-
ceiving equipment used today is
solid-state, we will confine our align-
ment procedures to the electron tube
circuit shown in Fig 4. A typical
multiplex generator will be used.

An RF signal from the generator
is injected at the receiver's antenna
input. The antenna is disconnected.
The FM receiver is tuned to ap-
proximately 100 MHz. At this point,
a sudden quieting will indicate that
the receiver is tuned to the output
frequency of the generator.

The first receiver adjustment is
made at the zero input amplifier
(19kHz tuned amplifier). Adjust
both the left and right level con-
trols to zero. Attach the "hot" probe
of the generator's built-in meter (or
use an external VTVM) to pin 1
(the plate) of V7A and set the meter
function switch to the 3v P -P scale.

The plate level control is adjusted
to the lowest level that will provide
a usable reading on the meter.

Adjust transformers L3 and L4
for a maximum voltmeter reading.
These two adjustments are rela-
tively sharp and a few degrees in
either direction should indicate a
peak or minimum reading. Now
move the meter lead to either ter-

minal 1 or 2 of the 38kHz tank
coil, T9, and adjust first the pri-
mary then the secondary of this
transformer for maximum reading.
A final "touch up" of the 38IcHz
adjustments will be made when
checking separation at the speakers.

With the pilot signal set at zero,
modulate both left and right chan-
nels with a 1kHz tone and set level
control on each channel to read 5v
on the meter. This will produce a
monophonic signal. Adjust the FM
receiver balance and level controls
until the ac voltage across the speak-
ers is identical. Turn the right level
control to zero and set the 19kHz
pilot signal at 10 percent modula-
tion. The ac voltage across each
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speaker is measured again. Most
multiplex generators have a built-in
meter that reads directly in db so
the reading at the right speaker is
subtracted from the left output read-
ing. A 20db separation is considered
normal. If the difference is less than
20db, then the 38kHz plate trans-
former will have to be touched up.

With the meter connected across
the left speaker, carefully readjust
T9 primary first, then T9 second-
ary, for maximum meter reading
at left output and minimum tone
level from the right speaker. By
careful listening and with a sharp
eye on the meter, you can easily ob-
tain optimum separation on most of
this equipment.
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Fig. 4-Typical electron tube stereo multiplex circuit.
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Servicing Solid -State

 An urgent, immediate need exists
for both general and specific infor-
mation on servicing typical semicon-
ductor type portable and table -top
phonographs. For this reason, me-
chanical operations - cycling and
automatic record changer problems
- will be covered in more detail in
forthcoming articles.

The first article in this series
(ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, August,
1966) pointed out the need for
technicians to provide themselves
with exact manufacturers' specifica-
tions and service instructions for
this equipment. This is especially
necessary in the area of disassembly
instructions because of variations
existing in instructions for each piece
of equipment - even between units
made by the same manufacturer.

Cases
One unit we have seen frequently

during the past year is the Westing-
house CP466 (V-2524-4), which
has come into the shop for styli,
cartridge replacements and other re-
pairs. Instructions for removing the
chassis are very helpful.

1. Remove all knobs.
2. Remove the four phillips-head

screws that hold the control panel
to the cabinet.

3. Remove the escutcheon.
4. Pull out the control panel

mounting board. The chassis is se-
cured to the mounting board with
four palnuts.

5. If further disassembly is
needed, remove the motorboard
from the changer (held by four
phillips-head screws) and unplug
the motor and tone arm lead con-
nections.

6. Unsolder three leads to the
output jacks at the rear of the cabi-
net.

Stylus and Cartridge
Replacements

To replace a stylus in this equip-
ment:

1. Turn the lever handle half
way between the two playing posi-
tions.

2. Pull the stylus away from the
spring clip.

3. Install the new stylus with the
"78" marking facing upward.

4. Slide the stylus under the
spring clip and push the spring clip
up so the stylus can be pushed into
the cartridge groove under the
spring clip.

5. One of the stylus arms should
rest in the fork of the couplet (See
Fig. 1).

6. Turn the lever handle to the
desired playing position.

A cartridge wiring diagram is
shown in Fig. 2. Before replacing
the cartridge, write down the se-
quence in which the colored wires
are connected to the cartridge ter-
minals.

1. Pull the snap clip on the car-
tridge holder gently away from the
cartridge and then pull the cartridge
from the holder (see Fig. 1).

2. Remove the push -on connec-
tors from the cartridge terminals,
and connect them to the terminals
of the new cartridge as shown in
Fig. 2.

3. Slide the two studs (Fig. 1)
on the sides of the cartridge into the
notches in the holes on the cartridge
holder. Push the cartridge up until
the snap clip locks in place.

Most Frequent Adjustments
The common adjustments found

necessary on this equipment is stylus
set -down, pressure and tone arm
height. These adjustments are shown
in Fig. 3. The stylus should set
down about 1/2 inch in from the edge
of the record. The set down adjust-
ment screw is turned clockwise to
make the needle set down further
in from the record's edge.

Stylus pressure on this record
changer is between two and three
grams. Remember, when the stylus
force spring is stretched longer -

TENSION
SPRING

eisf
CARTRIDGE

HOLDER

TA

-SNAP CLIP

STUD

Fig. 1-Cartridge and cartridge holder for
Westinghouse 670V040D01 record changer
used in CP466 (V2524-4) portable phonograph.
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Fig. 2-Stereo cartridge diagram.
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Fg. 3-Tone arm adjustments.
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Portable Phonographs

the stylus pressure becomes less.
The tone arm height adjustment

should be set so the tone arm clears
a 7A3 inch stack of records on the
turntable by about 1/2 inch. The
height adjustment is turned counter-
clockwise with a 1/4 inch nut driver
to raise it higher.

A schematic of the entire solid-
state circuit used in this phono, in-
cluding power supply, is shown in
Fig. 4.

Another Typical Unit
Another unit we have had ex-

perience with is the G -E portable
stereo phono, RPA331BN. It uses
the RD225-7 automatic record
changer mentioned in the first article
of this series. The stereo amplifier
is the T2C shown in Fig. 5. It is
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not too difficult to disassemble and
reassemble if you have the instruc-
tions. To remove the record
changer: 1) Remove screw and
cover on right side of changer buck-
ets. 2) Reach inside opening in
changer bucket and flip shipping
screw to a vertical position. 3) Tilt
changer upward and unplug the
power and signal leads to the
changer. 4) Flip the other shipping
screw to a vertical position and lift
changer out of bucket

The amplifier is removed in the
following manner: 1) Remove con-
trol knobs. 2) Remove the two
screws holding the escutcheon and
plate containing the 45rpm spindle
clip. 3) Slide the plate up out of
cabinet spring clips and carefully
remove from cabinet. Exercise cau-
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Fig. 4-Schematic of V-25244 Westinghouse stereo phono amplifier.
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tion to prevent scratching the
changer compartment sides. 4) Re-
move the two screws holding the
amplifier to the cabinet. 5) Discon-
nect and label all leads for reassem-
bling and remove amplifier from
cabinet. When reinstalling the am-
plifier, be sure to mount it in the
same position it was in before re-
moval. It can be mounted physically
upside down which will reverse the
controls.

Styli and cartridge replacement
and some basic adjustments for the
RD225-7 were described in the
aforementioned first article.

Important Service
Considerations

Once you work on a half dozen
of these portables and table models,
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Servicing

Solid -State ...
you'll learn that the solid-state
troubleshooting and repair tech-
niques involved for the various types
and brands will be about the same.
This does not disregard the need for
individual disassembly instructions
and schematics, however.

Carefully consider the following
important practices: 1) When re-
placing power output transistors
make sure the transistor mounting
assembly conforms to the original.
For example, note the exploded
view of the power transistor assem-
bly on the Westinghouse V-2524-4
amplifier service instruction manual.
Various mounting methods are used
for power transistors. Some may use
a heat sink and insulating wafer
having heat conducting grease to dis-
sipate maximum heat through the
chassis. Others may not use a heat
sink. Machine screws, shoulder and

ali/AMIC VINO
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lockwashers and nuts may also be
used instead of self -tapping type
mounting screws. Some manufac-
turers recommend replacing the mica
insulating washers when replacing
transistors. And do not forget to put
silicone grease on both sides of the
new insulating wafer.

Make certain that you do not op-
erate a transistor amplifier when the
speaker is disconnected or without
a comparable resistive load across
the output. This applies to both
channels on stereo amplifiers.

When a transistor goes bad in a
push-pull amplifier stage, replace
both transistors with a matched pair.
And if one goes bad by shorting,
replace the emitter bias resistor with
a similar type - preferably one
having a five percent tolerance.

Make certain you do not short
out the audio output when the am -
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plifier is in an operating condition.
Use only 60-40 solder and a pen-

cil type soldering iron of 25w or
less.

Tin the component leads before
soldering them into the circuit. Clip
out defective resistors and capaci-
tors. Do not attempt to unsolder
these components from a printed
board. Then use prepared spiral
connectors to replace a new com-
ponent. Slip a spiral over the
soldered -in stubs of each defective
component. The leads from the new
component are then slipped into the
other ends of the two spiral con-
nectors. Leads are then joined by
flowing a small amount of solder
over the entire length of both spirals.

The next article in this series
will cover other specific problems
encountered in servicing solid-state
portable phonographs. 111
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Fig. 5-Schematic of T2C solid-state stereo phono amplifier.
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Semiconductors
From A to Z

Understand how transistor circuits oper-
ate and you can troubleshoot them faster

 A previous article in this series
on junction transistors described the
three basic transistor circuits and
how two of these circuits can be
combined to form a single circuit
with dual independent inputs. We
will continue to describe the function
of junction transistor circuits with
the aid of labels applied to the dual
input NPN circuit (Fig. 1).

Vcc

Fig. 1 - Input currents IB and It: effect the
circuit's output current (1c).

NPN transistors must be forward
biased before they can conduct a
significant current - the base and
collector being made positive with
respect to the emitter. This bias is
provided by the collector -to -emitter
voltage source (Vcc) and the emit-
ter -to -base voltage source (VEB)
These sources combine to develop an
emitter -to -base voltage (VEB), a
collector -to -emitter voltage (VcE)
and a collector -to -base voltage
(VCB).

Two significant currents result
from these bias voltages. They are
the emitter -to -collector current (Ic)
and the emitter -to -base current (IB).
At normal temperatures good tran-
sistors will not experience a signifi-
cant base -to -collector current. Since
both the base current and collector
current in the transistor originate in
the emitter, the emitter current (IE)
must equal the sum of these two
currents (Ic Is = IE).

PNP transistors must also be for-
ward biased before they can con-

duct current - the base and collec-
tor being made negative with respect
to the emitter. By substituting a
PNP transistor for the NPN tran-
sistor described, the polarity of the
biasing voltages is reversed and the
direction of the resulting current is
also reversed. Though reversed, the
emitter current is still the sum of
the collector current and the base
current.

Voltage drops within the circuit
occur across the emitter resistor
(RE), base resistor (RB) and col-
lector resistor (Rc).

Relative size of currents
About 92 to 99 percent of the

current flowing through the emitter
passes through the collector of a
junction transistor. The remaining
8 -to -1 percent is the base current.
The collector current (Ic) is much
greater than the base current (IB).
The collector current nearly equals
the emitter current (IE). The ratio
of collector current to emitter cur-

rent is called Alpha (a = Ic
).

IE
The collector current must always
be less than the emitter current since
all forward -biased junction transis-
tors normally experience a base cur-
rent. Therefore, the value of a
must always be less than one.

The smaller the base current, the
nearer the collector current comes
to equaling the emitter current,
and the nearer a comes to becom-
ing one. Typical values of a for
junction transistors range from 0.92
to 0.98.

The ratio of collector current to
base current is called Beta

Ic(/3=-Is). The smaller the base cur-

rent, the larger the fraction becomes
and the greater the value of /3.

Typical values of /3 for a junction
transistor range from 25 to 100.

Self Biasing
Multiple voltage sources have

been required for the circuits we
have described. For economy, these
circuits can be revised to use a sin-
gle voltage source.

The voltage source (VBB) for
biasing the base of the common-
emitter amplifier (Fig. 2A) is able

Fig. 2 (A and B)-Common-emitter voltage
sources are combined by increasing RR.

to provide the desired emitter -to -
base voltage (VEB) with the neces-
sary base current (IB) passing
through the base resistor (RBI). The
same emitter -to -base voltage (VEB)
and base current (IB) can be ob-
tained from the voltage source (Vcc)
used to provide the collector -to -
emitter bias (Fig. 2B). This can be
done with a base resistor (RB2) of
an appropriate higher value. The
increase in resistance is equal to the
additional voltage drop (VBB -Vcc)
divided by the base current (In).
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Semiconductors .

(RB2 = RBI + Vcc - VBB ).
IB

The common -collector amplifier
(Fig. 3A) can be revised in the
same manner as was the common -

Fig. 3 (A and B)-Common-collector voltage
sources are combined by increasing RB.

emitter amplifier (Fig. 3B). By in-
creasing the base resistor (RB), the
same emitter -to -base voltage (VEB)
and base current (IB) can be ob-
tained from the higher collector -to -
emitter voltage source (Vcc).

The common -base diagram (Fig.
4A) can be revised (Fig. 4B) with-
out changing the circuit. The same

IE t
RE

IB

VEE -- -=Vcc

Fig. 4 (A, B and C)-Common-base circuit
can be modified for single voltage source.

emitter -to -base voltage (VEB) and
base current (IB) can be obtained
by inserting a base resistor (RB).
The value of the base resistor can
be determined in the same manner
as it was for the other two circuits
(RB = Vcc - VBB) The base of the

IB

transistor is no longer grounded by
its biasing voltage source (VEE or
Vcc). The effect of an ac ground
must, therefore, be obtained by us-
ing a capacitor (CB).

The compound circuit (Fig. 1)
can also be modified (Fig. 5) by

Fig. 5-The compound circuit can be modi-
fied to use a single voltage source.

increasing the base resistor (RB)
to the proper value (RB2). The
compound circuit is a combination
of the common -base and common -
emitter circuits. The common -base
circuit (Fig. 4) required a capacitor
(CB) to function without signal loss.
The two inputs shown in the com-
pound circuit (Fig. 5) should each
be tuned to its own separate fre-
quency to eliminate a corersponding
signal loss of the other signal at
each input.

Effect of Temperature
Most conductors have a low re-

sistance to currents at very low tem-
peratures and higher resistances to

currents at higher temperatures.
Semiconductor materials do not
have this characteristic. Most semi-
conductors have a very high resist-
ance to currents at very low tem-
peratures. This resistance decreases
as the temperature increases.

When transistors conduct current,
their internal resistance to current
flow results in a power loss. This
loss occurs in the form of heat. Heat
sinks transfer the heat away. Not all
of the heat can be removed, how-
ever, and the transistor's tempera-
ture will tend to rise. The increased
temperature will reduce the tran-
sistors internal resistance - result-
ing in an emitter -to -collector (IEc)
and emitter -to -base (IEB) current
increase (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6-Transistors contain various currents
that are effected by temperature.

We indicated previously that good
transistors will not experience a sig-
nificant base -to -collector current
when operating at normal tempera-
tures. But when the resistances in a
transistor are reduced by higher tem-
peratures, the base -to -collector cur-
rent becomes significant. In germa-
nium transistors this current doubles
for about every 9°C rise above
room temperature and in silicon
transistors this current doubles for
about every 11°C rise above room
temperature. Having been very low,
the relative changes in the base -to -
collector current (IBC) is much
greater than the relative changes in
the other currents.

At normal temperatures we con-
sider the base current (IB) equal to
the emitter -to -base current (IEB)
However, at higher temperatures
some of the emitter -to -base current
continues through the transistor as
the base -to -collector current (IBc),
reducing the remaining base current
(In = IEB -- IBC).
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The collector current (Ic) then
contains both the emitter -to -collec-
tor current (IEc) and the base -
to -collector (IBC). (Ic = IEc
IBc). The emitter current (IE) still
contains only the emitter -to -base
current (IEB) and the emitter -to -
collector current (IEc). (IE = IEB

IEc) Note that the emitter cur-
rent (IE) is still equal to the base
current (IB) plus the collector cur-
rent (Ic). [IE = IB IC = (IEB -
IBC) (IEc IBC) = (IEB
IEc)]

The biasing circuits shown are
not satisfactory when the tempera-
ture of the transistor is allowed to
change. As the transistor's tempera-
ture increases, the base current (IB)
decreases and the voltage drop
across RB becomes smaller.

The emitter -to -base voltage (VEB)
then increases and approaches the
collector -to -emitter voltage source
(Vcc). Since the forward bias of
the base has been increased, the
transistor will conduct more current.
The increased current will result in
the generation of more heat and re-
sult in the further reduction of the
transistor's base current (IB). The
temperature and base current will
continue to change until either the
circuit is overloaded or the transistor
burns out. This is called thermal
"run -away" or avalanche effect.

Bias Stablization
Circuits can be designed to com-

pensate for the thermo effect in tran-
sistors. Collector -to -base feedback
(Fig. 7) in one way to improving

Fig. 7-Collector-to-base feedback improves
transistor stabilization.

bias stabilization. Instead of connect-
ing the base resistor (RB) directly
to the voltage source (Vcc), it is
connected to the collector resistor
(Rc). As the temperature of the
transistor increases, the collector
current (Ic) increases, causing the
voltage drop across the collector re-
sistor to also increase. The higher

temperature also causes the base
current (Is) to decrease, reducing
the voltage drop across the base re-
sistor (RB). Since the collector cur-
rent is much larger than the base
current, a greater change occurs in
the voltage drop across the collector
resistor than across the base resistor.
The net effect of the changes in
voltages across the two resistors, is a
reduction in the forward bias of the
transistor's base (VEB). This reduc-
tion in the base bias reduces the
collector current and stabilizes the
circuit.

"Emitter swamping" is another
way to stablize a transistor circuit
(Fig. 8). As the temperature of the

I

Fig. 8-Transistors can be stabilized with an
"emitter swamping" circuit.

transistor increases, there is an in-
crease in the emitter current (IE)
and a decrease in the base current
(Is). This results in a greater volt-
age drop across the emitter resistor
(RE) and a smaller voltage drop
across the base resistor (RB).

Since the emitter current is much
larger than the base current, the
voltage drop across the emitter re-
sistor is greater than the voltage drop
across the base resistor. The forward
bias of the base (VEB) is equal to
the voltage source (Vcc) minus the
voltage drop across the base resistor
(IBRB) and the voltage drop across
the emitter resistor (IERE). (VEB
= Vcc - IBRB - IERE).

As the temperature of the transis-
tor increases the current change re-
duces the forward base bias of the
transistor and stabilizes the circuit.
By connecting a capacitor (CE)
across the emitter resistor (RE),
only the dc portion of the voltage
drop affects the circuit bias. The ac
portion is able to pass through, re-
ducing the signal loss in the resistor.

The collector -to base feedback
and emitter swamping circuits de-

scribed provide some bias stabiliza-
tion. In both circuits the reduced
voltage drop across the base resistor
(RB) reduces the stabilizing effect
of the emitter or collector resistor.
By using an additional resistor the
effect of a changing base current
can be reduced. By designing a volt-
age divider (Fig. 9) so that the cur -

)g)

B)

Fig. 9 (A and B)-Voltage dividers can be
used to stabilize a transistor circuit.

rent (II) passing through the resis-
tors (RB & RI) is much greater than
the base current (IB), the voltage
drop across the base resistor (RB)
is more greatly influenced by the
voltage divider current (II) than it
is by the base current (IB). The
resulting change in the voltage drop
across the base resistor is reduced,
increasing circuit stabilization.

Fig. 10-Thermist ors compensate for transis-
tors over limited temperature range.

The voltage divider can be im-
proved (Fig. 10) by substituting a
thermistor (RT) for the second re -

continued on page 109
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vu COLORFAX

G -E CB Pincushion Correction
A deflection yoke will have a uni-

form magnetic field within its apera-
ture when a linear current is flowing
through its horizontal and vertical

VERT YOKE

VERT.
SWEEP
TRANS.

VERT. YOKE

windings. If it is used with a spherical
face CRT a rectangular raster will be
produced on the screen. If the same
deflection yoke is placed on a flat face
CRT a raster will be produced.

In a B/W TV receiver permanent
magnets can compensate for this pin -

1 VERT

CENTER OF CRT

...-.--- HORIZONTAL PULSES

cushion effect. They are placed around
the perimeter of the deflection yoke,
and either push or pull the electron
beam to produce the desired rectangu-
lar raster. In a monochrome CRT a
single electron gun is used. In a color
CRT there are three electron guns to
he concerned with. Because of the geo-
metric placement of the guns, a per-
manent magnet could not be placed in
a position where it would have a uni-
form effect at the same time on all
three electron guns and it would cause
a misregistration problem. Therefore,
another form of electrical compensa-
tion is used in conjunction with the de-
flection yoke, to correct the shape of
the raster and eliminates the pin
cushion effect.

Top and Bottom Correction
Circuit

The largest amount of beam correc-

TO

YOKEYOKE
cOLS

BOOST

PIN cusHioN
CORRECTOR

VERT
YOKE

VERT
YOKE

VERT IN

470A

470A

VERT IN

tion is needed at points "A" and "B"
toward the outer edges of the picture
tube screen. The top- and bottom -pin-
cushion corrector circuit consists of a
two -current generator connected in se-
ries with the vertical coils of the de-
flection yoke.

A composite current flows through
the vertical coils of the deflection yoke.
The current consists of the normal ver-

tical sweep current and a horizontal
sinewave current supplied by the cur-
rent generator. The amplitude of the
correction current is highest at the be-
ginning and end of the vertical scan
period and will progressively decrease
to zero as the vertical sweep current
passes through zero - which is coinci-

V101
1fV RECT

v104
DAMPER

HORIZ
YOKE

COILS

dent with the center of the picture
tube.

The current generator consists of a
series -resonant circuit containing the
entire secondary winding of T108, the
phasing coil, C141 and R176. A hori-
zontal flyback pulse is fed to the pri-
mary of T108 from the horizontal coils
on the deflection yoke. This pulse is

C

HORIZONTAL

I"11 I

.10134T

VERTICAL SCAM PERIOD --T,

inductively coupled to T108's second-
ary winding where it will shock excite
the series resonant circuit, causing it
to ring at 15,750 Hz. The correction
voltage fed to the deflection yoke's ver-
tical windings is the voltage that ap-
pears across C141 and R176. This
ac voltage will cause the vertical yoke
current to vary slightly at a horizontal
rate.

The correction voltage's amplitude
will be highest at the beginning and
end of the vertical scan period and zero
when the beam is sweeping through
the center of the CRT screen. This
action occurs because T108 functions
somewhat like a saturable reactor. The
correction voltage's amplitude across
13 and 14 will be proportional to the
vertical yoke currents amplitude at
any instant. The output correction

R17/3

C144
8* BOOST 100

VERT
OUTPUT
TRANS

C142
10pfd

dx
VERT.

COILS
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Zowie! Here's big news for "Mister Right"-the independ-
ent service dealer who carries Sylvania tubes.

Every time you order Sylvania picture or receiving tubes
from a participating distributor, you receive Sylvania
Means Business (SMB)-Mister Right dealer certificates.
They're redeemable for an exciting selection of gifts. For
yourself, your family, your home.

You get certificates for your purchases of receiving
tubes and every SILVER SCREEN 85®, color bright 85TM Or
COLOR SCREEN 85 picture tube.

So you're a winner in two ways: big profits and top-
quality prizes. Sylvania Means Business.

See your participating Sylvania Distributor for all the
details. Sylvania Electronic Tube Division, Electronic
Components Group, Seneca Falls, New York 13148.

YAN
SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS GTzE
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aS COLORFAX

voltage will be zero when the vertical
yoke current is passing through zero.
The output correction voltage will in-
crease or decrease as the vertical yoke
current increases or decreases.

Side Corrector Circuit
The side pincushion -corrector circuit

straightens the sides of the bowed raster
by modulating the horizontal deflection
current at a vertical rate. This provides
maximum horizontal deflection at
points "C" and "D" and is accom-
plished by means of a modulation
transformer which represents a chang-
ing load across the horizontal deflec-
tion yoke coils. Its impedance is max-
imum at points "E" and "F" and
minimum at points "0," "H," and "J."

A dc bias voltage and a voltage
waveform at the vertical rate are
needed for this impedance change. The
bias voltage is obtained from the cath-
ode of the vertical output tube, and the
vertical waveform is obtained from
windings "A" and "B," of the vertical
output transformer. These ac voltages

7- 7 -

WINDING TIMINGS

CR 105 I CR IOS

NOT CONDUCTING I CONDUCT!.

As-- VERTICAL SCAN PERIOD

are 180° out of phase with one an-
other.

The dc bias voltage and a vertical
waveform from winding "A" is con-
nected to the cathode and of CR105 and
a vertical waveform from winding "B"
is connected to its anode. When diode
CR105 is conducting, voltages are re-
ceived from windings "A" and "B."
When it is not conducting a voltage is
received from winding "A" only. These
windings and their associated wave-
forms can be seen in the simplified cir-
cuit diagram.

The composite waveform and dc
bias voltage are fed to the primary
of T107 to change its impedance at a
vertical rate.

The saturated condition of T107
changes the load across the horizontal
deflection coils and determines the am-
plitude of the horizontal sweep current
flowing through them.

Bandpass Amplifier,
Blanker and Killer
Of Magnavox 45 and T904 Series

Color information exists in the form
of sidebands that occupy a 0.5MHz

TO
MST AN

TO ;u11.1/ONAL.
LT

te10101.

moO.I

 amodoodosoo

COLOR OW,
41.00t.

bandwidth on each side of the 3.58Mc
sub -carrier. The 3.58Mc burst signal
must also be extracted for synchroniz-
ing purposes. These frequencies are
coupled through an 18pf capacitor to
the chroma circuits. The small size
of the coupling capacitor allows the
chroma information to pass but

ON

blocks the relatively low frequencies
of the luminance signal. The chromi-
nance signal is then coupled to the
bandpass amplifier grid through the
chroma take -off coil. This coil is
broadly resonant to 3.58MHz and al-
lows the color information to pass
while attenuating all frequencies that
are outside the passband.

The sidebands are amplified by
the bandpass amplifier and coupled
through the color control to the syn-
chronous demodulators. This amplifier
is a special IF stage for the chromi-
nance sidebands. A positive horizontal
blanking pulse is used to cut-off the
amplifier at the end of each scanning
line. This is done to key out the burst
signal that is present during the hori-
zontal blanking period. The burst sig-
nal is eliminated at this point to pre-
vent spurious colors from appearing
on the screen of the CRT.

The job of keying out the burst
signal is accomplished by the blanker
stage. The cathodes of the blanker and
the bandpass amplifier are connected
together and share a common cathode
resistor to ground. A positive pulse
from the horizontal output transformer
is coupled to the blanker amplifier
grid. As this stage conducts, a posi-
tive pulse is developed, across the com-
mon -cathode resistor, high enough to
cut-off the bandpass amplifier. The
bandpass amplifier is cut-off at the
time the burst signal is present on its
grid - the burst does not appear in
the plate circuit.

The blanker stage indirectly controls
the bias voltage on the three CRT

control grids. The positive horizontal
pulse on the blanker grid is amplified
and inverted in the plate circuit. It is
then coupled through the CRT bias
control to the common cathode of the
color -difference amplifiers. The bias
adjustment controls the amplitude of
the pulses reaching the cathodes. The
cathode and grid elements in each
color -difference amplifier acts as a
diode when the negative pulse is ap-
plied. The resulting current charges
the coupling capacitors in each CRT
grid circuit. These coupling capacitors
discharge slowly through their 1M
grid resistors and establish a bias on
the grids. When the bias control
changes the amplitude of the blanking
pulse, the CRT grid bias is also
changed.

Each triode's dc plate voltage is
dependent upon the plate current flow
- as the plate current increases the
plate voltage decreases. Since the plate
voltage is applied directly to the CRT
grids, any change in the plate voltage
is a change in the CRT bias. By vary-
ing the grid bias of the triodes with
the blanking pulse the dc plate voltage
and the bias on the CRT grids are
changed.

The blanking pulse is also amplified
by each triode and serves to blank the
CRT at the horizontal scanning rate.
The blanking pulse is negative -going
at the CRT grids since a signal inver-
sion does not occur in a cathode -
driven amplifier.

The bandpass amplifier conducts
only when a color signal is received.
To prevent noise signals from reaching
the CRT grids the amplifier is cut-off

during a B/W transmission by the
killer amplifier. The killer stage is sim-
ilar to an AGC amplifier. A positive
horizontal pulse is applied to the killer
plate through a coupling capacitor.
During B/W transmission the tube
conducts on each pulse and places a
negative charge on the plate side of
the coupling capacitor. This negative
dc voltage is applied to the grid of
the bandpass amplifier-cutting it off.
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Scrap it!

WHY BOTHER REPAIRING IT...WHEN

YOU CAN REPLACE IT FOR ONLY $10.95?

Repairing broken tuners is trouble. You pack it, mail it, wait for it,
get it back, unpack it, install it . . . it's wait, wait, wait-and for
what? A second-hand tuner.

Why bother? Simply replace broken tuners with a brand new
Standard Kollsman Arbor Preset VHF Memory -fine tuner. All you
do is fill out the coupon, we ship factory -to -you the same day. You
get a new original equipment tuner and guaranteed customer sat-
isfaction-for less money and less trouble.
Standard Kollsman Replacement Tuners offer the latest in design
and the maximum in perfDrmance. Simply check your mounting
space: SK Preset Height 4.58" max. to top of tubes; length 3.61"
max.; Width 2.50" max.

13 Position Switch AR -250 ARS-252 AR4S-251
(Parallel) (Series) (Series AC -DC)

Antenna Input 300 ohms balanced to ground .

Intermediate Frequency 41.25 mc sound
45.75 mc video

RF Amplifier Tube 6HQ5 2HQ5 3HQ5
Oscillator -Mixer Tube 6GX7 4GX7 5GX7
Heater 6.3 volts 600 ma 450 ma
B Plus 125-145 volts dc

REMEMBER THESE STANDARD KOLLSMAN EXCLUSIVES
Memory Fine Tuning  Direct UHF Plug-in for Fast Replacement on 82 -Channel Sets  U iiversal Mounting  100% American Made Presetrine Tuning  Outstanding Oscillator Frequency Stability  3 -Position Detent Turret Switch for Positive Lock -in Tuning  Fits Most T.V. Sets
Produced From 1956 to Now

olo%Standard KollsmanINDUSTRIES INC.
2085 NORTH HAWTHORNE AVE., MELROSE PARK, LLINOIS

... for more details circle 156 on postcard

Just fill out this coJpon and enclose it, along with payment, for same -
day shipment of ycur order.
Please rush gt61C+%Arbor replacement tuner(s) at $10.95
each

Quantity Check E M.O.
(Illinois customers add 4% tax)

Name

Company

Address

City_ State Zip



NEW,..PRODUCT
FOR MORE INFORMATION CIRCLE NEW PRODUCT NUMBERS ON POSTCARD INSIDE LAST COVER.

Circuit Breaker Caddies 700
Two circuit breaker caddies for

service technician field and shop
work are now available from distribu-
tors. The caddies place circuit break-
ers and fuses at the fingertips for

instant servicing of B/W TV sets.
Each TV circuit breaker caddy is fur-
nished with an inventory control
index card and up-to-date cross ref-
erence card showing application of
circuit breakers in color and B/W
TV sets. Littelfuse, Inc.

Entertainment Microphone 701
Designed for the entertainment

field, the model 777 cardioid is
said to provide high noise rejection.

It has an ON -OFF rotary switch, and
provides rolled -off bass response to
permit very close -to -mouth use with-
out popping and breath noises, the
announcement said. Impedance 150n
only. Turner.

Artificial Mouths 702
Artificial mouths designed to pro-

duce a constant sound pressure source
for precise frequency response meas-
urements of acoustical transducers are
introduced. They consist of a perma-
nent magnet, moving coil, loudspeaker
driver unit meeting the exact throat
dimensions of the WE KS series speci-
fications and an equalizer individually
tailored to the loudspeaker drive unit.
The equalizer is designed to prohibit

any rapid change in slope throughout
the rated frequency range and to com-
pensate for variations in the loud-
speaker units. Altec.

Bushings 703
The addition of 36 special bushings

and 6 shoulder spacers to a line of
exact replacement controls is an-

naunced. With these parts it is claimed
that even the most unusual auto radio
control can be exactly matched so
technicians can meet all their re-
placement control requirements. Many
control combinations with exact shaft
lengths, exact shaft end, exact mount-
ing hardware and exact resistance and
taper are possible. Centralab.

CB Two-way Radio 704
Announcea is a 3 lb. 6 channel CB

radio that measures only 21/4 x 81/2 x
63/4 in. The unit features a front panel

speaker, public address system jack,
electronic switching, solid-state cir-
cuitry, receive and transmit indicator
light, LC filter, automatic noise limit-
ing, two RF stages and 100% modula-
tion. Price $139.90. Pearce -Simpson.

TV Antennas 705
UHF/VHF antennas, with direc-

tional UHF tuning, is announced. A
"rotor -dial" rotates the UHF phasing
elements 360deg until the best posi-
tion for reception of each UHF sta-

tion is reached. A "beam selector"
has 12 positions for fine-tuning of
VHF stations. The antenna comes in
either a brass or a chrome finish with
a neutral brown base. Snyder.

'Mix -Amp' Pre -amplifier 706
A transistorized "Mix -Amp" audio

preamp is announced which is only
the size of a pack of ciagrettes. It is

said to offer performance equal to
much larger audio preamps and be
ideal for in -line amplification or low
level signals and provide impedance
matching, high signal-to-noise ratio,
linear frequency response and fixed
gain. The unit has switch selected ON/
OFF and HIGH/LOW impedance func-
tions and is powered by a single "pen-
lite" dry cell. Switchcraft.
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MALLORY Tips for Technicians If July-

Tips on replacing
electrolytic capacitors

How much aluminum foil
makes 2 mfd at 150 WVDC?

In plain foil,
it takes 9 sq. in.

In Mallory deep -etched
foil, only 1 sq. in.

Finding the right electrolytic capacitor for a replacement job
often becomes a matter of juggling three factors: what the
circuit originally called for, what you can get quickly from a
distributor, and what you have on hand in your shop. Here
are a few hints that may help to make your life easier.

The important parameters about an electrolytic are voltage
rating, capacitance, temperature rating and size. You have a
certain amount of leeway on all four of these ... and knowing
how far you can stretch safely may save you a lot of shoe
leather looking for the exact replacement.

Let's take voltage first. You can always substitute a capacitor
with higher voltage rating than that originally required, with
absolutely no harmful effects (except maybe on your pocket-
book, because you may pay for extra capability that you
don't need). But you should never replace with a voltage
rating lower than the original.

How about capacitance? Our advice-don't go too far from
-10% +50% of the original value. You've probably heard
that standard industry specs allow tolerances of 10% low and
up to 150% high. Actual manufacturing practice at Mallory,
is to make capacitors to considerably tighter tolerances . . .

because most radio and TV manufacturers won't tolerate the
wider variations. Too small capacitance is apt to raise hum
levels. Too high capacitance may lead to surge damage to
silicon rectifiers.

On the temperature score, you don't have to worry if you use
a Mallory FP -WP, TC, TT, or MTA type, because they're all
rated for 85°C (except for three odd -ball TC's), and that's
plenty for home instruments or industrial electronics. Our
wax -filled cardboard tubulars are rated 65°C. The few cents
extra that you might spend for a Mallory capacitor, com-
pared to the cheapest ones you could buy, will assure you of
several times longer service life.

How about size ? Don't be surprised when you find that in
many instances the Mallory replacement is smaller than the
original capacitor (naturally, it will still fit chassis cutouts).
That's because of our new techniques for deep -etching alumi-
num to increase the effective area of the anode. So we can get
about nine times more microfarad-volt rating inside a
given container than with plain foil.

One final tip. Our new Capacitor Replacement Guide makes
it a cinch to find the exact part number to specify, to replace
just about any electrolytic you may
encounter. Ask your Mallory Distributor
for a copy, or write Mallory Distributor
Products Company, a division of
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., P. 0. Box
1558, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. ANNIVERSARY
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GO ALL

CHANNEL DOWN

THE LINE WITH

BLONDER TONGUE
From the tip of the antenna to the TV set terminals matched

components engineered for the all -channel and color TV era. Sold by
leading distributors. Write for catalogs of all -channel, color approved
products. #74 (amplifiers, couplers, converters) #52 and #88 (antennas).

Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc., 9 Alling Street, Newark, N.J.
Blonder-Tongue-the name to remember, for TV reception you'll never forget

All -channel amplifiers
(mast or indoor mounting)
-use silicon transistors
for greatest gain.

Color Ranger log -periodic
all -channel antennas -
only one downlead
necessary.

All -channel couplers and
splitters-from the top
rated manufacturer.

Tapoffs (flush mounted),
Matching transformers
(indoor & outdoor)
-for use with
coaxial cable (75 ohm).

tf_ NEW PRODUCTS

Anti-Snivet Tube 707
A 6KG6 output pentode is intro-

duced for color TV horizontal deflec-
tion circuits. The 6KG6 is said to give
snivet-free performance through a
"cavatrap" anode and other built-in

design characteristics developed to
eliminate Barkhausen oscillations. As a
result, the manufacturer claims snivet-
suppression circuits can be eliminated,
resulting in lower circuit costs. Maxi-
mum peak plate, 7000v. Maximum
plate dissipation, 34w. Peak anode
current, 1.4a. Ampex.

Driver Unit 708
Introduced is a 30w public address

driver unit which has a built-in trans-
former and watts/impedance selector
switch. It is designed for RC6 radial
and DR series directional trumpets

but may also be used as a highly
efficient replacement driver on any
industry -standard horn having 1-3/8in.-
18 threads. Frequency response, 120 -
Hz to 14kHz. Size 4-3/4 x 4-7/sin.
List $38.50. Atlas.

. for more details circle III on postcard
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Get this $65
RCA color TV course

when
you buy
this

D

COLOR TELEVISION
HOW STUC, it

OKA iNsvults INC

or this

WR-64B RCA Color WR-69A RCA TV -FM
Bar/Dot/Crosshatch Generator Sweep Generator

That's right! RCA Institutes famous Home Study Color TV
Servicing Course FREE, when you buy ANY ONE of the in-
struments shown here. Buy all four... get four courses. Enroll
all your technicians while you equip your shop with the instru-
ments you'll need for color TV servicing anyway.

Here's how it works: Simply buy one, or all, of the four instru-
ments shown, the WR-84B, WR-69A, WR-99A, or WO-91B-
ALL essential color TV test instruments-from your Authorized
RCA Test Equipment Distributor between now and November
15, 1966. Fill out your warranty registration card and attach
the white identification label on the carton. Send them to RCA,
Test Equipment Headquarters, Bldg. 17-2, Harrison, New
Jersey. We will send you the enrollment form and a binder

or this

1:11 IN. -.I' I I -I TF-14, INt 

0111111-InirlyirS anr elt, z *or z R

O. Ill. '. or this, ---

WR-99A RCA Marker Generator WO -91B RCA 5" Scope

containing the first two lessons. When you complete the lessons
and forward them to RCA Institutes for grading, the next les-
sons will be supplied to you directly from RCA Institutes, all
without charge to you.

But do it now. This offer is good only for equipment pur-
chased between September 1, and November 15, 1966. To
allow for postal delay, we will honor cards received up until
December 1, 1966. Here's your chance to equip your shop for
color servicing while we train your people for FREE!

Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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Don't blame the TV set
for poor color reception

Good TV reception starts on the roof. If the signal delivered to
the TV set isn't good to begin with, there's nothing any TV set can do
about it. The moral: start at the top with the best. That's Color Ranger
UHF/VHF/FM log periodic antennas by Blonder -Tongue.

There's a Color Ranger for any location from deep fringe to prime
signal area, and they all offer flat response for top reception on all
channels; a broad, flat bandpass for top color reception; exceptional
front -to -back ratio to eliminate ghosting, and precise impedance match
to insure maximum signal transfer to the set to prevent reflected signals
in the cable.

Color Rangers have construction features found on no other
antenna: double -boom construction; extra thick elements reinforced
with 6" tubing; spring -loaded knife-edge contact points which maintain
permanent electrical contact; strain -relief lugs for 300 -ohm twinlead
connections with a choice of 75 -ohm coax or 300 -ohm connection.

For UHF there's the 11 -element log periodic U -Ranger. Slips
quickly and easily on any VHF Color Ranger, makes your VHF Color
Ranger an all -channel antenna ... and with only a single downlead! No
additional couplers to buy!

If you go for FM -Stereo, get acquainted with the Stereo Rangers
unbelievably brilliant high-fidelity FM -Stereo reception. Color Ranger
and Stereo Ranger antennas are just two more reasons for you to go
all -channel from antenna to TV set with color -approved and certified -
for -stereo Blonder -Tongue TV/FM products. Write for free catalogs
#52 and #88.
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc., 9 Alling Street, Newark, N. J.
Blonder-Tongue-the name to remember, for TV reception you'll never forget

N.1FNEW PRODUCTS

Field Set 709
A transistorized portable field meter

that has four separate functions in one
light -weight unit is introduced. The
unit is designed to read field strength
directly from 10mv to 10v with an

accuracy of 3% from 535 kHz to
1605kHz. The signal generator is said
to have a calibrated output from
10mv to lv with an accuracy of -±-1%,
and frequency range of from 535kHz
to 1605kHz with a readout accuracy
of ±3%. The monitor receiver is
designed for sensitivity of better than
5mv, weight, 12 lb. Wilkinson.

Intercom System
A ten station

state intercom is

710
completely solid -
introduced which

has provision for modular ad -on sec-
tions of up to 70 stations. The all
metal cabinet is covered with a wal-
nut wood -grain vinyl finish. The inter-
com provides a mixed service com-
munication feature which allows
master station to remote, remote to

master and master to master calls;
all with volume controls. Provision is
made for phonograph, tape or radio
sound distribution from master sta-
tions. Among accessories available
are: a busy signal kit, an annunciator
kit which lights each push button, a
chime assembly and a privacy relay
kit which provides lights at remote
stations to show when those stations
have been selected. Dukane Corp.

. for more details circle 112 on postcard
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Precision
Apparatus
hallmark of quality in test equipment

For over three decades, knowledgeable profes-
sionals in industry, service, laboratory and edu-
cational fields have relied on Precision Apparatus
Test Equipment. Today, through the experience
and marketing know-how of Dynascan Corpora-
tion, Precision Apparatus offers greater reliability
and performance-maximum versatility-in all
applications. Today, the Precision Apparatus line
represents the industry's outstanding values in
test equipment.
Each Precision Apparatus instrument is designed,
engineered and built to meet your most critical
needs of accuracy, versatility, reliability. By every
standard, they are the hallmark of quality in test
equipment.

ES -550B WIDE BAND OSCILLOSCOPE

Rugged, dependable performance. Auto-
matic horizontal sweep synchronization.
Wide -band 5 mHz vertical amplifier. Extra -

high 10 Mv R MS/inch sensitivity allows
measurement as low as 2 Mv. Wide -band
vertical amplifier. $279.95

E-310 SINE & SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR

Only moderate cost, low distortion generator
with both sine and square -wave coverage
from 5 Hz to 600 KHz. Pre -aged tubes pro-
vide long-term stability. Over 7' of logarithmic
scales for more accurate settings. $199.95

E -200C MULTI -BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR

Unique! AVC substitution voltage system
permits accurate alignment. Over 7' of
etched dial scale from 88 KHz to 440 mHz
with FM and TV band channels indicated.
Each unit individually hand-ca'ibrated on all
bands. $119.95

PRECISION APPARATUS

SEPTEMBER 1966

120 VOLT -OH M-MILLIAM METER

2% DC accuracy. Exclusive extra -low ohm
scale for accurate readings to 0.1 ohm, ex-
tremely important for solid state measure-
ments. Mirrored scale. Solid state protected
meter movement. Transit meter movement
protection. $51.95

V75 VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Special built-in battery eliminator assures
ohm -meter accuracy. Rugged uni-probe
speeds operation. Special calibration on 1.5
VAC and 5 VAC scales assures maximum
accuracy. $59.95

120M VOLT -OH M-MILLIAM METER

Offers all of the convenience features of the
120 plus the extremely high accuracy of
11/2% on DC and 3% on AC. $61.95

Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60613
Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life

. . . for more details circle 144 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS

How "saving" 50C can ruin
a $700 color TV system!

The coupler is probably the least expensive item in a home TV system
. yet the wrong coupler can send the investment in a top-quality distribu-

tion system and TV set right down the drain.
At Blonder -Tongue, the same engineering skill and meticulous quality

control goes into couplers that goes into our professional MATV products.
The result: high isolation between sets, extremely low insertion loss and
sharp pictures (they're backmatched).

Blonder -Tongue gives you variety, too . . . the widest variety of color -
approved, all -channel coupler models in the industry:
A-102U/V-deluxe 300 -ohm model connects 2 sets to one downlead.
A-104/UV-similar to A-102U/V except for 4 sets.
MDC-2VU-connects two coax (75 -ohm) cables from TV sets to a single
coax downlead.

TV-2-economy indoor model. Connects two sets to a single 300 -ohm twin -
lead. Not recommended for weak signal areas.

Quality combiners and splitters are also essential to a good all -channel
color TV system. When you specify Blonder -Tongue, you get high quality,
low loss and high isolation.
UVF-1- deluxe 300 -ohm weatherproof model. Provides separate UHF,
VHF and FM outlets from downlead carrying all three signals or feeds a
single downlead from separate UHF, VHF and FM antennas.
UVF-C/S- a lower priced version of the UVF-1.
A-107 -deluxe, weatherproof unit combines UHF and VHF antennas to
one 300 -ohm downlead or provides separate UHF and VHF output at set.
UV-C/S- indoor unit provides separate UHF and VHF outputs from a
single 300 -ohm cable carrying both signals, for connection to converter or
TV set with separate UHF and VHF inputs.
Write for free catalog #74.
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc., 9 Alling Street, Newark, N.J.
Blonder -Tongue, the name to remember, for TVreception you'll never forget

Tape/Phono Preamp. 711
A solid-state tape/ phono preamp

is said to feature a noise level 6db
below inherent noise generated by un-
recorded tape. A high frequency

equalization control is provided to
compensate for tape head response
variations. The output impedance is
reportedly less than 10% of normal
load with 20Hz to 20kHz power
bandwidth. Weight, 18oz. Dimen-
sions, 1.6 x 3-15/32 x 1 1 in. Melcore.

Soldering Irons 712
A broad line of 5 soldering pencils

and irons is introduced. The line in-
cludes 25w, 40w, and 80w pencil

style irons. In addition, two larger
general types of 120w and 175w are
offered. The entire line features stain-
less steel barrels, heat and impact re-
sistant handles and light weights.
Weller.

For more information on these

NEW PRODUCTS

See pages 111 and 112

READERS SERVICE

... for more details circle 113 on postcard
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Help
stampo

green
sky

CDE's Ten Series Rotor Helps Give The Truest Urban/Suburban Color TV Reception!
Green sky, purple people and

brown water...help your customers
avoid these with CDE's 10 series
rotor. The 10 is the most rugged
lightweight on the market...the first
rotor system designed specifically for
metro -suburban areas.

It's dependable...because of a
weatherproof die-cast housing. Bet-

ter-performing...because of a high -
torque motor with heavy wormgear
drive. Longer -lasting... becaJse of
heavier -than -average construction
throughout.

And see the built-in antenna mount-
ing mast? It's there to prevent mis-
takes: the 10 series can only be fitted
to antennas it can control.

Available in both automatic and
manual forms, the 10 series rotor
means the very best in color and
black and white TV reception. Goes
great with FM rigs, too!

CD, C

D

ORNELL-
UBILIER

SEPTEMBER 1966
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The most experienced
all -channel amplifiers keep
getting better and better

Blonder -Tongue pioneered and developed the industry's first all-
channel, all -transistor TV signal amplifier. That was more than two
years ago. During that period this top -rated original design has brought
superior all -channel and color reception to homes located in all areas.

Now, we are employing the better performing silicon transistor
in these amplifiers. The result: 40% more gain in the lowband, 100%
more in the highband, greater ability to handle strong signals without
overloading and better signal to noise ratio. Color or black -and -white
TV reception on any and all channels from 2 to 83 is better than ever.

Only Blonder -Tongue gives you a choice of all -channel, color-
approved amplifiers:

U/Vamp-2-mast-mounted, deluxe 2 -transistor UHF/VHF amplifier.
Weatherproof housing. Remote power supply. AC operated. Separate
UHF and VHF 300 -ohm inputs and outputs. Ideal for separate UHF
and VHF antennas.

Coloramp-U/V-same as the U/Vamp-2 except it has a single UHF/
VHF input. Matches the new all -channel antennas.

V/U-A11-2 - deluxe 2 -transistor indoor UHF/VHF amplifier. Can
drive up to 4 TV sets. Has built-in 2 -way splitter with excellent imped-
ance match and isolation for interference and ghost -free reception.

These UHF/VHF amplifiers are just one more reason to go all -
channel from antenna to TV set with color -approved Blonder -Tongue
TV products. Of course, we also have a full line of top quality VHF,
VHF/FM and UHF -only amplifiers. Write for free catalog #74.
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc., 9 Alling Street, Newark, N. J.
Blonder -Tongue, the name to remember, for T Vreception you'll never forget

dNEW PRODUCTS

Cable Slitters 713
Tools for slitting, stripping and

"ring" cutting, inside and outside
types of plastic, fabric and rubber cov-
ered cable are announced. They are

used for slitting most types of cable
jackets, especially the outdoor heavy-
duty types; stripping the jacket from all
sizes of inside types of plastic and
fabric covered cable; and "ring" cut-
ting the sheathing of inside types plas-
tic, fabric or rubber covered cable. The
cut through the sheathing is limited to
1/32 in. for protecting the wires.
P. K. Neuses, Inc.

Tube Tester 714
Announced is a tube tester featur-

ing VTVM circuitry for grid circuit
emission and gas checks on receiving
tubes, and a 10 -circuit switching de-
sign for checking all new tube types
that have elements with multiple pin
connections. It checks all picture tubes

for proportionate screen brightness by
qualitative measurement of the elec-
tron beam. The central area of the
picture tube cathode is checked in
addition to the controlling action of
the first grid. The instrument weighs
81b and measures 16 x 9 x 43% in.
Net price $92.95. Precise.

... for more details circle 114 on postcard
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Insist on Genuine RCA

Replacement Parts...

the only

look-alikes
that perform
alike
and help eliminate costly call-backs.

Only genuine RCA replacement parts assure the quality performance
originally engineered into RCA equipment. Every material, every
electrical value, every mechanical tolerance-all have been precisely
balanced to deliver 100% of the performance RCA specified in the
original part. Good reasons why genuine RCA parts prevent the costly
call-backs you gamble on when using substitutes.
Want extra proof of the high performance standards you get in genuine
RCA parts? See how those RCA parts with universal application
upgrade performance wherever you use them.
Your RCA Distributor can supply you with all the genuine RCA
replacement parts you need, competitively priced-and readily available.
Call him. And while you're ordering, ask for cross-reference and
application literature on RCA replacement parts.

RCA PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, DEPTFORD, NEW JERSEY

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

Genuine RCA replacement parts are available for all these categories of equipment. Color TV,
Black and White TV, Radios, Hi-Fi's, Tape Recorders, Electronic Language Laboratories,
Broadcast transmitting, Radiomarine, Microwave Communications, Mobile Communications,
Servicemen's Test Equipment, Citizens' Band Transceivers, and Scientific Instruments.
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Why professional
MATV installers are
fussy about matching
transformers

The purpose of a matching transformer is to match 300- to 75 -
ohm, or 75- to 300 -ohm impedance... and match it precisely! Other-
wise you get all the problems of mismatch-poor color, smear, ghosting,
snow. And installers of coax systems know that Blonder -Tongue is
famous for its honest -to -goodness UHF/VHF/FM matching trans-
formers that offer really precise match at all frequencies.

Next time try one of these all -channel, color -approved matching
transformers:

MT-283-Deluxe indoor or outdoor UHF/VHF/FM network. Great
for matching all -band antennas to coaxial downlead, or 300 -ohm set
impedance to 75 -ohm coax downlead. Mast -mounting hardware and
mating male coax connector supplied.

Cablematch U/V - Indoor model. The same unit used in all -channel
MATV systems! Features spade lugs for easy connection to 300 -ohm
TV set terminals. Mating Autoplug for coax supplied.

In addition to these all -channel models, B -T offers a wide choice
of VHF/FM matching transformers to meet any need.

Quality matching transformers like these are just one more reason
why you should go Blonder -Tongue from antenna to TV set terminals.
Write for free catalog #74.
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc., 9 Alling Street, Newark, N.J.
Blonder-Tongue-the name to remember, for TV reception you'll never forget

NEW PRODUCTS

Musical Instrument Amplifier 715
An 80w amplifier built into a cabi-

net containing two 12 in. speakers and
a tweeter has been introduced in con-
junction with a control panel designed
to accommodate up to six musical
instruments. The combined unit gives
a leader complete flexibility and con-

trol over all members of the group.
Reverb may be added to one chan-
nel while tremolo is added to another
and volume of any member of the
group may be increased or reduced
at will. Any single member of the
group or all members of the group
may use the entire power of one or
many such amplifiers - as opposed
to the use of individual amplifiers.
Price of control panel $99.95. Am-
plifier $229.95. Gregory.

Silicon Photodiode 716
A silicon photodiode is designed to

operate with bias conditions required
by low cost silicon transistors. Typical
reverse dark current with -1.0v at
55°C is 0.4p,a. Typical short-circuit

current output at 500 footcandles is
180µa. The spectral response peak is
at 0.85 microns. Speed of response,
1µs. Temperature range, -60°C to
+125°C. Price $2.25. National.

... for more details circle 115 on postcard
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A million miles a day!

Your packages go
wherever Greyhound goes

when you ship by
Greyhound Package Express

Greyhound goes over a million miles a
day, over more than 100,000 miles of
routes, serving more than twenty-five
thousand cities, towns and villages
throughout the U.S.A. Your shipments
go wherever Greyhound goes, aboard
regular Greyhound buses, when you

specify Greyhound Package Express.
Ship anytime at your convenience -24
hours a day, 7 days a week, weekends and
holidays, too. Schedules are fast and fre-
quent. Your shipments get there faster,
(often in a matter of hours) because
they get moving sooner. Save time!

It's there in hours and costs you less
For Example Buses Daily Running Time 20 lbs. 30 lbs. 40 lbs.*

LOS ANGELES-
SAN FRANCISCO

25 9 hrs. i5 mins. $2.10 j $2.45 $2.80

DALLAS -
SAN ANTONIO

10 7 hrs. mins. 1.90 2.15 2.45

CINCINNATI -
LOUISVILLE

14 2 hrs. 20 mins. 1.65 1.90 2.15

CLEVELAND-
10

COLUMBUS
2 hrs. 55 mins. 1.80 2.05 2.40

'Other low rates up to 100 lbs. Lot shipments, too.

Save money! Save trouble! Ship C.O.D..
Collect, Prepaid, or open a Greyhound
Package Express Charge Account.
For information on service, rates and
routes, call Greyhound, or write:
Greyhound Package Express, Dept.53-J,
140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III. 60603.

One of a series of messages depicting another growing service of The Greyhound Corporation.
... for more details circle 127 on postcard
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This tool solders faster,
better, at lower cost

temperature -controlled
low voltage soldering pencil

does the work of several irons
Extremely versatile. Use it for all your bench soldering, including heavy-duty
chassis work.

Improves quality of soldered connections. Tip temperature remains con-
stant. No peaks or lows to cause component damage or cold soldered joints.

Lightweight, highly efficient. Weighs only 21/2 ounces, cord included. Yet it
does the work of irons that weigh much more and have much higher wattage.
Reduces fatigue and downtime.
Faster soldering. You make more soldered connections a minute. Tool has
tremendous capacity, rapid recovery. Handle remains cool.
Does the work of several irons. Temperature control is in the tip. Inter-
changeable tips are available in 500°F, 600°F, 700°F and 800°F controlled
temperatures, and in 1/32", 1/16', 3/32", Vs" and M6" screwdriver types. Merely
interchange tips to change the controlled temperature of the iron.
Low cost operation. 24 -volt operation provides more efficient heat transfer,
and long life inherent in low voltage elements. Tips are alloy plated, low in
cost, last long, won't freeze.
Saves working space. Compact transformer has soldering pencil holder and
tip cleaning sponge attached. Transformer is rated at 60 watts, 120 volts or
220 volts, 50/60 cycles.
Special trade-in offer. See your Electronic Parts Distributor now about the
soldering tool trade-in deal on the Weller Temperature -Controlled Low
Voltage Soldering Pencil -Model W-TCP.

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., EASTON, PA.
In Canada: Kingston, Ontario. In England: Horsham, Sussex

WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TECHNOLOGY
. . . for more details circle 167 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS

Solid State Stereo 717
A stereo phonograph with integrated

solid state amplifiers is announced. It
has controls for balance, bass, treble,
mode and function selectors; inputs
for tape recorder, tape deck, tuner

and auxiliary; and reportedly 30w of
music power. The system uses a high
compliance moving coil cartridge and
silicon transistors. Two speakers
mounted in sealed enclosures and a
Garrard 4 -speed automatic turntable
are included. Price $275. Sony.

Soldering Tip Cleaner 718
A device for cleaning soldering

iron tips is now being marketed. It
is designed to eliminate the problems
of linting, stray solder pellets and tip -

plate damage with the passage of iron
tips between its two wet cellulose
sponges. Equipped with a high -im-
pact styrene holder, it measures
21/2 x 23/4 x 31/2 in. and contains
a 3/4 in. deep water well. American
Beauty.

Wow & Flutter Meter 719
Announced is a fully transistorized

wow and flutter meter designed for



production testing and service work.
The instrument is designed to read
tone fluctuations from ±0.02 to
-±2.5% or from ±0.01 to -±0.75%.
A "drift" indicator measures up to
±4.5% frequency deviation of the re-
corded tone from 3150Hz. The unit
measures 7 x 8 x 113/4 in., weighs 11
lb. Prices range from $375 to $395.
Gotham.

FM Two -Way Radio 720
A mobile FM two-way radio cover-

ing the 136-174MHz band is intro-
duced which features a completely
transistorized receiver, power supply
and exciter. The transmitter driver and
power amplifier use industrial type
tubes. The receiver is rated at 80db
intermodulation rejection with 0.35mv
sensitivity and ±5x10-6 stability or
with optional equipment 0.175mv sen-

sitivity and ±2x10-6 stability. The
transmitter has an RF output of 110w.
Radios with one, two or up to four -
frequency capability can be provided
for individual systems. Motorola.

TV Antennas 721
Two antennas designed specifically

to wipe out color ghosts in metropoli-
tan areas are announced. The antennas
feature a hybrid coupler phasing har-
ness for a very high front -to -back ratio

to minimize ghosts by rejecting re-
flected signals. Also, the antennas are
matched for shielded cable to reduce
interference and prevent line ghosts.
The 3005/ front and rear dipoles are
70 in. and 60 in. long respectively.
VHF only, list $16.95; all -channel,
list $29.95. Jerrold.

VHF/UHF/FM Antenna 722
A VHF/ UHF/ FM log periodic

type antenna is announced for city

BIG PROFITS
IN A SMALL PACKAGE!

ALL SOLID STATE
CB TWO-WAY RADIOcompanion ITIC

dwellers. It has three driven V dipoles
that cover both VHF bands and three
active dipoles plus three directors for
UHF gain. The frequency response
is flat within 1/2db on any channel
and a sharp forward lobe in the polar
pattern assures unidirectional pickup
with high front -to -back ratio on all
channels, the announcement said. An
indoor VHF/UHF splitter divides the
signals for the TV set from the single
downlead. Price $17.50. JFD.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete address label
from one of your recent
issues.

New "TOUCH -TAP" TUNING for instant
channel selection. Push the button and channel
changes automatically. Solid state-lowest power drain.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
"Touch -tap" tuning  Electronic switching  Compact size and front

panel speaker permits dash mounting where no other radio can fit
(Dim: 21/4" H. x 81/2" W. x 63/8" D.-Wt. 3 lbs.)  Push-pull audio  L -C filter
 2 RF stages in receiver  Modern design-heavy chrome plate front panel

FREE! Send for profit -packed dealer kit

S13890

SIX

FIXED

CHANNELS

PLUS
P. A. /

//
/

PEARCE-SIMPSON
CB DEALERS!/ Win a FREE week's

vacation for 2 at/ the fabulous EDEN ROC
HOTEL, Cabana and Yacht

Club, Miami Beach.
For details, contact your

factory rep. NOW!

// Pearce -Simpson, Inc.

/ P. 0. Box 800 - Biscayne Annex
Miami, Florida 33152  Phone: 888.1551

SEPTEMBER 1966
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NEW

"tray dens"
most versatile of all

nutoriver sets
Handy "Tray Bien" sets lie flat or sit up an a
bench, hang securely on a wall, pack neatly in a
tool caddy.

Lightweight, durable, molded plastic trays
feature fold -away stands, wall mounting holes,
and a snap lock arrangement that holds tools
firmly, yet permits easy removal.

Professional quality Xcelite nutdrivers have
color coded, shockproof, breakproof, plastic (UL)
handles; precision fit, case-hardened sockets.

Hangs up

Stands up

Holds tools
securely

No. 1277B "Tray Bien" set - 7 solid shaft nut -
drivers (3/16" thru 3/8" hex openings)

No. 137TB "Tray Bien" set - 5 solid shaft nut -
drivers (3/16" thru 3/8" hex openings) and 2
hollow shaft nutdrivers (1/2" and 9/16" hex
openings)

No. 147TB "Tray Bien" set - 7 hollow shaft nut -
drivers (1/4" thru 1/2" hex openings)

WRITE FOR BULLETIN N666

ORM
XCELITE, INC., 14 Bank St., Orchard Park. N. Y. 14127

In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

... for more details circle 163 on postcard
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724
A 27MHz wire-

less cuing system
for TV and radio
studios is now
available. The
transmitter in-
cludes a simple
3ft whip antenna,

covers up to 8000 sq. ft. studio areas
and can be remotely operated with a

NEW PRODUCTS
zoom._

Fork and Reamer 723
This very small

size soldering aid
is designed for
sub - miniature
work in the elec-
tronics field. The
blades are made
of a non-magnetic
steel to which sol-

der will not adhere and are set firmly
into a hex shaped turquoise plastic
handle. The over-all length is 6 in.
with a handle 1/4 in. dia. by 3 in. long.
Net price 75c'. Hunter.

Wireless Cuing

microphone located in the control
room or other part of the studio. The
receivers are approximately the size
of a cigarette package, fit easily into
a coat or shirt pocket, are fully tran-
sistorized, and do not require any ex-
ternal antenna. Transmitter price $400.
Receiver price $39.95. Round Hill
Assoc.

Color TV Rectifiers 725
Four new exact replacement sele-

nium convergence rectifiers for color
TV have been announced. These con-

vergence rectifiers are exact replace-
ments for many makes and models.
Both electrical and mechanical speci-
fications are exact, for fastest installa-
tion with no mounting or wiring
changes. Tarzian.

2 Complete Tube Testers
In 1 Instrument
1. RECEIVING TUBE TESTER

plus:
2. TV PICTURE TUBE TESTER

SAVE MORE
THAN $50!

(compared to buying two separate testers)

1. RECEIVING TUBE TESTING
Eliminates Obsolescence Problem! A unique 10 -circuit sw;tching design allows testing of all the new
type tubes that have elements with multiple pin connections-the Model 115 is the first and only
obsolete -proof receiving tube tester in the speed -type class.  Grid emission test provides a sensitive
grid emission and gas check by the use of built-in balanced VTVM circuitry. This all-important feature
provides a revealing and significant tube condition test.  Basic dynamic cathode emission test is
supplemented by a hot cathode shorts and leakage check.  Includes all latest type sockets, plus pin
straighteners.
2. TV PICTURE TUBE TESTING & REJUVENATION (B&W and COLOR)
The basic picture tube test (for each gun of color picture tubes, and the single gun of B&W tubes)
is picture -producing beam current (not total cathode emission which is rarely indicative of picture
brightness). The beam current test checks all picture tubes for proportionate screen brightness. The
critical central area of the picture tube cathode is checked in addition to the controlling action of the
first grid.  Rejuvenation of picture tubes is accomplished by a unique capacitor discharge circuit
which welds most intermittent elements, and redistributes cathode oxide over the beam -producing
central cathode area. Meter directly indicates increase in brightness after each rejuvenation "shot".
GENERAL DATA
Wide visibility, 2% accuracy meter includes separate scales for quality test, grid emission, and picture
tube beam current.  Complete up-to-date data book supplied. New data constantly available,  Size
16" x 9" X 43/4". Weight 8 pounds.  ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE: Model CTA Color Tube Socket Adapter,
$6.50 Net.

See the complete "GREEN LINE"-power supplies, scopes, VTVMs, signal gen-
erators, tube testers, decade boxes, probes-at your local distributor, or write
direct for full information and specs.

Precise's New 'GREEN LINE' Model 115 $9295 Net

 PRECISE ELECTRONICS
ak Division of Designatronics Incorporated
IMF 76 East Second Street, Mineola. L. I., New York

ENGINEERED EXCELLENCE IN TEST EQUIPMENT
... for more details circle 143 on postcard
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FINCO ALL BAND UHF VHF FM ANTENNA

75 OHM Model CX UVF 24 $72.10 List

FINCO ALL -BAND UHF VHF FM ANTENNA

300 OHM Model UVF 24 $59.95 List

The on antenna that does the work of three! Fulls
in beatitiful color and crystal clear black and white
pictur3s on both UHF and VHF channels... flus
the fir est stereophonic and monophonic FM smnd
reprodiction.

300-ahm models for normal reception areas from
$18.50 to $59.95

75 -oh n models for poor reception areas from
$42.65 to $72.10

FlififC'C2
introduces 75 -ohm COLOR VE-LOG ANTENNAS

FOR UHF -VHF -FM RECEPTION
Finco's Swept -Element Antenna challenges all com-
petition. Its unique design assures the finest color
and black and white TV reception-plus supers FM
and FM Stereo tone quality.

300 -ohm models for normal reception areas from
$16.95 to $54.50

75 -ohm models for poor reception areas from
$18.55 to $62.80

FINCO SWEPT -ELEMENT VHF FM ANTENNA

75 OHM Model CXVL 10 $43.25 List

FINCO SWEPT ELEMENT VHF -FM ANTENNA

300 OHM Model VL 10 S34.95 List

FREE! Arvil NE ITNECDO CR XA -NVSL OCRXM- UEVRF

VHF -UHF

FT RAANNT SE FNONRAMS CR 0 sMp TW El TRH OARFREE IHNFD Os Sr EE TR-.

p OT THE WORLD qt

Cp11.0011,S Alt0 sta

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 WEST INTERSTATE STREET, DEPT. 110 BEDFORD, OHIO

SEPTEMBER 1966
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PYRAMID
YOUR

PROFITS!

NE W
tubes,

ually

70 + 5 stamped.
1 year

OFF sures top
Prices are

Mar. '66 sugg.
or more. Just check

order and send

NEW

Name brand
individ-

boxed, date
Unlimited

guarantee as -
quality.

70 + 5 off
list. Qtys 50

off your
us a check.

Type Assrd. Assed. Type Asst'd..
50 et Mere Type 50 or More 50 Of More

074 .68 6866 .86 651761 .96
183'16361 .79 6868 .90 6087616 .70
1630T .79 6805/8184 .66 600701 1.02
1K3 .79 68136011/ 6186 .91

IRS .91 6CU6 1.17 6U84 .88
164 . . .87 6806018, 696016 .59
105 . . .76 606 1.17 6W4GT .66
11/2 .... . .63 6807* 1.07 6W601 .77
1028 .83 68886/ 604 . .46
24848 1.08 68880 1.10 MGT .60
2811416 .79 6858 . 1.07 60811 . .86
2(75 .87 6808 .97 7607 .. .70
363/361113 .91 6898 .77 861686 1.00
36116 . .63 6816 .60 8C07 . .67
30W3 .91 6827 1.07 8807 .67
3B(5/3(E5 .70 6(4 .50 100E7 .91
3BN6 1.03 6(866 .60 12606/
3616 . .62 60666 1.57 12666 ... .74
3C86 .61 6C ES .65 12676 . .50
3( E 5 .70 6(16 .79 17AT7 . . .82
3C75 1.07 6(67 .67 1211116 .57
3264 1.17 6(G86 .88 12807/
301611 .67 6(16 . 1.08 ECC87 .68
MKS 1.10 60.811 . 1.07 1769568 1.28
394 .74 6CM7 .79 12696 .46
45(8 1.10 6(87 1.14 12697 . .97
4807 1.19 6(08 . .94 121014011 .73
4876 .60 606 .70 12007/8W13 .68
5AM8 1.16 6(07 .80 128076 .68
54618 1.27 6(05 .77 17AZ7A . .82
5005 .68 606 1.17 1211411 .. .81
5A18 1.08 6(08 1.25 121106 .46
55(84 1.10 6(W4 1.25 126E6 . .48
0(68 .90 6018 1.22 128117A ... .. .83
5(5130 1.10 6(15 .99 12816 .82
518 1.10 6(17 .87 171106618/
5U465 .56 6(25 1.17 12C116 1.20
5U8 .88 6064A .87 128176 .87
558 1.07 6DE4 .87 126/12C115 .79
55361 .46 60E6 .68 17(45 . .82
6004 .70 60E7 .96 12CUS . . .79
6473 .88 6556 .65 12(U6 1.20
6074 1.07 60117 .96 175061 1.13
6614A 1.07 6005 . 2.24 12DT5 .88
6665 .82 60068 1.11 12006 .74
6AH4GT .93 6087 1.17 1250707 1.25
6086 1.25 6016A .59 125K7GT 1.14
6485 1.28 60W44 1.00 125117618 .73
64116 .85 6E87 1.48 1250701 1.07
6AL5 .50 6E08 .86 11V6GT _ 1.07
60M8A .93 6E88 1.25 1291641 1.07
66886 1.07 6E17 E1184 1.02 131M7/
60056 .57 66M5 .91 15E117 1.39
6455 .79 6EM7 1.37 15E67 - 1.39
6418 1.14 6ER5 1.02 16603 . . .77
6618A .1.14 6E95 .82 171104618 .87
661146 TA .. .97 6EW6 .67 17D4A .87
68064. .56 6767 1.02 170068 1.13
MUSA 1.25 6E115 .90 17128 1.02
6AV6 . .46 6507 .67 19AU4GTA 1.02
60W88 1.00 6FV136 1.10 1978 . 1.05
6653 .73 6617 1.39 77E1E4 .97
6404618 .71 661184 .86 751046T8/
64036 .83 6015 1.10 2506 1.25
6810 .96 6GM6 .79 750668 1.64
6866 .54 6048 1.17 25(86 . . 1.25
68688 1.14 6607 .91 25E816 _ 1.76
66(5 "6CE5 .65 6GY6 ... .74 251661 . .79
65(8 1.07 61158/6088 1.02 35(5 .. .57
65E6 .60 615GT 1.05 351.661 .70
686668 1.74 6166 .76 35W4 .30
68116 .79 6186 1.61 357560 .56
6E018 1.14 61E6 2.42 50(5 .57
6816 .79 61116 .70 SOEFIS .63
65(48 7.16 61118 .96 501.601 .73
6855 1.00 6K6GT .70 ECC82 .67
6111(711 1.02 6KF8 1.02 ECM .68
601.701A 1.25 6L66( 1.27 EC880 1.07
6811/EC880 1.07 6044 .68 (8104 1.01
68844 .97 60176T 1.11 1184 .66

.-Less than 50 ass 'fed, 60% off list.
TERMS: Minimum order $5.00 exclusive of
postage. Orders for 200 or more tubes shipped
prepaid.

FREE: Send for special list of private brand,
fully guaranteed new tubes at special discounts
up to 80% off Mar. '66 suggested list.

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER - NO C.O.D.
TIME WITH YOURLIMITED

POPULAR

NAME

ORDER

ONLY
3-35W4
3-5005

BRAND
AC -DC KIT

2-12886
1 -12896
1 - 12BA6

$3.45

10 TUBESTOTAL

PYRAMID ASSOC., INC.
16565 N.W. 15th Ave. Miami, Florida 33169

NEW PRODUCTS

Solid -State Color Generator 726
A solid-state color generator de-

signed for the seven signal sources
so vital for color convergence, sync

adjustments, gray-scale-trackirig and
troubleshooting color -TV circuits is
announced. Crystal -controlled circui-
try and stable counters are designed
to insure locked -in, trouble -free dis-
plays. Precise Electronics.

Shielded indicating Fuse 727
Announced is a front -panel mount

indicating fuse holder designed with
shielding to eliminate RFI signals
from passing through or coming out
of the fuse post opening in the chassis
of electronic equipment. The shielding
is accomplished by a special mesh im-

NER

pregnated see-through molded plas-
tic lens and a mesh imbedded silicon
gasket that fits between the lens and
the mounting surface of the chassis
panel. When the fuse blows, under
overload conditions the indicating
light in the ember lens goes on alert-
ing the user of the equipment. Price
$5. Littelfuse, Inc.

For more information on these
NEW PRODUCTS

See pages 111 8 112
READERS SERVICE

Two New Products
FROM RAWN!

'40
SPACE
Tuner and Control Cleaner contains
silicone will not detune

COLOR TUNERS
Not harmful to plastics
6 in can $ .99

16 ox can $1.59

Write for tree detailed instruction sheets
or see your local distributor

NE 10E_R
CON1

NCI

CA_V_PMER

FR ELE 11 CBC,V11

Inc -nn,er of Plas-1 Pair, famous tor quick,
httectiye plastic repair for anything from

TV Sets to dentures, announces
two great new products.

FREEZE -IT COOLER
l-;xtra Fast
Instant Freeze
6 oz can $ .99 Net

16 oz can $1.59 Net

If yea want the best for less, buy RAIr.V'S, for
when a better tuner cleaner or circuit .00ler is
made, RAWN will make it.

RAWN MANUFACTURING CO.

... for more details circle 145 on postcard ... for more details circle 147 on postcard
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Sencore has done it again-introduced the right
instrument at the right time at the right price. FM -

Stereo Multiplex is here, now, and growing as fast
as Color TV. This new field is just waiting for qual-
ified men. All you need to start "channelizing"
profits your way is the new Sencore Econoline
MX11 Channelizer Multiplex Generator. So light
and compact you take it with you on your TV serv-
ice calls, and when in the home suggest an align-
ment on that FM -Stereo hi-fi in the corner.

So simple to operate, you need no other instru-
ment. Just hook up the RF output cable to the
receiver antenna terminals; connect the two speak-
er leads in place of the speakers; then read the
channel separation directly on the meters. Two
meters with built-in loads substitute directly in
place of speakers. When you flick on the left
channel switch you have left channel output; now
flip on the right channel switch and you have both.
That's all there is to it.

All solid state circuitry-battery
operated. Feature for feature, dol-
lar for dollar, the Sencore MX11
Channelizer is your No. 1 buy in
multiplex generators. Sencore has
paved the way-so take the quick-
est road to your distributor. In
stock now for only

$9950
(Less than the
price of a kit.)

HANNELIZE[i

PAVES IN WAS

ADDED PROMS
With Simplified FM -Multiplex Servicing

_NO -5

SEPARATION 0 41.S.

 KER SIGNAL
F.3V RMS ACROSS en

LEFT SIGNAL

ON

OFF

of)

PILOT

NM '1
[HANNELIZE"

OFF ON

6) 00

RIGHT SIGNAL

9

OFF

A)

STEREO SIGNAL
(NO RF)

S
NIOC IN UNA, 77777 OPCIIIATE0,111  C REPO

10NO
-5

SEPARATION 0 49

 KER SIGNAL
F.3V RMS ACROSS en

A Complete FM Stereo Service Center
The ultimate in multiplex generators for this field that's growing as fast as color TV. Like
having your own FM stereo transmitter on your bench or service truck.
The MX129 produces all signals needed for trouble -shooting and aligning the stereo portion
of the FM multiplex receiver. It is a complete trouble -shooting analyzer with a sensitive
transistorized AC voltmeter calibrated in peak to peak volts and decibels. It can be used
as a stereo demonstrator even when no stereo program is being broadcast. With the MX129
you can use external sources to modulate the carrier, re -balance the system at any time,
and adjust the crystal controlled pilot signal to any level. Instantaneous warm-up-all solid
state, A.C. powered.
The Sencore MX129 gives you features comparable to equipment costing
up to $350.00, yet its priced at only $169 50

NCOFZ
NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMFN7

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

... for more details circle 153 on postcard
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EVERYWHERE

. . . the message
is getting

through . . .

LOUD&CLEAR

for the best
electronic guitar sound . . .

you need the best speaker

OXFORD
PROFESSIONAL MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT SERIES
For replacement, nothing quite meas-
ures up to Oxford guitar speakers.
For richest bass tones at highest vol-
umes, Oxford guitar speakers are en-
gineered and constructed to give
outstanding performance under con-
ditions of severe overload. Each is
designed for the faithful reproduc-
tion of the characteristic wave forms
of the electronic guitar. Oxford guitar
speakers are designed and produced
to original equipment specifications.
They are without equal as either new
or replacement units that bring out
the finest in every instrument. .:\

Manufacturers:
Standardize
on Oxford
Leading
electronic
manufacturers recognize Oxford's
superiority by incorporating the
Oxford speaker in their own prod-
uct. To realize the maximum poten-
tial of your own instrument, com
bine it with an Oxford electronic
guitar speaker.

Whether you're interested in
Oxford guitar speakers as a re-
placement or for an O.E.M. ap-
plication, write for special
bulletin HF 104 today!

OXFORD TRANSDUCER
COMPANY / A Division of

Oxford Etectr,c Corporation

3911 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60653

....1FNEW PRODUCTS

Pocket Scriber 728
A carbide pocket scriber and mag-

net with clip is annouced, which fea-

tures a reversible tip for safety when
not in use. Its knurled barrel is de-
signed to eliminate finger slippage.
Moody.

Frequency Meter 729
A new solid-state digital frequency

meter is announced for servicing
two-way mobile radios. The meter not
only checks frequency, but is said to
also measure deviation, provide au-
ral monitoring and produce a highly
stable signal output for setting receiv-
ers to the exact assigned frequency,
in the 25-50MHz, 136-175MHz, and
405-475MHz ranges. The meter dis-

plays a seven digit in -line read-out
with four automatic decimal points
and indicates whether the read-out is
in Hz, kHz or MHz. Motorola.

Res;ulated Power Supply 730
An all silicon, regulated, isolated

power supply small enough to slip
into a pocket is announced. The output

4111111C
SISMIS ItS(1101 COMM
IMO SPRV

,VAi'atSi%;

1111111 'MP
voltage is adjustable at the front panel
from 4 to 25v at 200 ma. Price $79.
Systems Research.

The message is

clearer with . .

antepatas
By LAMONT V. BLAKE, Consultant, Search Radar Branch, U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory. Here's a complete, practical book on antennas that
gives you professional treatment without requiring a knowledge of cal-
culus. It not only covers all aspects of antennas, but offers related
material on electromagnetic wave, transmission lines and antenna
measurement methods. Up-to-date information on such recent develop-
ments as log -periodic broad -bandwidth antennas and low -noise space -
communication antennas is provided, and ten problems at the end of
each chapter help you check your progress. 1966. 415 pages.
Paper: $3.95. Cloth: $6.95.

Antennas is a volume in the WILEY SERIES IN ELECTRONIC ENGI-
NEERING TECHNOLOGY - a group of books containing basic
theory, mathematical exposition, worked -out examples, and problems in
specific areas of electronics. The books can be used either in electronics
courses or by individuals studying at home.

Order from your bookseller or

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.
605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

... for more details circle 138 on postcard
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Are you a watch watcher?

If not, you should be.
After all, your time is what you're selling. So when

it runs short, you feel it first in the pocketbook.
That's where Amphenol comes in. Our test equip-

ment can't put more hours in your day, but it can help
you handle more jobs every working hour-in the
home or in the shop.

Take our Color Commander, for example. It cuts
color alignment time by 40%. Here's how:

1. An exclusive three -color bar test pattern means
you don't have to waste time counting unneces-
sary color bars. You check only the three bars re-
quired for color alignment.

2. Squares, not rectangles, give instant vertical and
horizontal linearity adjustments.

3. Another Amphenol exclusive: A single dot pro-
vides fast static convergence. You don't have to
guess which is the center dot.

4. Single cross bar centers the raster quickly, conve-
niently.

These are the kinds of time -saving features you can
expect from Amphenol's exciting line of test equipment
-including the revolutionary CRT Commander and the
hand-held Signal Commander.

If your time is important, you're ready for Amphenol.
For a brochure on the complete Amphenol line, call

your Amphenol distributor. Or write to Amphenol, Box
134, Broadview, Illinois 60653.

BE ON THE LOOKOUT . . . for an exciting addition
to the Amphenol line.

Completely solid state, the Ampher.ol Color Commander
is available with battery power or built-in 117 VAC. Only 31/2 lbs,
it has BF and video output plus easy -to -use gun killers.

AMPHENOL

SEPTEMBER 1966
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NEW PRODUCTS

CB Transceiver 731
A solid-state, 12 -channel, crystal -

controlled CB transceiver utilizes pre -
aligned, plug-in circuit modules which
reportedly virtually eliminate field
maintenance problems. The receiver
is a high -gain, double conversion, su-
perheterodyne type, using low -noise
germanium transistors, The 3.7w RF
power output is 95 to 100% modu-
lated for maximum "talk power." An

accessory socket is provided for tone -
coded and public address systems.
Hallmark Industries.

Portable Power Source 732
A 12v portable rechargeable power

source complete with built-in charger

who 3a
ToospG

an old
tube

to be

BRIGHTEN UP THOSE

FADING PICTURES

WITH PERMA-POWER

BRITENERS!

SQUINTING customers are unhappy customers.
When aging picture tubes get dull, it's time for
Tu-Brite. Tu-Brite instantly brings back like -new
sparkle, and builds good will for you, even with
the grouchiest old curmudgeon. The right voltage
is a cinch. If the base is right, the boost is right.
No other britener gives you this assurance or ease of
selection.
Make sure you have all three models in stock.

Model C-202 for duodecal base CRT's. Net
Model C-212 for 110° button base CRT's. S2.25
Model C-222 for 110° shell base CRT's. each

Handsomely packaged for customer
acceptance, color coded by base type
for instant selection.

Write for free Britener Selector Chart, your guide to the base type of
every picture tube now in the field.

PE RMA-POWER COMPANY
5740 North Tripp Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60646

Phone: 539-7171 (Area Code 312)
... for more details circle 141 on postcard

is now being marketed. The power
pack reportedly has a power loss of
less than 3% per month and after two
and a half years of storage still has
power left in the battery - it can
then be readily re -charged to its full
original capacity, the report said. The
unit is designed for camping equip-
ment, boating equipment, two-way
communications devices and a broad
range of portable television sets, tape
recorders, portable tools, etc. Cen-
tralab.

Photoelectric Control 733
A photoelectric control utilizing ten

silicon transistors to provide increased
sensitivity and improved stability is

announced. All components are
mounted on a single printed circuit
board, thus reducing costs but retain-
ing circuit efficiency. Photomation.

Engine Analyzer 734
An all -solid-state self powered en-

gine analyzer is announced which is
said to permit the layman to elec-
tronically tune up and troubleshoot

all automotive and boat engines. The
comprehensive manual lists the idle
speeds and the dwell angles for both
manual and automatic transmissions.
The analyzer is useful for all 6 or
12v; 4, 6, or 8 -cylinder engines with
negative or positive ground. Eico.

90 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN



knight -kit PORTABLE SOLID-STATE

COLOR BAR/PATTERN GENERATOR

VIOE0 LEVEL POLAMIT,

0

5.,

itROCI

HANDCRAFTED

FOR QUALITY

BY YOU 1
- YOUR SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED BY ALL/E0

lETT-.tgior.]

111111
MIN iimm

ITIOIII
1111

GrIvraArlq

ZMOPE 07f;

CO -DR LEVEL

0

QUM INTERAuPTIOM

OPP
OFF

S

2

GIVES YOU 7 ACCURATE, STABLE, CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED PATTERNS

Purity
Adjustment

for speedier, easier, more accurate convergence and color adjustments

11

Ten Color
Bars

11
Small Dot Exclusive 6 -Position

Pattern Gray Scale

You get the most for your money-outstanding performance, rock -like sta-
bility, plus day -in, day -out solid-state reliability with this great new Knight -

Kit Color Bar/Pattern Generator. It's the perfect choice for both on -the -bench
and in -the -home color TV servicing.

Generates 7 patterns-all displays needed for complete color set adjust-
ments. Special 2 -volt output for Zenith color sets. Every display is well-
defined with extremely low background noise. Pattern for purity adjustments
does not require usual tube removal or other quieting 'tricks." Unique gray
scale pattern provides 6 discreet levels of brightness for gun tracking adjust-
ments. Horizontal display elements are only one raster line thick for ultimate
definition. Crystal -controlled patterns eliminate any need for synchronization
with TV set. Lead -piercing clips on gun interrupters allow fast, safe connec-
tion to receiver under test. Solid-state design provides instant operation.

Shaded light source on 3 -ft. cable has handy clip mount for service adjust-
ments in darkened room. Highly polished service mirror conveniently stores
under bottom of case. Special power transformer with extremely low external
field eliminates magnetic effects on color CRT. Rugged steel case measures

x x 12". All parts, cables, instructions and 32 -page $89.95
operator's manual for just

MODEL KG -685 SPECIFICATIONS

7 Displays: purity, tracking, dots, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal lines, and
color bars. RP' Output: 10,000 microvolts minimum, tunable to channels 3, 4 or 5.
Composite Video Output: -4- 2 volts peak -to -peak. Composite Sync Output: -2
volts. Master Oscillator: 189 kc, crystal controlled. Color Oscillator: 3.56 mc,
crystal controlled. Sound Subcarrier Oscillator: 4.5 mc, crystal controlled. Front -
Panel Controls and Jacks: Display Selector Switch, Sound Carrier On /Off Switch;
Power On/Off Switch; Service Light On/Off Switch; Gun Interruption On/Off
Switches 13-red, blue and green); Color Level Control (off through high. con-
tinuously variable); Video Level/Polarity (continuously variable level and choice
of polarity); 6 Pin Jacks (3 signal output and 3 CRT grids). Rear Panel: Channel
Tuning; Vertical Intensity (screwdriver adj.); Timing (5 screwdriver adj.); 6 -cir-
cuit Test Jack. Cables: RF Output, 4 -ft. long with alligator clips; Gun Interrupter,
4 -ft. with lead -piercing, color -coded, alligator clips aM ground lead; Service Light,
3 -ft. with insulated mtg. clip, hi -intensity lamp and shade; Composite Video and
Sync, 4 -ft. with alligator clips and ground. Power Requirements: 110-130 v., 60 cy-
cle AC. Fuse: Internal, % amp quick blow. Power Consumption: approx. 10 watts.

Horizontal
Lines.

Vertical
Lines

COMPLETE KIT $
Including 32 -page
Operator's Manual

r -

Crosshatch
Pattern

95

Read his unique money -back guarantee...
exclu. ye in the industry:

KNIGHT -KIT GUARANTEE
Build c Knight -Kit in accordance with our easy -to -follow
instroCions. When you have completely assembled the
kit, you must be satisfied or we will return your money,
less troisportation charges, under the Allied guarantee
of satisfaction.

ALLIED RADIO
Val'iTtw'(Y`fr-frNr.,ARP:11%
Rust the coupon below for full details and
Special Introductory Offer on the KG -685

Allied Radio, Knight -Kit Div., Dept. 28-JJ
P.O. Box 4398, Chicago, III. 60680

Please rush full details and Introductory Offer on the new
Knight -Kit Color Bar/Pattern Generator.

Name_

Address__

CIty_

L

PLEASE PRINT

Store Zip _

J

SEPTEMBER 1966
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when the cable

goes down the

gutter ... does the

picture go down

the drain?
Not with Columbia Wire's new
ultra -low loss shielded
Permafoam transmission
cable! You can tape it to the
antenna mast . . . run it along
gutters . . . tape it to down-

spouts . . . lead it in by the
quickest, easiest route . .

and there's never any pickup
interference! And the antenna

terminals are already installed
for you . . so you get the job

done faster than you ever have

before .. easily terminated

Shielded Permafoam cable
makes set hookup more
profitable. Ask for a spec sheet

at your distributor.

Available in 50', 75' and 100'
coils - 500' spools and
1000' reels.

e;olzen.-"dea.,
WIRE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2850 Irving Park Rd., Chicago, III. 60618

NEW PRODUCTS

AM/FM/SW Portable Radio 735
A 63/4 x 4743 x 21/2 in. receiver is

announced that tunes the standard AM
and FM bands plus the SW spectrum

from 4.0MHz to 12.0MHz. The radio
includes two antennas, ten transistors,
four diodes and an earphone. List price
$49.95. Hallicrafters.

CB Power Pack 736
A rechargeable battery unit is now

available to owners of transistorized
CB equipment. The Power Pack plugs
into the rear of the transceiver and

provides up to 8 hours of full power,
portable operation before the nickel
cadmium battery requires recharg-
ing. The unit adds 3 inches to the
over-all length of the transceiver.
Price is $69.95. Johnson.

Microphones 737
Two undirectional dyn'amic micro-

phones have been announced which

reportedly offer a unique built-in pro-
tection against reproduction of ex-
plosion breath sounds ("pop") and
wind -noise. Each of these microphones
has a wire -mesh spherical front,
which contains two filters. These fil-
ters are designed to enable the micro-
phones to be used outdoors without
separate windscreens. Cardioid pickup
patterns are designed to provide prac-
tically complete exclusion of un-
wanted noises and also eliminate or
minimize feedback and boominess.
These microphones are rated at 50Hz
to 12kHz or 50Hz to 15kHz with
single or multiple impedances. Prices
range from $58 to $95. Shure.

For more information on these

NEW PRODUCTS

See pages 111 and 112

READERS SERVICE

Discover the Unique
Experience of Correct
Time Telling . . The New

TlitLANIP
IN CLOCK

Model #765 12.95
Comforting night light for bedroom or nursery
controlled by independent switch. Persimmon,
Walnut or White plastic case with gold
trimmed Persimmon video face. Self starting
electric. 4" H, 7" W, 37/a" D. 110V 60 cy.
AC. Guaranteed one year. UL and CSA ap-
proved motor and cord.

At Your Local Dealer, or
ORDER DIRECT FROM

TYMETER ELECTRONICS
PENNWOOD NUMECHRON CO.
7209 FRANKSTOWN AVE. PITTSBURGH 8, PA.

... for more details circle 121 on postcard
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get
with

it.
YOU CAN'T SOLVE
TODAY'S COMPLEX

ALL -CHANNEL
COLOR & BLACK/

WHITE TV
RECEPTION
PROBLEMS...

SNOW

SMEARING

INTERFERENCE

WITH
YESTERDAY'S
AMPLIFIERS.

YOU NEED THE:  AD-
VANCED ELECTRONIC
DESIGN  SOLID STATE
RELIABILITY  COLOR
CAPABILITY  SEALED
PRINTED CIRCUITRY 
SIGNAL SPLITTING VER-
SATILITY OF THE SPACE
AGE DESIGNED
JFD COLOR-TELE-AMP

Buy 2 get 1 Free!jpo COLORTELE-AMP
AMPLIFIER DEAL

NO-we haven't flipped our lid.
We just want to prove to you that JFD Colo-Tele-Amps are the best amplifiers
you can use.
That's why we're giving away FREE one ColorTele-Amp with every two you
buy from your distributor.
We know that when you see the amazing Dn-the-job performance our Color-
Tele-Amps deliver, you'll oe coming back for more.
So clip out the coupon below, fill it out and take it to your favorite JFD distrib-
tor to get your FREE ColorTele-Amp. He has a wide selection of indoor and
utdoor ColorTele-Amps to suit any and all of your reception requirements.

available in two models for
1. Outdoor installation on
any antenna where highest
possible noise -free gain is
the primary need.
2. Indoor use anywhere in
the borne where convon-
ience of single self-con-
tained amplifier/power
supply/signal splitter is
preferred.

Outdoor Amplifiers

VUT-3 VT -1

VUT-3TF UHT -2

VN-2 FT1
VT -2 FT -175
VT -275

No. 2

Indoor Amplifiers

HVU-3 HU-2
HV-2 HF-1
HV-1 EV-1

EF-1

I TAKE ME TO YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR FREE
Attention: ColorTele-Amp Dept.

COLORTELE-AMP AMPLIFIER!
JFD Electronics Co.
15 Avenue at 62nd Street
Brooklyn, New York 11219jpo COLORTELE-AMP

ERTIFICATE
GOOD ONLY AUGUST 1-SEPTEMBER 30, 1966

THIS SPACE MUST BE FILLED IN BY SERVICE -DEALER.

Store Name

Street

City Zip Code
State

Service -Dealer Signature

Distributor Counter -signature

NOTE TO SERVICE -DEALER

1. Fill in (please print) you: name and address in
space provided.

2 Present this certificate to your JFD distributor
at time of purchase of two ColorTele-Amps- -
and get one FREE (of the same model).

3. Only one certificate may be applied to each
purchase. Void where prohibited, taxed or
otherwise restricted.

NOTE TO DISTRIBUTOR

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL "ONE -
FREE FOR TWO" COLORTELE-AMP OFFER TO
DISTRIBUTORS.

1. Be sure you've got ColorTele-Amps in stock.
Order 48 or more of any one or two of the
models listed above and get 20 FREE. Call your
JFD representative or write us direct for im-
mediate delivery.

2. Countersign the filled out certificate when re-
deemed by your dealer and mail to us so we can I
pay you 50 cents for handling.

3. Offer ends September 30,1966.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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NEW PRODUCTS

Pocket Pager 738

Underwriters'
Laboratories has
approved a pock-
et pager in Class
I, Group D and
Class II, Group
G hazardous at-
mospheres. The
111/2 oz. unit

\ 21/2 x 1 1/16 in. and51

can be clipped in a pocket or to a belt.
It is designed to be used in the 148-
174MHz frequency band and will re-
spond to signals as weak as 0.15µv.
Calls may be originated by a central
paging operator. When a call is made,
the receiver will emit an alert tone to
indicate that the user is being paged.
A button on the top of the unit is then
pressed and a voice message is heard.
Motorola.

Regulated Power Supply 739
Announced is a new voltage regu-

lated laboratory power supply with all -
silicon circuitry. The unit is rated at

ditC0/M/2 (et k &CPA/el ee

The Super -Sharp
TRAM TITAN
BASE STATION
*Multi -function meter reads: "S" units,
SW R, and absolute power in watts into
built-in dummy load. Measures power
through the antenna.
*Super -sharp selectivity with Collins
mechanical filter-adjacent channel
rejection is 90 db or better. *First class
sensitivity. *All 23 transmit channels.
*Transmitter delivers 3.5 watts minimum
output; separate indicators for carrier
on and modulation. *RF gain control.
*Tone control. *Built-in low pass filter
for minimum T .V .1. $434.

The Magnificently Selective

TRAM XL -100 C. B. Mobile

*23 channel operation via synthesis.
*Compact (main unit 4"x 8"x8").
*Built-in crystal filter achieves selectivity
unmatched in any standard set-
adjacent channel rejection is 95 db or
better. *Sensitivity second to none.
*Built-in low pass filter, minimizes T.V .1.
*Hand wiring. *Teflon covered wire.
*Locking switch makes rig tamper free.
*Set padlocks to dash bracket. *Heavy
duty, commercial type microphone.
*High efficiency transmitter delivers 3.5
watts minimum output to antenna. $318.

For full details write:

Tram Electronics, Inc.
Dept. No.C-9 , Lower Bay Road, P.O. Box 187, Winnisquam, N. H. Phone 603-524-0622

All use must comform with Part 95 F.C.C. regulations. Hobby type communications or aimless small talk prohibited.

300ma over a range of 1.25 to 30vdc
with a load regulation of ±-0.5% or
50mv, whichever is greater; has a
10mv line regulation over a range of
105 to 125v and a full load ripple of
lmv RMS. It stands 53/4 in. high and
weighs 3 lb. Acopian Corp.

Microphone 740
A microphone designed to substan-

tially reduce line loss problems is
introduced. Any line loss can be com-
pensated for by simply turning up the
volume control that is located on the
rear base deck of the microphone. A

two stage silicon transistor amplifier
built into the base provides a dual
ouptut impedance of 150 or 60012.
The microphone is rated at 60Hz to
10kHz with less than 1% distortion.
List price $75. Turner.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose a
complete address label from
one of your recent issues.

For information write directly to advertiser
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It's time you too switched to Sencore and saved $100
in the bargain. The new LO -BOY is a solid Sencore value
- already selling at the rate of one every 8 minutes.

Small wonder. The LO -BOY outperforms the highest priced
unit on the market . . . and gives you all this: Ten
standard RCA licensed color bars; NTSC phased colors.
. All the patterns found on more expensive generators-
crosshatch, individual vertical and cicrizontal lines, and
adjustable white dots ... all at the flick of a switch. No
lines missing on crosshatch -14 horizoital and 10 vertical,
same as our more expensive models. Interlace contro'-
a Sencore "first." Stops dot bounce that varies from set
to set.  Rugged all steel construction with tough scuff -
resistant vinyl finish.  LO in silhouette-not much bigger
than a cigar box.  LO in warm-up time. All solid state
design.  LO in troubles. All new patent pending counting
circuits using new silicon transistors. Crystal controlled
timers for the utmost in stability.

Timer controls brought right out on the front pane' as
simple operators controls. Adjusted as easily as the hori-
zontal and vertical hold controls cn a TV set, if they
should ever jump. Absolutely eliminates timer instability.

Compare these features and you'll decide in less than 8
minutes that you need a new Sencore Lo -Boy.

SENCORE CG10. All solid state. Neve zener regulated battery
power supply with long life "C" cells. The 12 volt battery supply
can wear down to nearly 9 volts before the circuits are affected.
New leakproof battery holders permit easy bat-
tery replacement without dismantliig the unit.
You don't have to hunt for a place to plug it in.
Priced at less than the cost of a kit. Only

$89"

SENCORE CG138. A performance giant just like the CG1C except
AC operated with a zener regulated power supply for added
stability even with line voltage variations. Has
4.5 me crystal controlled signal for fine tuning
as recommended by color set manufacturers.

Only
109"

Every 8 Minutes of
Every Business Day

SOMEONE
BUYS

A NEW SENCORE
LO -BOY

STANDARD COLOR
BAR GENERATOR

See America's most complete line of professional test instruments
at your Distributor's now.

CD 1=1
NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 6010t

...$or more details circle 154 on postcard
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RECOMMEND THE

TURNER

500
CARDIOID
In your business, your repu-
tation depends on your rec-
ommendation. Don't risk
either - always recommend
the high -performing, trouble -

free Turner 500 Cardioid.
Most problems in PA or
sound applications - extra-
neous noises, poor acoustics,
etc. - can be successfully
solved by incorporating Tur-
ner 500's into the system. So
before you make your next in-
stallation, check the Reader
Service card for the complete
Turner catalog. Get details on
the Model 500 - list price
$84.00 - and the rest of
the Turner line, including:

MODEL 251

Low cost, high perfor-
mance paging micro
phone with Turner's
unique lift -to -talk
feature. List price
$49.50.

THE

MODEL SR585D

Fixed mounted mi-
crophone convenient-
ly mounted on a flex-
ible 16" gooseneck.
List price $40.

MODEL 58

A natural for say ap-
plication requiring
freedom and mobility
... does dcubie-duty
on desk stand. List
price $57.

MICROPHONE COMPANY
918 17th Street N.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

In Canada: Tr: Tel Associates, Ltd.
Export: Ad Au rtema Inc., 85 Broad Street, New York, N.Y. 10004

... for more details circle 158 on postcard

ANEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Textron Acquires Bostitch
The directors of Bostitch, Inc. have agreed to the

acquisition by Textron, Inc. of the assets of Bostitch, in
exchange for approximately 1,300,000 shares of Textron
common stock and the assumption by Textron of the
liabilities of Bostitch. Bostitch will distribute the Tex-
tron shares to its stockholders so that each will receive
11/4 shares of Textron common stock for each share of
Bostitch capital stock. A special meeting of Bostitch
stockholders will be held as soon as possible for ratifica-
tion of the directors' action. The acquisition will extend
Textron's diversified manufacturing interests into the
office supply, construction equipment and container ma-
chinery fields. Bostitch is a manufactuerer of staplers and
staples, stapling hammers and tackers and container ma-
chinery.

Admiral Dealers
Visit Tokyo

Admiral Corp. is host to 1,500 TV -appliance dealers
on nine jet -charter flights to Tokyo. The company's
dealers qualified for the trips in a nationwide sales in-
centive program conducted earlier in the year. The week
in the Japanese capital includes a visit to Fuji-Hakone
National Park as well as key sites in the city.

The jet aircraft depart from Chicago, Memphis, Cin-
cinnati, New York, Denver, Dallas, Atlanta, Baltmore
and Los Angeles between August 20 and September 6.
All flights are non-stop from Seattle. Last year Admiral
transported 3000 dealers to Rio de Janeiro in South
America.

Global Patent System Urged
The Patent, Trademark and Copyright Research In-

stitute of George Washington University presented David
Sarnoff, chairman of the board of the Radio Corp. of
America, with the ninth annual Charles F. Kettering
Award for "meritorious work in patent, trademark and
copyright research and education."

General Sarnoff said that the "fragmented array of
national patent systems inhibits the swift and equitable
worldwide distribution of patent benefits-through new
technology, new industry and expanding markets." He
stated that "it is ironic" that the patent structure de-
signed to advance progress has failed to keep pace with
the technological growth. "When we can transmit an
idea around the world in less than one -seventh of a
second, why must years elapse before that idea can be
validated within or outside the country of origin? Why
must an inventor still make separate application in every
country where he wishes to protect his idea? Why
should some countries make no provision at all for
patent filings, or impose severely restrictive conditions
proposed here and abroad, but a combination of political
and technical problems has prevented its achievement.
"Today, the mounting pressure of economic necessities
may overcome the political obstacles. And a global
patent system could now be accommodated technically in
a worldwide communications service just as readily as
global television, global weather reporting and global
computer services."
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THAT

"STAYS PUT"

A proven, field-tested design  "Stays put"-designed for Alaskan cold and Florida
heat and humidity*  0.1 Asec dots-plus a crosshatch pattern that doesn't "flicker" 
Standard gated color bars at zero reference level-for correct color phasing adjustments.
Let's face it, the biggest problem you've had in using anybody's color generator has
been having it work right every time you turn it on-you can't get much use out of a
generator that wastes your time while you wait for it to settle down, lock in, and stay
put. *Hickok's new Model GC -660 has actually been tested for its ability to "stay put"
not only in field tests but in a Military Standard Environmental Chamber. It's not
perfect but we think it beats anybody else's. Why not ask your Hickok distributor for a
demonstration and prove it to yourself?

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.  10523 Dupont Avenue  Cleveland, Ohio 44108
... for more details circle 130 on postcard
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ways to
increase
your

income
RCA Institutes, Inc. offers these four compre-
hensive home study courses especially de-
signed to help build your income immediately!

COLOR TV Add Color TV Servic-
ing to your skills with this up-to-
the-minute home training course
and take advantage of the growing
profit potential in this area! Train
under the direction of RCA ...ex-
perts in Color TV.

C

am.

AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS
Trains you for the many applica-
tions of automation electronics in
industry and government including
Photoelectronics, Digital Computer
Techniques, Synchros and Servo-
mechanisms, Automatic Control
Systems, and many more!

TRANSISTORS You get the nec-
essary background for semiconduc-
tor technology including character.
istics of tunnel diodes, rectifiers
and other solid state devices.Tran-
sistor trainer also available.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
Trains you to service and main
tain 2 -way radio communications
on land, sea, and air! Gives you
the technical foundation for space
communications!

Take advantage of RCA's Liberal Tuition Plan. You only pay for
lessons you order; and have no long-term obligations. Licensed by
New York State Education Department. Approved for Veterans.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

350 West Fourth Street, New York, N.Y 10014

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

ti m SEND THIS COUPON NOW FOR COMPLETE FREE INFORMATION II

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Home Study School, Dept. ET -96
350 West Fourth Street, N. Y., N. Y. 10014
Without obligation, rush me free information on the following RCA Home Train-
ing Course: COLOR TV TRANSISTORS MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS__

Name Age

Address

City State Zip

CANADIANS-Take advantage of these same RCA courses at no additional cost.
No postage. No customs. No delay. Send coupon to: RCA Victor Company, Ltd.,
5581 Royalmount Ave., Montreal 9, Quebec.

Ell ti. EM - - NM ME IM

OF THE INDUSTRY

Comsat Training Program
An intensive training program for earth station tech-

nicians of the Communications Satellite Corp. (Comsat)
is being conducted by Sylvania. The course includes an-
tenna alignment and maintenance, tracking, computer op-
eration, a Federal Communications Commission license
refresher and use of the maser.

The program is part of a $4.6 million contract
awarded by Comsat to Sylvania to construct and install
antenna systems at Brewster, Wash, and Paumalu, Oahu,
Hawaii. When completed, the new stations will link the
United States with Asia and Australia and other Pacific
nations through commercial satellites which will be put
in synchronous orbit 22,300 miles above the Pacific. Early
Bird, the world's first commercial communications satel-
lite, now connects North America and Europe through
a Comsat -operated station at Andover, Me.

Mallory Battery Dedicates
Mexican Facilities

The new Mexico City facility of the Mallory Battery Co.
was dedicated June 24, 1966, with special ceremonies
attended by company officials from the United States
and representatives of the Mexican government. The new
facility will specialize in the manufacture of Mallory
DURACELL" mercury and alkaline batteries and mercury
hearing aid batteries for distribution throughout Latin
and South America. These batteries are used to power
photographic equipment, portable radios, office machines
and hearing aid devices.

Zenith Announces
Sales Records

Zenith has announced that distributor orders have been
the highest in company's history. Well over $200
million worth of orders were placed for the period of
June through August. The volume of color -TV receivers
more than doubled the 1965 figure.

The company is also announcing the addition of
three 25 -in. color -TV models to its 1967 line, broaden-
ing the entire line to 40 basic models. The additional
models include two table units and a furniture styled
console.

New Printed
Circuit Plant

Construction has begun on the N. R. Buck's new
printed circuit facility near Lakeville, Minn. When com-
pleted, the plant will employ about 125 engineers, tech-
nicians and production personnel. It will contain 6000sq
ft of clean room production space reportedly more
sterile than many hospital operating rooms. The 20,-
000sq ft air-conditioned building, located in Airlake
Industrial Airpark, Lakeville, will be in operation by
approximately October 1.

Most of the equipment in the new plant will be "one
of a kind," designed specifically for circuitry processing.
Equipment will include a 50 by 72in. process camera,
high speed roll -to -roll laminating, coating and etching sys-
tems, and a computer -operated coordinatograph for pre-
cisely laying out circuits.
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Listen!
Save 500 or more per unit on installation

Labor and timesaving built-ins on
Jensen's 8 -inch Professional Series
speakers add up to big savings when
you're working on a big job.

You can save SW or more per
unit on installation with Jensen's ex-

clusive KWIKON® instant connectors
and pre -attached transformers. In-
stallation is fast, simple, solderless.

And with the Jensen K-950 coaxial
loudspeaker you need only half as
many units to deliver smooth, dy-
namic sound to every corner. The
K -950's 110° coverage angle and
exceptional frequency range pro-
vide approximately twice the cover-
age area of an average 8 -inch
speaker.

Jensen

There's a lot to like about
Jensen's Professional Series 8 -inch
loudspeakers and there are 40 dif-
ferent models to choose from. Spec
your next job from the Jensen cata-
log. Write to Jensen Manufacturing
Division, The Muter Company,
6601 South Laramie Avenue, Chi-
cago, Ill. 60638.
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Here Are Four HEATHKIT®
Professional Test Instruments

You Don't Have To Build

World's Most Popular VTVM! ... the
Heathkit IM -11 VTVM set the value pace
in VTVM's for the industry, and it's held that
pace for over 15 years. One probe makes
all measurements - 7 AC, 7 DC, 7 Ohms
ranges - 1.5 to 1500 volts full scale -
On an easy -to -read 4%" 200 ua meter -
Features RMS & peak -to -peak scales- 1%
precision resistors.

Kit IM -11, 5 lbs $24.95
Wired I MW -11, 5 lbs. . $39.95

Complete Service / Labora-
tory Transistor Analyzer...
the Heathkit IM -30 provides
thorough DC analysis of PNP &
NPN transistors. Test for shorts,
DC gain (Beta 0-300) (Alpha
0-0.9967), Leakage (lcbo, lceo),
and diode forward & reverse cur-
rent. Requires 7 "D" cells for
internal power - provisions for
external power.
Kit IM -30, 9 lbs ..$54.88
Wired IMW-30,
10 lbs 884.95

Heathkit AC VTVM Measures Low -
Level AC With 5% Accuracy ...features
10 ranges -0.01 to 300 volts RMS full scale.
VU -type ballistic damping and calibrated db
scale for audio measurements. The perfect
instrument for hi-fi servicing I
Kit IM -21, 5 lbs . $33.95
Wired I MW -21, 5 lbs $52.95

HEATHKIT 1967

Gimbal -Mounted "Service
Bench" VTVM Features Ex-
tended Accuracy Through
Separate Low Voltage AC
Scales ... includes single probe
for all ranges and 1.5 to 1500
volts full scale sensitivity.
Kit I M-13, 7 lbs. $32.95
Wired IMW-13,
7 lbs 849.95

FREE! World's Largest
Electronic Kit Catalog

Includes these and over 250 other items
for the service technician, engineer, ham,
teacher, and hobbyist.

r-
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-9
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022

Please send my FREE Heathl,t Catalog.

Enclosed is S

Please send model(s)

Name

Address

City

100

__, plus postage.

(Please Print)

State Zip
Prices & Specifications subject to change without notice. 7E-148

..1
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Color TV Booms
Color TV sales last April increased 166.3 percent over

the April 1965 figures (up 185,145 sets) while there was
a 10.4 percent decline in the sales of black -and -white TV
sets (down 49,040 sets).

The year-to-date figures on January/April unit sales
are as follows:

Merchandise 1965 1966
B/W TV Sets 2,428,720 2,458,597
Color TV Sets 592,437 1,238,469
Home Table, Clock and Port-

able Radios 3,386,290 4,074,467
Home FM Radios 729,941 1,160,039
Auto Radios 3,386,752 3,182,917
Portable & Table Phonographs 898,019 829,126
Console Phonographs 448,465 590,084
B/W TV Picture Tubes 2,943,538 3,011,043
Receiving Tubes 126,743,000 147,053,000

Harman-Kardon Commercial
Sound Changes Name

The Harman-Kardon Commercial Sound Div. of Jer-
rold Crop. has changed its name to the Jerrold Commer-
cial Sound Div. The change is not designed to affect
Harman-Kardon's Hi Fi operation but is designed to pro-
vide it with marketing, advertising and sales experience
of the parent company.

The announcement was accompanied by the introduc-
tion of a new line of all solid-state amplifiers. The new
amplifiers reportedly achieve maximum reliability by con-
verting the usual 117vac input power to 12 vdc
This design enables every new amplifier to be converted
easily to battery operation for outdoor, mobile or emer-
gency use.

Kay -Townes Antenna Co.
Appoints Factory Representatives

The Kay -Townes Antenna Co. has announced the ap-
pointment of manufacturing representatives to service dis-
tributor sales in the following territories: Illinois and Wis-
consin, The Mort Fields Co.; Metropolitan New York, Louis
W. Keller and Assoc.; Southern New Jersey, Trenton and
Southeastern Pennsylvania, The Ferrell S. Carmine Co.;
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, Herb London;
Indiana and Michigan, Gerald W. Perry; the Pacific North-
west, Ted Erickson Associates, Inc.

Sylvania Sales Boost
Sylvania announces that orders for home entertain-

ment products taken at their recent National Dealers and
Distributors Convention were 108 percent greater than
a year ago. The demand for color -TV sets and stereo-
phonic units contributed strongly to the increase.

Empire Appoints
Southwest and Hawaiian Reps

he Empire Scientific Corp., has appointed I. R. Stern
& Co. as its representatives in Southern California, Ari-
zona, parts of Nevada and Hawaii for speakers, turn-
tables and cartridges.
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Jerrold Metropolitan
Antennas Debut

Jerrold Electronics has announced two new antennas
which it says are designed specifically to wipe out color
ghosts in metropolitan areas.

The new "Metrocolor" series antennas feature a hy-
brid coupler phasing harness which is said to result in a
very high front -to -back ratio. The company said the
new antennas minimize ghosts by rejecting reflected sig-
nals.

Dr. Lorne Armstrong
Granted Patent

Dr. Lorne D. Armstrong director of research at
The Micro State Electronics Corp., has been granted a
patent on a method of making semiconductor diodes us-
ing gallium antimonide crystals. Dr. Armstrong holds a
B.A. degree from the University of Saskatchewan and
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Toronto.
He is a member of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers and the Chemical Society. He is
the author of 20 technical papers and he has received
ten other patents.

New 1500MHz Transistor
Amperex Electronic Corp. announces a new NPN sili-

con planar epitaxial transistor which has low noise, high
gain and low intermodulation distortion throughout the
UHF frequency spectrum. This capability has been achieved
through advances in the design of etching masks and im-
proved material and process controls.

The transisitor has an fT of 1.56Hz typically and hr.
of 100 at both 2 and 20 ma. These linear performance

characteristics provide intermodulation and cross modula-
tion properties and permit the designer to optimize his
circuit at an operating point of his choice while maintaining
known gain. Typical applications for the transistor are in
small signal RF amplifiers, telemetry, test instruments and
any equipment requiring high gain and low noise.

Amphenol Appo,nts Test
Instrument Specialist

Raymond E. Anthony has been appointed to the
newly created pest of test instrument specialists by the
Amphenol Distributor Div., of Amphenol Corp. In this
capacity, Mr. Anthony will plan and conduct dealer
workshop sessions demonstrating their line of television
servicing instruments to TV technicians and set dealers
across the nation.

Lear Jet's
Distributors Meet

The Stereo Div. of Lear Jet Industries, Inc., held
the first national sales meeting for their distributors July 9,
1966, in the Crystal Ballroom of the Sheraton -Blackstone
Hotel in Chicago.

Sixty-six distributor organizations were expected to at-
tend the meeting. A large audience was expected for the
preview of new products and programs.

Chancellor Electronics signed an order for $1,204,-
000 of Lear Jet Stereo 8 Tape Players. This was the
largest single order for these players ever signed by a
distributor. The company felt that it was a significant
indication of the expanding sales and acceptance of their
equipment.

FAMOUS
ZENITH QUALITY
TUBES for greater reliability, longer life

TV Picture Tubes
A complete line of more

than 200 top-quality tubes.
For color, black -and -white,

or special purposes.

Zenith black & white replacement picture tubes are made only from new parts
and materials except for the glass envelope in some tubes which, prior to reuse,
is inspected and tested to the same high standards as a new envelope. In Color
tubes the screen, aperture mask assembly and envelope are inspected and tested
to meet Zenith's high quality standards prior to reuse. All electron guns are new.

BUILT TO THE QUALITY STANDARDS
OF ZENITH ORIGINAL PARTS

"Royal Crest" Circuit Tubes
A full line of more than 875 tubes ...
the same quality tubes as original Zenith
equipment. Your assurance of the mit
world's finest performance.

Order all genuine
Zenith replacement
parts and accessories
from your Zenith
distributor.

ONITAr The quality goes in before the name goes on"

... for more details circle 165 on postcard
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it's here! most advanced

color TV test instrument

ever developed

 OBSOLETES ALL OTHERS
 ELIMINATES ALL GUESSWORK

LECTROTECH V
A sensational new color generator with 4 major Lectrotech exclusives
. . . plus all of the time -proven standard features . . . in one compact,
portable unit. For the first time. you can install and service color TV
completely, accurately and faster! Here are the facts:

EXCLUSIVE-COLOR VECTORSCOPE-Until now, available only
in $1500 testers designed for broadcast. Accurately measures
color demodulation to check R -Y and B -Y plus all 10 color
bars for color phase angles and amplitude, A must for
total color and those hard to get skin tones.

EXCLUSIVE - SELF - CALIBRATING - Adjust timing circuit with-
out the use of external test equipment. No need to return
unit to a factory for adjustment.

EXCLUSIVE - DIAL -A - LINE - Now, you can adjust horizontal line
to any width desired from 1 to 4 lines wide.

EXCLUSIVE -SOLID STATE RELIABILITY - Only two tubes are
used in combination with fully transistorized diode -rectifier
circuit.

PLUS- the V7 produces all Crosshatch, Dots, Vertical only, Hori-
zontal only and Keyed Rainbow Patterns. RF at channels
3, 4 or 5. Video Output (Pos. and Neg. adjustable) for signal
injection trouble -shooting. Red -Blue -Green Gun Killer. All
transistor and timer circuits are voltage regulated to operate
under wide voltage ranges. Lightweight, compact
- only 81/4" x 71/2" x 121/2". Net 189.50

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

For the full story on the V7, write for complete catalog or
see your distributor.

Complete color bar generator with all the features

'1! V6 of the Lectrotech V7 except the Vectorscope. Only

Aafil 99.50

See your distributor or write Dept. ET -9

LECTROTECH, INC.
1221 W. DEVON AVE. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60626

OF THE INDUSTRY

RCA and Hoffman-LaRouche
Collaborate on Medical Devices

An agreement to collaborate in the development,
production, and marketing of medical devices has been an-
nounced by the Radio Corp. of America and Hoffmann -
La Rouche, Inc. Under the agreement, the two com-
panies will develop new electronic, electrochemical and
electromechanical devices which will be manufactured
and marketed in the United States and abroad for medical
use.

The two executives called the agreement "a logical
and desirable move to bring about collaboration between
two organizations with complementing skills in an ex-
panding market that serves a vital human need."

The initial stage of the effort will involve a study by
scientists of both companies to formulate an effective pro-
gram. The program will be designed to develop under-
standing of present and anticipated technology that can
be applied to medical needs, to determine the feasiblity
and practicality of various types of products and to pro-
vide new devices that are safe, effective, and responsive
to the demands of modern medical practice.

Oxford Appoints Anderson Sales
Anderson Sales Co. has been appointed sales repre-

sentatives for the Oxford Transducer Co. line of speakers
and affiliated electronic components. With nearly 20
years experience in the field, the company maintains head-
quarters in Boston and travels the New England territory
of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Connecticut. A branch facility is maintained
in Waterbury, Conn. In addition to distributors, the
organization will also cover Oxford's O.E.M. market in
the territory.

Zenith Awarded Basic
Stereo -FM Patents

Zenith Radio Corp. has received basic patents on its
FM/stereo system. The system, developed by a team of
company research scientists and engineers and air -tested
over Zenith's pioneer FM station, WEFM, was approved
by the Federal Communications Commission, with minor
modifications, for general use in 1961.

Since its introduction, FM/stereo broadcasting has
grown from fewer than 60 stations at the end of 1961 to
more than 470 in the U.S. alone, with an estimated 50
stations using the system in other countries. It is estimated
that more than two million FM/stereo receivers will be
sold this year. Virtually all console phonograph -radio com-
binations on the market today incorporate FM/stereo,
compared to about one-third 4 years ago.

G -E Forms New Tape
Recorder Section

G -E's radio receiver department announces the forma-
tion of a new business section to manufacture and market
audio tape recorders.

The company's audio products department, Decatur,
Ill. will continue to manufacture and market tape re-
corders with suggested retail prices above $100.
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install
ALLIANCE

Tenna-Rotoe...now
Profit now with world-famous
Team -Rotors:

You'll sell more than ever before.

And they're twice as easy to sell!

In-store demonstrations sell on sight! Hook up a Tenna-Rotor .

Every color set needs one ... Then, watch the r faces light up
when you turn the dial and they see a beautifu, color picture.
Switch to black & white or FM Stereo. Same result:
Tenna-Rotor pulls 'em in scarp, clear, bright and strong!
Use the color -TV delivery lag to sweeten up profits with
Tenna-Rotor sales, antenra and lead-in wiring jobs.
Then, you'll be all set for fast, easy deliveries and installations.

Install the world famous Alliance Tenna-Rotor "TV's Better Color Getter"

®

0The ALLIANCE Manufacturing Company, Inc.

illo- (Subsidiary of Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp.) ALLIANCE, OHIO

Maker of GENIE' Garage Door Openers

SEPTEMBER 1966
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A BETTER WAY
TO REPLACE

SOLDERED
COMPONENTS

LENGTH 8'
WEIGHT 31/2 in

Now-remove miniature soldered com-
ponents in seconds-without damage

Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums
all solder for easy removal of component.
Leaves terminals and mounting holes clean.
Then, with 360° contact, it resolders even
faster and better than regular irons. Han-
dles miniature and standard components in
printed circuit boards and conventional wir-
ing. Self-cleaning. All parts replaceable. 40
watts, 115-v. 5 tip sizes. Pays for itself in
time saved. $9.95 net East of the Rockies.

Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

5153 E. 65th INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46220
. . . for more details circle 123 on postcard

CATALOGS

uml AND BULLETINS

Test Instruments 400
Technical data about VTVMs,

scopes, micro -testers and a VOM are
included in a 16 -page booklet that is
now available. Simpson.

Magnets 401
A 4 -page brochure describes per-

manent alnico and ceramic magnets,
in rod and bar forms; plus horseshoe,
channel, lifting and holding magnets.
Maryland Magnet.

CB Crystals 402
A 32 -page booklet is available to

aid technicians in determining the
correct identification of supplemental
crystals for CB sets. The booklet con-
tains a classification of crystal fre-
quencies by channel number. It also
cross references transceiver model
numbers and crystal numbers. Shep-
herd Industries.

Fan Mockup 403
A three-dimensional actual -size

mockup of a fan for cooling low -pro-
file instrumentation is available. The

tests all tubes!

mockup can serve as a guide to the
user of an existing instrument that re-
quires cooling. Rotron.

Speakers 404
Dual -cone and three-way speakers

are described in a 4 -page bulletin. Pre -
finished enclosure kits are also in-
cluded Electro-Voice.

Photoelectric Equipment 405
Photoelectric equipment for an as-

sortment of control applications is
discussed in a 22 -page booklet. Manu-
facturing techniques are also indicated.
Photomation.

Photoelectric Components 406
Retro-reflective photo controls,

miniature specular and retro-reflective
scanner heads, sensitive transistor
ON/OFF and time delay controls,
photo -controls with solid state switch-
ing and high speed counting eyes are
described in a 7 -page catalog. Auto-
tron.

Photoelectric Controls 407
A line of transistorized photoelectric

controls are described in a 20 -page
catalog. Included are plug-in logic
modules, photoelectric counters, retro-
reflective scanners and conveyor con-
trols. Farmer Electric.

Popular low cost tester-complete
with adapter for more than
400 Cathode Ray Picture Tubes!

MODEL 88-Tests receiving tubes including novars, nuvistors, newest 10 -pin types, compactrons
and magnovals. PLUS: Picture tube adaptor with 12 -pin socket fits more than 400 cathode ray
picture tubes including 110° deflection types. Grid Circuit Test, Tube Merit Test and Filament Test
... quickly find cathode emission leaks, shorts, grid emission, gas error, filament continuity and
cathode -to -heater emission. Stationary receiving tube chassis. Complete with speed -indexed setup
data, pin straighteners and 12 -pin picture tube socket on 2 -foot cable.

Complete picture tube
test-accommodates
new 10 -pin sockets!
Model 98-Spots same tube
faults as Model 88 above-
PLUS unit features a replace-
able plug-in chassis to cus-
tomize or update instrument
for newest tube types; built-
in 12 -pin picture tube socket;
dial controls that isolate or
transpose tube circuits and
select test current. Grid Cir-
cuit; Cathode Emission; Tube
Merit: and Heater Current
tests for over 2500
types of receiving
and picture tubes.

Dealer Net

106

Features "no -set-up"
testing ... always
up to date!
Model 10713-40 prewired
sockets accommodate 63
basic pin arrangements for
testing all modern TV, radio,
industrial and foreign tubes.
Has plug-in chassis wired to
test tubes, circuit by circuit.
Performs Grid Circuit Test,
Dynamic Mutual Conduct-
ance Test and Cathode Emis-
sion Test. Data book pages
covering new tubes mailed
periodically to
all registered .p
owners.

Dealer Net

'74"
Dealer Net

SECO ELECTRONICS CORP.
1205-13 So. Clover Dr., Minneapolis, Minn. 55420
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Photosensitive Components 408
Photosensitive devices for controll-

ing exterior lighting is discussed in
this bulletin. Precision Multiple.

Semiconductor Catalog 409
A 60 -page illustrated catalog des-

cribes SCRs, triac ac switches, inte-
grated and hybrid circuits, transistors,
diodes, rectifiers, assemblies, injec-
tion lasers, light -activated SCRs, photo
transistors, microphoto diodes, and
light -emitting diodes. G -E.

Hand Tools 410
A 12 -page catalog describes an as-

sortment of pliers, nippers, scissors
and tweezers for microelectronic use.
Henry Mann.

Hi-Fi Merchandising 411
A brochure lists a line of fixtures,

racks, stands, displayers, and holders
for properly presenting amplifiers,
tuners, receivers, tape recorders,
phonographs, speakers, microphones,
TV, cabinets, antenna and other re-
lated Hi-Fi and music merchandise.
Reflector Hardware.

Photoelectric Controls 412
ransistorized photoelectric controls

are described in a 10 -page catalog. A
description of several accessory units
for these controls are included. G -E.

Coils and Transformers 413
A 154 -page replacement guide lists

power transformers, reactors, audio
transformers, RF and IF transform-
ers and coils, chokes, flyback trans-
formers and yokes. It lists these
parts according to the make and
model of the equipment being re-
paired. It also contains diagrams and
specifications of some of the com-
ponents. In addition, a 16 -page com-
petitive cross-reference guide is in-
cluded. Merit.

TV Antennas 414
A 12 -page catalog lists an assort-

ment of antennas for UHF/VHF/FM
reception. Antenna preamplifiers are
also included. Winegard.

Color -TV Crystals 415
A line of replacement crystals for

color -TV sets is described in this cata-
log. Each crystal in the line is pro-
duced to the specifications of the orig-
inal set manufacturer, thus assuring
technicians of an exact replacement
in both physical and electrical specifi-
cations. International Rectifier.

Periodic Antenna 416
Log periodic design is discussed in

a four -page bulletin describing a line
of TV antennas. Blonder -Tongue.

1 PAT. PENDING

you want to
take a good look
at what's
really going on

INVESTIGATE

THE S & A LINE
(-or, buy an S & A Antenna yourself!

There's a pretty bright picture

both profit and pleasure -wise.)

MODEL PW

UHF -VHF -FM COLOR

ANTENNA
Passive Wove combined with the best fea-
tures of Log Periodic construction produce
this new antenna unequalled in overall opera-
tion. See UHF-VHF and Colorcasts as they
are transmitted. Enjoy FM listening at its
finest.

The wave guide element system in combina-
tion with frequency independent drive effects
a new breakthrough in a high gain channel
2 thru 83 antenna. The UHF section has a
dual function in that it provides director
action at the VHF high band frequencies in
addition to wave guide control at UHF fre-
quencies.
4 models as low as $24.95 list.

Write for literature. All inquiries
Riven prompt attention.

84 &this/lief Ise.
Manufacturers of the TARGET ANTENNA

204 West Florence Street - Phone 419-693-0528  Toledo, Ohio 43605
... for more details circle 148 on postcard

NOW! Solve Electronics Problems
fast with New Patented Slide Rule.

O

That's right! This amazing new Electronics
Slide Rule will save you time the very first
day you use it. It's a patented, all -metal 10"
rule that features special scales for solving
reactance, resonance, inductance and cir-
cuitry problems . . . an exclusive "fast -
finder" decimal point locater . . . widely -
used formulas and conversion factors for
instant reference. And there's all the stand-
ard scales you need to do multiplication,
division, square roots, logs, etc.
Best of all, the CIE Electronics Slide Rule
comes complete with an Instruction Course

GET BOTH FREE!

CTPISNICS
DATA

G020.1.

ELECTRONICS

SLIDE RULE

Send
coupon
today-+

1La

of four Alit PROGRAMMED' lessons. You'll quickly
learn how to whip through tough problems
in a jiffy while others plod along the old-
fashioned "pad and pencil" way.
Electronics Slide Rule, Instruction Course,
and handsome, top -grain leather carrying
case . . . a $50 value for less than $25. Send
coupon for FREE illustrated booklet de-
scribing this Electronics Slide Rule and
Instruction Course and FREE Pocket Elec-
tronics Data Guide. Cleveland Institute of
Electronics, 1776 E. 17th St., Dept ET -112
Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

*TRADEMARK

Cleveland Instituteof Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. ET -112 Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Send FREE Electronics Slide Rule Booklet. Special Bonus: Mail
promptly and get FREE Pocket Electronics Data Guide too!

NAME
(Please Rnnt/

ADDRESS COUNTY

CITY STATE ZIP

A leader in Electronics Training ...since 1934.
1
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BOOK REVIEWS

TV TUBE SYMPTOMS AND TROU-
BLES. By Robert G. Middleton.
Published by Howard W. Sams &
Co., 96 pages, soft cover, $1.95.

This book is based on the principle
that defective tubes cause the major-
ity of TV receiver troubles. The spe-
cific tube at fault can be detected by
recognizing the picture and sound
symptoms. Block diagrams show the
functional arrangement of TV receiv-
ers to assist in locating tubes. A chart
of symptoms and pages of photographs
showing defective picture tube images
assist in identifying the tube at fault.
This book should be of value to tech-
nicians who are just learning TV serv-
icing.

ALTERNATING CURRENT-CIR-
CUITS AND MEASUREMENTS.
By Charles I. Anderson, Anthony
Santanelli and Fred R. Kulis. Pub-
lished by Prentice -Hall, Inc., 368
pages, hard cover. $12.

This book is a companion volume
to DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS

AND MEASUREMENTS also re-
viewed in this issue of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN. The volume begins with
a discussion of magnetic materials -
magnetic attraction, repulsion, flux
density and reluctance. It then con-
tinues by discussing electromagnetism
- the left-hand rule to determine po-
larity and the motion of a current -
carrying conductor through a mag-
netic field. This leads into a discussion
of the interaction of the primary and
secondary flux in a transformer. The
concept of self-inductance is devel-
oped from the concept of mutual in-
ductance. The motion of a rotating
conductor cutting flux lines of a mag-
netic field helps the reader to under-
stand sinewaves. Following this is a
discussion of inductive reactance to
currents of various alternating fre-
quencies. Vectors are used to deter-
mine phase shift of currents passing
through circuits containing inductors
and resistors. The reactance of capaci-
tors to various alternating current fre-
quencies is developed in a similar
manner. This leads to a discussion of
series and parallel resonance circuits.
The book concludes with a discussion
of resonant filter circuits. This pro-
grammed text should help both ap-
prentice and advanced electronics tech-
nicians to obtain a more thorough
understanding of the circuits they will

be working on. It should also prove
to be an excellent review for experi-
enced technicians who have forgotten
some of the fundamentals or for those
who wish to add depth to their under-
standing of circuits.

FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSIS-
TORS. By the Technical Training
Staff, RCA Service Co. Published by
Prentice -Hall, Inc., 223 pages, hard
cover. $10.00

This volume has the unusual fea-
ture of testing the reader at the end
of each paragraph so he can determine
if the material was skimmed too
lightly. Though this method of writing
does slow down the reading speed, it
helps to prevent the reader from over-
looking important information needed
for the proper understanding of fur-
ther explanations. The free electron -
hole theory of transistors is discussed
without going into the exact chemistry
of semiconductor material. Even an
uneven distribution of electrons and
holes, as a result of applied voltages,
are used to explain p -n junctions. This
explanation seems easier to understand
than the potential hill theory so fre-
quently used by authors. Potential hills
in p -n junctions are mentioned, how-
ever. Nonlinear volt ampere character-
istics of p -n junctions are described

"TORQUE WRENCH" MANUAL

SENT

UPON REQUEST

Formulas
Application
Engineering Da
Screw Torque
Adapter Probiti
General Prirtsfigks

57-U WA-VANr
ON 0

Manufacturers of over 85% of
the torque wrenches used in industry

CO.
QUALITY ILL/NO/5

//ERE /T/Se - -
THE

LEADER ! NEW

e Le,
UHIFIVHF

TV ANTENNAS
FOR

.gissou,,Black/White & Color

6651 Chromate
6652 Chrome

 Ultimate in Design!
 Unequalled in Performance!
 Outstanding in Value!
BRACH MANUFACTURING CORP.

DIVISION or GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION
899 Main Street, Sayreville, N.J. 08872
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and plotted for both forward and re-
verse biasing. The ability of currents
to flow despite the reverse biasing of
the base -to -collector junction is ex-
plained. Emitter, base and collector
current relationships are discussed.
The principles of transistor amplifica-
tion are developed from this discus-
sion. Biasing circuits and special cir-
cuits to compensate for temperature
changes in transistors are included.
This book should prove valuable to
both the apprentice and experienced
technician and provide them with a
basic understanding of transistors.

DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS
AND MEASUREMENTS. By Char-
les 1. Anderson, Anthony Santanelli
& Fred R. Kulis. Published by Pren-
tice -Hall, Inc., 338 pages, hard cover.
$12.00.

This programed text covers the
basic fundamentals of direct current
and its measurement. Beginning with
the attraction of static charges, the
book progresses through electron val-
iences, electromotive forces, charged
dielectrics and free -electron current
flow. Using the principles of Kirch-
hoff's First Law (At any point in a
circuit, there is as much current flow-
ing away from that point as flows
toward it.) and Kirchhoff's Second

Law (In any closed circuit the ap-
plied voltage is equal to the sum of
the voltage drops around the circuit.),
the book discusses resistors and bat-
teries in series and parallel circuits
and the resulting currents that flow
through these circuits. The book
shows how to simplify such circuits
and calculate circuit component val-
ues. Basic meter reading and resis-
tor color codes are also covered. This
book may be of value to the appren-
tice who does not know how to deter-
mine the values of resistors and cur-
rents encountered in basic circuits or
why electricity flows through circuits.

SEMICONDUCTORS . . .

continued from page 65

sistor (RI). The resistance of the
thermistor decreases as the tempera-
ture increases. As its resistance de-
creases, it conducts more current
(IT) and causes a greater voltage
drop to occur across the base resis-
tor (RB). This reduces the forward
bias of the base (VEB) and stabilizes
the circuit. The thermo characteris-
tics of the transistor and any one
thermistor are similar over only a
limited range of temperatures. The

selection of a thermistor must de-
pend on the temperature range.

Since both transistors and diodes
are made of PN junctions, their
reaction to temperatures should be
relatively similar and shift in the
same direction and magnitude. A
diode (D) has a slight resistance
to a forward biasing current and can
be substituted for the thermistor

Fig. 11-Diodes compensate for relatively
large temperature changes in transistors.

(RT) in the circuit (Fig. 11) to
determine the bias voltage (VEB).
As the temperature increases, the
bias voltage decreases and stabilizes
the circuit.

The next article will discuss spe-
cific transistors, voltages and com-
ponent values in solid-state cir-
cuits. 

ZENITH QUALITY
LOUDSPEAKERS AND
BATTERIES

Looking for the finest replacement
loudspeaker you can find? It's Zenith
... for practically any purpose:
stereo, TV, radio or car radio. Zenith
has sold quality speakers for over
45 years. Today you can choose
from a full line, with each speaker
offering exceptional power and fre-
quency response.

Zenith Quality Long Life batteries
with "Transistor Blend" electrolyte
are designed for superior perform-
ance in transistor radios. Zenith's
high standards and constant Positive
Quality Control help Zenith bat-
teries deliver more power and longer
service for radios
and flashlights.

Order all genuine Zenith replacement parts and accessories from your Zenith distributor.

BUILT TO THE QUALITY STANDARDS OF ZENITH ORIGINAL PARTS

NM, The quality goes in before the name goes on
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WORLD
FINEST

See our
Cross reference #X42

When

5=2977
when you use
Workman's
MIRACLE 5
TRANSISTORS
they will replace
2977 transistors for
entertainment use
in radio, phono,
tape recorders and
amplifiers!
AA1 PNP AUDIO
AA2 NPN AUDIO
AA3 PNP HIGH FREQUENCY
AA4 POWER DIAMOND BASE
AA5 POWER STUD BASE

Attractively packaged on a
merchandising display board.

AVAILABLE AT ALL ELECTRONIC
PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

LOW PRICED

WORKMAN
SARASOTA ,FLORID PRODUCTS, INC
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EITICORE

ONLY 69c
BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULTICORE SALES CORP. WESTBURY, N.Y. 11591
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new from Viking

FEED -THROUGH

LIGHTNING

ARRESTOR

Model #5904 - just $3.00
Now install practical, efficient

protection against lightning damage
to your CATV system. Viking Model
#5904 protects against power surges
caused by electrical fields in the
atmosphere, lightning hits, short cir-
cuits, and direct contact with power
lines. Features discharge gap sealed
in with rare gas atmosphere. Com-
pactly packaged, (1'2" h x 2" w
x 7 8" d), the die-cast zinc housing
is Vik-O-Processed against damage
by the elements. More information?
Write or call (collect of course):

viking
830 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J. 07030

(201) 656-2020  (212) 943-5793
... for more details circle 159 on postcard

EFFICIENT!

SAFE!

FAST!

AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
, For Fastening Any
Inside or Outside

Wire Up to 1/2" in Diametern UP TO
V 3/16'

No. T-18
nUP TO

No. T-25

n UP TO
1/2"

No. T-75

 Telephone wire
 Intercom wire

Bell wire
 Thermostat wire

Radiant heating wire
Hi-Fi, Radio & TV wires
Tapered striking edge
gets into close corners!

Available in:
Brown, Ivory, Beige,
Monel, Bronze, Natural

1 JUNIUS STREET BROOKLYN 12. N
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CHARGE INTO COLOR WITH GAVIN GOLD CREST
Concerned about color? Now Gavin conquers it. Captures it. With Color Antennas so new... so ahead of

the rest ... each bears a new, bold Gold Crest. Only Gavin tests and certifies each antenna for perfect

color! For greatest gain. For best match. For lighter weight ...with five times the strength. Charge into

color with confidence. With the best. With new Gavin ...Gold Crest.

TESTED AND CERTIFIED

FOR PERFECT COLOR
UHF CR5

Fringe A -ea
UHF/VHF/FM 1113

Mid Fringe
VHF/FM 1015H VHF/FM 1023H

Deep FringeMid Fringe

I -UT A RAINBOW ON ANY ROOF...ANYWHERE
DISTRIBUTORS: Write for franchise information Davin

GAVIN INSTRUMENTS, INC. SOMERVILLE, N J.
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Are you offering today's color?

RCA Hi-Lite color picture tubes
bring OEM quality to

your replacement tube customers
Odds are that when you're called to replace a customer's color picture tube and you
replace it with an RCA Hi-Lite, you're giving him a better product than he had when
his set was new.

That's because RCA Hi-Lite picture tubes are RCA's best... the same quality... the
same tubes... that go into today's original equipment sets. RCA Hi -Cites are all -new...
glass, gun, the works! And incorporate the continued advancements in picture tube tech-
nology achieved by the world's leading color picture tube manufacturer. So you literally
"up -date" your customer's color set when you install one.

Here's picture brightness and color fidelity at its finest, available for the service trade
in 19 -inch and 25 -inch rectangular and 21 -inch round tube types.

How about you? Are you offering your customers today's color?
RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics


